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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, justice and home affairs cooperation between the EU Member
States has expanded considerably. Cross-border cooperation in the criminal justice area has
gained more importance as internal border controls have gradually been lifted and as criminal
agents have had more opportunities to exploit loopholes in national laws and policies.
However, it was the murder of the Italian judge Giovanni Falcone on 23 May 1992
which increased awareness among the governments of the EU Member States and the general
public of the threat posed by organised crime to European democratic societies. One of the
consequences has been that, since the beginning of the 1990s, a vast body of measures has
been introduced at national and EU level to combat organised crime. One of these measures
is the Joint Action adopted on 19 March 1998 by the Council of the European Union which
established the so-called Falcone funding programme — a tribute to the famous Italian judge
and Mafia-investigator. The objective of this programme is to finance activities such as
exchanges, seminars, training or research projects which enhance initiatives in the control
of organised crime. The funding which the European Institute of Public Administration
(EIPA) has obtained from the Falcone programme provided the main financial support for
the research project 98/FAL/145 (below referred to as the "Falcone" project). The Research
and Documentation Centre of the Dutch Ministry acted as co-sponsor of the project. This
prepared the ground for a project which embraces the synthesis report and 15 reports
concerning the national criminal justice systems in the EU Member States with regard to
the control of organised crime.
Starting from the assumption that the criminal justice systems of the EU Member States are
increasingly converging as a consequence of the internationally coordinated fight against
organised crime, the "Falcone" project had the principal objective of identifying, analysing
and evaluating the recent organisational changes in relevant departments of the national law
enforcement and public prosecution bodies.
In addition, the synthesis report has a number of objectives:
• First, to give the sponsors and interested readers an account of the research process
(methodology, the research network, choices made throughout the research, discussions
on comparability, the design of the questionnaire);
• Second, to provide a broad account of the underlying rationale of (expected) criminal
justice reforms, namely to counter the upsurge of international organised crime;
• Third, to give an overview of the frameworks and (legal) instruments that have been
adopted by relevant decision-making fora of the European Union, which we assume
have had and will have an organisational impact on the national criminal justice systems
of the EU Member States;
• Fourth, to draw on leading theoretical perspectives which have assisted us in deepening
key research notions, such as "convergence", "systemic interaction", and
"Europeanisation";
• Fifth, to provide an overview of the underlying research hypotheses, which were tested
by means of a common questionnaire;
• Sixth, and central to this synthesis report, to give a cross-comparative account of the
principal findings, based on horizontal analysis of the national reports;
• Finally, to revisit the research hypotheses and to list the core findings of the research
project.
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Chapter 2 of the synthesis report contains a description of the research process and
methodology. Chapter 3 discusses the threat of international organised crime as it is perceived
by the EU Member States, and the legal, policy-oriented or operational definitions which
are employed nationally. A presentation of the EU frameworks and legal instruments which
aim to encourage organisational changes within the national police and prosecution services
follows in chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains an outline of selected theoretical perspectives on
reforms and convergence. Chapter 6 revisits the research hypotheses. Chapter 7, which
presents the body of the empirical data, contains a cross-comparison of the principal research
findings of the national reports. The analysis and evaluation of the results make it possible
to verify or invalidate the underlying research hypotheses, and this analysis can be found in
chapter 8. The synthesis report concludes with chapter 9, which gives a quick summary of
the main findings, and makes some observations that could be dealt with in possible future
research.

2.

RESEARCH PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY

Carrying out comparative research at an international level is an illuminating learning
exercise. Our account below seeks not only to describe the essential parts of the research
process and methodology, but also to evaluate it in order to benefit future international
research projects.

2.1 The Research Network
At the core of our research project was the formation of an international research network,
which was responsible for carrying out the bulk of the research. Without the expertise and
professional insight of the contributors to the research network, our empirical findings would
no doubt have been less detailed and comprehensive.
A choice was made during the design stage of the research proposal to identify one
experienced and specialised researcher in each EU Member State. The establishment of the
network was partly based on an existing international network linked to the research
coordinator, Dr Den Boer, but for some EU Member States we had to draw upon contacts of
employees of the European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) to identify the right
people. The research network was established during the first months of the project, and
gained momentum during the First Round Table, which was convened on 3 and 4 June 1999
at EIPA, Maastricht (see chapter 2.3 for a more detailed account of the Round Tables).
The participation of national researchers had a number of benefits, such as access to
respondents and documents via native speakers, the availability of academic and/or
professional knowledge of the national criminal justice system and — in most cases — a rapid
and flexible access to the key respondents. This allowed us to obtain a maximum amount of
information for the comparative analysis of the reforms. The composition of the research
network is as follows (some individual researchers had a collaborator or substitute; this,
however, did not affect project expenditure):'
• Austria: Prof Dr Kurt Schmoller and Dr Joni Kessel, respectively Professor of criminal
law and Assistant at the University of Salzburg;
• Belgium: Dr Gert Venneulen, Academic Assistant and Lecturer at the University of
Ghent;
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•
•

Denmark: Peter Kruize, Research Fellow at the University of Copenhagen;
Finland: Dr Twja Hietaniemi, Associate Professor at the University of Helsinki and

•

France: Prof Didier Bigo and Franziska Hagedorn, respectively Professor of Politics

Researcher at the National Bureau of Investigation;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

at the Institut d'Etudes Politiques of Paris and PhD student at the London School of
Economics;
Germany: Prof Dr Hans-Heiner Kiihne, Professor of Criminal Law at the University
of Trier;
Greece: Dr Effi Lambmpoulou, Associate Professor at the Panteion University in Athens;
Italy: Dr Francesca Longo, Researcher at the University of Catania;
Ireland: Prof Dr Dermot P.J. Walsh, Professor of Law at the University of Limerick;
Luxembourg: Lieutenant-Colonel Armand Schockweiler, Director of the General
Inspectorate of the Luxembourg Police;
Netherlands: Dr Monica den Boer, Associate Professor of Public Administration at
the Faculty of Law, University of Tilburg;
Portugal: Comisseirio Antero Lopes, Public Security Police Headquarters, Ministry of
Interior; 2
Spain: Prof Oscar Jaime-Jimenez, Prof Fernando Reinares and Laia Moreno,
respectively Professors of Politics and Assistant at the University of Burgos;
Sweden: Janne Flyghed, LisaWeselt and Jenny Valind, respectively Associate Professor
at the University of Stockholm, MA student at the University of Stockholm and LL.M.
student at the University of Maastricht;
United Kingdom: Dr James Sheptycki, Lecturer, University of Durham.

Despite the fact that most researchers are academics by profession, it was clear that the
combination of law, politics, public administration and sociology gave the network a strongly
multidisciplinary character. This meant that the research questions were not simply taken
for granted by the researchers, which resulted in some controversial debates during the
Round Tables. We have looked upon this as a fruitful and positive experience. Moreover, the
different backgrounds of the researchers also contributed to an enriching variety of national
reports. During the research project, several researchers faced complications which were
related to time pressure in their daily occupations, to the fact that the national reports were
expected to be written in English, and to the lack of fmancial support for journeys to archives
or to organisations which were the subject of research. Assistance from the full-time
researcher on the project, Mr Patrick Doelle, and from staff of EIPA's Linguistic Services
reduced most of the problems mentioned.

2.2 Professional Referees
Three professional referees were invited to participate in the project as consultants and to
monitor its progress:
•
Dr Willy Bruggeman, Deputy Coordinator of Europol
•
Mr Glenn Audenaert, Head of the Belgian Europol National Unit'
•
Mr Wil van Gemert, Director of the Dutch Criminal Intelligence Service.
The referees were particularly helpful in delineating the research project. Together
with the researchers, they discussed the relevance of the research hypotheses and the design
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of the questionnaire. Furthermore, their expertise, authority and access to networks made it
possible to take account of the most recent developments. Some referees have guaranteed
their continued advice after completion of the research project, particularly with a view to
purposefully disseminating the research findings among law enforcement professionals.

2.3 Round Tables

The researchers and referees met during two Round Tables organised by EIPA in Maastricht.
The first Round Table, which was convened on 3 and 4 June 1999, had the objective of
familiarising contributors with one another. A discussion paper was prepared for the first
Round Table, which contained a description of the project, the main research hypotheses
and the methodology. During the Round Table, each individual researcher introduced him/
herself and gave a concise account of the current organisational arrangements vis à vis
organised crime in his/her EU Member State. The second day was devoted to a discussion
about the methodology (in particular the questionnaire), and to the establishment of
procedural agreements, such as a deadline for the first drafts.
The second Round Table was held on 3 and 4 February 2000, and was again hosted by
EIPA, Maastricht. The objective of this Round Table was twofold. On the one hand, the
researchers were requested to give a detailed account of their research findings, which allowed
for some cross-referencing between the researchers. On the other hand, the researchers
established a consensus on the final title of the research report, the individual and collective
responsibilities for authorship, and the publication of the synthesis report in combination
with the national reports.
-

-

2.4 Questionnaire

In order to ensure optimal comparability between the research findings, a joint standard
questionnaire4 was designed. One of the main reference points in the questionnaire was a
series of EU legal instruments, which have been adopted in the field of justice and home
affairs cooperation (Title VI Treaty on European Union). In particular the recommendations
of the 1997 High Level Group Action Plan on Organised Crime — which pertain to the
creation of national contact points and national coordination centres — offered both a
functional and comparative perspective on the adaptation of national law enforcement
structures to the threat of organised crime.
The questionnaire covered the following fields:
• General characteristics of the national criminal justice systems, in particular the
organisational structures of the police service and the prosecution service;
• Reorganisation or structural adaptation flowing from or related to the EU legal
instruments (e.g. the 1997 EU Action Plan on Organised Crime, the 1991 EC Money
Laundering Directive);
• Reorganisation relevant to the control of organised crime, but not directly related to
European influences (e.g. flowing from national parliamentary inquiries);
• Main structures for international cooperation, in particular the organisation of
international information and intelligence flows;
• Multidisciplinary cooperation structures with bodies other than police or prosecution
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•
•

(e.g. customs service, intelligence service, special investigation services, financial
intelligence units, private investigation departments, and private security companies);
Accountability systems and authorisation procedures relating to the investigation of
organised crime cases;
The rationale, the acceptance and the expected effectiveness of the reorganisation or
reforms within the police and/or prosecution service.

The researchers were urged to use the questionnaire as the leading methodological tool
for the execution of their research. However, they were free in the application of it: some
used it as a list of questions for respondents, others used the questionnaire as a grid to
structure the information they obtained. The researchers were also free to employ
complementary research methods, such as interviews with key persons and documentary
research.
Throughout the research project, it turned out that the questionnaire was a little ambitious:
in particular the questions concerning accountability structures and the acceptance of reforms
could not always be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, the current national reports
represent a lot more than just a scoreboard about the implementation of EU instruments, as
they offer background analysis about the latest developments in the Member States.

2.5 Comparative Analysis
In order to establish what planning and implementation of reforms have been carried out in
the national police and justice organisations, comparative (empirical) research has been of
quintessential importance in our project. The 15 individual research reports do not simply
provide a description of the structure, function and task of the relevant organisations, they
also look into reform processes and their rationales. Cross-national empirical research is
undeniably tricky, however, mainly because, as is widely acknowledged within the academic
community, national definitions in respect of laws, mandates, and discretionary powers can
be very different. Cyrille Fijnaut, Professor of comparative and international criminal law
at Tilburg University and a well-known academic expert in the field of comparative policing
studies, observes in relation to (which countries other than the UK and France?): 5
"Even this brief comparison of four neighbouring police systems shows the difficulty
of finding a common denominator with which to analyse the changes that have occurred
in these systems in recent years. While integration and centralisation are appropriate
concepts by which to define the changes in the Dutch and Belgian police services and
may, with due caution, also be applied to the British situation, they are wholly unsuitable
for any analysis of developments in French policing, except in a negative manner (no
centralisation of command, no integration of police forces.... if more countries were to
be included in the comparison ... the final result would be more varied still."
Our temporary research network has tended to be reasonably optimistic about the
possibility of undertaking such cross-national comparative research, perhaps also because
we did not start off with the objective of developing common categories. Notwithstanding
the adjustment of our academic ambitions, it has to be admitted that during the two Round
Tables intense debate took place about methodology and the interpretation of research
hypotheses. It became clear that concepts such as "centralisation", "authority",
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"privatisation", "specialisation" all carry their own specific meaning within their own national
context.
In the context of our research, we have analysed organisations that are embedded within
a wide array of administrative structures. Some states emphasise regional or provincial
autonomy, which has considerable effects on the functioning of police and justice
organisations; it may imply a considerable margin of manoeuvre to determine crime-control
strategies, selection of personnel, choice of information systems, training priorities, and so
on. Other states embrace centralised structures, which usually result in hierarchically
organised police and justice organisations and a noticeably higher level of uniformity.
Most public administration systems can be considered as hybrids that incorporate
centralised and decentralised features alike, which further complicates the analysis of
organisational evolution and changes.° Moreover, the near-exclusive focus on national
coordination facilities for the fight against organised crime implies that we automatically
turn a blind eye to the many differentiations within the organisation at large.
As explained elsewhere in this synthesis report, the heterogeneity of research findings
was reduced by initially achieving consensus about the content and structure of the research
questionnaire, and by agreeing on a common reporting structure. Furthermore, the reports
exclusively focus on the policing and prosecutorial functions of the criminal justice systems,
and do not devote attention to the adjudicatory and correctional functions.' The research
network has primarily concentrated their attention on the state police and state prosecution
services, and not on other public or private authorities that may carry out related tasks.
A final source of heterogeneity concerns the definitions and concepts of (international)
organised crime in the criminal law (or administrative law) codes of the Member States.'
Similarly, the recording of offences may be different in each individual Member State, and
this will be reflected in the statistics.
Despite apparent deficiencies, comparative research can contribute to a much better
understanding of other national systems. Despite the many objections that may be levelled
against cross-national comparative research, we believe that each single report has generated
a wealth of information, and moreover, that these reports are a necessary basis for the future
academic development of joint theoretical categories and a common vocabulary. The reports
contribute to an improved understanding of the national criminal justice systems.
Furthermore, comparative research can provide a better insight into the problems that are
encountered in achieving further integration of national criminal justice systems in Europe.
In a similar manner, an international research network coordinated by Dutch and British
academics, observed:
"One of the fascinating aspects of comparative studies is that we each view the
information that we have gained through the lens of our own culture. It is a salutary
experience to see systems and procedures which have become reified in our minds
from a perspective which finds it hard to believe that things could be done this way:' 9

2.6 Dissemination
Even though the information obtained does not represent the official views of the relevant
national authorities, the reports will certainly be of great benefit to all those who are involved
in European police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, in particular within the
field of organised crime control. As indicated above, some Member States have expressed
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interest in disseminating the results for the benefit of the professional community (e.g. by
publication of a national report on a police web site). We also believe there would be relevance
in exploiting the research results within the academic community at large, the European
Judicial Network, Europol, EUROJUST and the future European Police Academy.
It should be noted that for the purpose of writing the synthesis report, a wide array of
research methods were used, including interviews with key persons, analysis of policy
documents, and analysis of core literature on justice and home affairs cooperation in the
EU, European integration processes, reforms in public organisations and police and criminal
justice studies. The main source of information however remains the considerable data
generated by the national researchers.

3. ORGANISED CRIME IN THE EU
3.1 A Challenge for the EU Member States

The liberalisation of the economic and financial markets and significant migratory flows
are generally considered as the two chief elements that have contributed to the expansion of
international organised crime in the past years.'° According to this analysis, criminal
organisations have exploited the abolition of trade barriers and border controls to increase
their mobility and expand their illegal activities in the fields of drug trafficking and drug
production, arms trafficking, the smuggling of illegal immigrants, car/vehicle theft, etc.
Sharp contrasts in the economic and financial welfare between countries or regions" seem
to pave the way for criminal entrepreneurs to establish profitable illegal businesses that
operate in the niches of legal markets. The contrasts in economic welfare and payment form
an ideal breeding ground for the corruption of public officials and the recruitment of members
of the criminal organisation. Moreover, (international) organised crime thrives in weak states
and environments which exercise a minimal regulatory power.
Meanwhile, technological innovations such as mobile telecommunications and the
Internet facilitate various operational activities of criminal organisations: the speed of
fmancial transactions benefits the money laundering industry, mobile telephony undermines
the control of national authorities because of the anonymity of the telecommunications and
the absence of legislation regarding cyberspace.' 2 In short, international organised crime is
seen as a potent danger to the internal security of Member States, with a vicious capacity to
undermine the integrity of the public sectors and politics of nation states, to circumvent and
even exploit the regulatory power of these states, and to use their economies and their
infrastructures as a lever for their own illegal activities.
The area of the European Union with its four freedoms of movement (goods, services,
capital and people), which have been progressively achieved, is often mentioned as a strong
incentive for criminal organisations to expand their activities. Following a study carried out
in 1997 in Italy, their annual turnover in Europe is estimated at 600,000 billion Lire (more
than 300 billion euro), which is equal to 4.2% of the GNP of all European countries (exURSS countries included), or equal to the turnover of the top five European companies
(Royal Dutch Shell, Daimler-Benz, Siemens, Volkswagen, ENI).' 3 It would be a rather
fruitless exercise to determine to what extent the opening of the borders and the liberalisation
of exchange have actually contributed to an increase of transnational organised crime in the
EU.'4 Rather than the abolition of border controls, the presence of the borders themselves
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are enormously advantageous to criminal organisations, because they can benefit from the
heterogeneity of legislation and administrative structures in the EU Member States.' 3
The surging awareness of the security challenge posed by organised crime has culminated
in a number of systemic and/or organisational changes in the criminal justice systems of the
Member States. At national level, police and prosecution services have been subjected to
reforms in order to rationalise and coordinate the international exchange of information. At
the same time, the control of international organised crime has popularised the employment
of innovative criminal investigation methods (the so-called "proactive" or "undercover"
methods), which potentially infringe deeply into the personal lives of suspects, or which
may have a significant impact on the diplomatic relations between states. The sensitivity of
these undercover methods has forced most EU Member States to design new regulatory
frameworks, new legislation and revised accountability systems that provide for checks and
balances: 6
It seems obvious that these developments in the EU Member States have not taken
place in splendid isolation. Nevertheless, they should be seen in the context of an
acknowledgement that only a common approach in the control of international organised
crime can be successful. While the general anti-organised crime efforts undertaken at EU
and national level are presented in the next chapters, we will first examine the definitions of
(international) organised crime within the individual EU Member States.

3.2 Defining Organised Crime: Why So Difficult?
The colourful range of definitions and constitutive criteria which have been proposed by the
academic world and agencies involved in the fight against organised crime reveal how difficult
it is to define a phenomenon which tends to be characterised by heterogeneous elements,
organisational and logistical variety, as well as differing activities and objectives: 7 In spite
of this enormous complexity, several attempts have been undertaken at EU level to agree
upon common definitions and criteria.
First, we should mention the Joint Action that the Council of the European Union adopted
on 21 December 1998, which provides for a definition of a "criminal organisation"."
According to Article 1 of the Joint Action:
"a criminal organisation shall mean a structured association, established over a period
of time, of more than two persons, acting in concert with a view to committing offences
which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a detention order of a maximum of at
least four years or a more serious penalty, whether such offences are an end in themselves
or a means of obtaining material benefits and, where appropriate, of improperly
influencing the operation of public authorities!'
The purpose of the Joint Action is to criminalise the participation in a criminal
organisation in the legislation of all EU Member States. Even if a Joint Action is a binding
instrument, it has no direct effect and there is no mechanism to enforce its implementation
in national law. Hence, until now, only a few EU Member States have adopted the measures
required to act in conformity with the provisions of the Joint Action.
On the other hand, the Council agreed on the establishment of a common mechanism
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Figure 1:
Organised Crime Definitions and Criteria in the EU Member States2 '

Legal definition (legislation)

Other definitions/criteria (policy/
operational)

Austria

No definition of "organised crime", but of a
"criminal organisation" (§ 278a Criminal Code)

List of indicators used by the law
enforcement authorities

Belgium

No definition of "organised crime", but of a
"criminal organisation" (according to the EU
Joint Action)

Definition of "organised crime" of the
German Federal Criminal Police Office
(BKA) used for operational purposes

Denmark

No definition

EU criteria used for the situation report

Finland

Draft text under discussion at the Parliament,
defining "organised crime" and "criminal
organisation" (according to the EU Joint Action)

France

No definition of "organised crime", but various
expressions and definitions which refer to
collective behaviour aimed at committing serious
offences with the help of an organised structure

— definition for legal practice
— list of five elements for police
practice

Germany

No definition of "organised crime", but the
constitution and membership of a "criminal
association" punishable (Article 129 Criminal
Code)

Definition of the Federal Criminal
Police Office (BKA) for the police use

Greece

No definition of "organised crime", but the
constitution and membership of a criminal gang
punishable (Article 187 Criminal Code)

EU criteria used by the police, i.e. for
the situation report

Ireland

No definition of "organised crime", but common
law offence of "conspiracy"

Italy

No definition of "organised crime", but of a
"Mafia-type association" (Article 416 bis
Criminal Code)

Luxembourg

No definition of "organised crime", but of a
"criminal organisation" (according to the EU
Joint Action)

Netherlands

No definition of "organised crime", but
criminalisation of the membership of a criminal
organisation (Article 140 Criminal Code)

Portugal

No definition of "organised crime", but of a
"criminal association" (Article 299 Criminal

List of five characteristics and rating
system for organised crime

Code)

Spain

No definition of "organised crime", but specific
criteria for organised crime (Article 282 bis 4 of
the Criminal Prosecution Code)

Sweden

No definition of "organised crime"

EU criteria used by the police

United Kingdom

No definition

Definition of the National Criminal
Intelligence Service (NCIS) for police
use
11
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for the collection and systematic analysis of information on international organised crime.' 9
This mechanism is to be used by the EU Member States and Europol for the elaboration of
the national and the EU situation reports on organised crime. One important element of the
mechanism is a list of 11 characteristics of organised crime which assist Member States in
preparing their reports: 2°
(1) Collaboration of more than 2 people;
(2) Each with own appointed tasks;
(3) For a prolonged or indefinite period of time (this criterion refers to the stability and
(potential) durability of the group);
(4) Using some form of discipline and control;
(5) Suspected of the commission of serious criminal offences;
(6) Operating at an international level;
(7) Using violence or other means suitable for intimidation;
(8) Using commercial or businesslike structures;
(9) Engaged in money laundering;
(10)Exerting influence on politics, the media, public administration, judicial authorities or
the economy;
(11) Determined by the pursuit of profit and/or power.
The table below shows — as far as information was available — whether the EU Member
States use the EU definitions and characteristics or whether they have adopted their own
criteria. While no EU Member State has adopted a legal definition for the term "organised
crime", some have recently introduced new provisions which define criteria or aggravating
circumstances falling under the scope of organised crime. Several EU Member States decided
to criminalise the membership and participation in a "criminal organisation", but not all of
them adopted the definition of the 1998 EU Joint Action literally. The latter seems mostly
due to the fact that some Member States changed their Criminal Code before the adoption
of the Joint Action. As far as definitions and criteria, other than legal ones, are concerned,
especially those for police use, the EU does not seem to have a determining influence. Even
if one supposes that the 11 abovementioned criteria are used in drawing up the situation
reports, their general use by the police forces does not always seem to be accepted.
A tentative conclusion may be that the impact of the European Union has thus far been
limited regarding the adoption of legal rules and practical criteria aimed at defining organised
crime. The next chapter deals with EU-wide instruments and frameworks that may have had
an influence on organisational structures and procedures of the law enforcement organisations
and public prosecution services of the Member States.

4. EU FRAMEWORKS AND INSTRUMENTS

Title VI of the Maastricht Treaty on European Union (the so-called "Third Pillar") has laid
down the foundations and framework for cooperation in justice and home affairs at EU
level. Among the different initiatives that have been taken and the instruments that have
been adopted in the field of organised crime, the most relevant for the present research
project have undoubtedly been Europol and — as a follow-up with a broader perspective —
the 1997 Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime. But other instruments, like the first EC
Money Laundering Directive of 1991 and several Joint Actions, have also been of interest to
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the study and should therefore be briefly mentioned. Finally, even if it was not adopted in
the framework of the EU and does not have the control of organised crime as its main
objective, the Schengen Implementing Agreement (SIA) should also be taken into
consideration. Meanwhile, however, the domain of justice and home affairs cooperation
within the EU has been very dynamic. Hence, new developments have been continuous,
including the establishment of reporting and monitoring mechanisms to oversee the
implementation of EU instruments in this field. The present chapter briefly introduces these
latest developments in JHA which may trigger organisational changes at the national level
in the near future, like the creation of OLAF, and also proposals made as part of the
conclusions of the Tampere summit, the follow-up of the 1997 Action Plan to Combat
Organised Crime and the EU Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters.

4.1 Europol

The European Drugs Unit (EDU) was first established as a forerunner of Europol in 1993.
Its purpose was to facilitate the exchange of information and coordination of police
investigations, in a limited field of competence, through a network of liaison officers based
in The Hague." The functioning of the EDU required that each Member State create a
National Drugs Unit in order to channel intelligence between the EDU and the competent
national authorities. The Europol Convention was adopted by the Council on 26 July 1995
and entered into force on 1 October 1998. The creation of Europol no doubt reinforces the
effect of central coordination through the establishment of a central computerised system
of data collection and analysis, which is expected to improve the information position of
Europol and the Europol National Units."
Except for the creation or designation of national units, Europol will have other — less
apparent but no less important — harmonising side effects on the organisation of police and
public prosecution services in the Member States. An example is the establishment of a
common mechanism for the collection and analysis of information with a view to providing
Europol with comparable data for the development of an annual Organised Crime Situation
Report. 24 Another example is a series of rules regarding the exchange of intelligence which
require common classifications for the assessment of information and its source or for the
confidentiality of information. 25 Finally, Article 24 of the Europol Convention demands that
each Member State designate a national supervisory body which should monitor the handling
of personal data; this legal provision has resulted in the creation of national data protection
boards in countries that previously did not have such an institution (e.g. Italy, Greece). 26
In addition, the rules that were agreed on in the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam, which
entered into force on 1 May 1999, will contribute to the centralisation and harmonisation of
national organisations. Article 30, par. 2 (a) and (b) of the Treaty provides for instance for
the creation of joint investigation teams comprising representatives of Europol and for the
possibility for Europol to request the competent authorities of the Member States to conduct
and coordinate their investigations in specific cases. These new rules may reinforce the role
of national or central authorities in the Member States.
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4.2 Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime
The Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime was elaborated by a High Level Group and
adopted by the Council on 28 April 1997. The Plan formulates 30 recommendations which
should be implemented in accordance with various timetables. 27 Some of these
recommendations directly concern the organisational structures and procedures of police
and prosecution services in the Member States, and have therefore provided the basis for a
number of questions in the questionnaire.
Recommendation 1 asks the Member States to "examine whether it would be appropriate...
to designate a body at national level which would have an overall responsibility for the
coordination of the fight against organised crime
Several Member States had already created such a coordinating body before this
recommendation was launched. The most striking example is probably the Italian National
Anti-Mafia Directorate (Direzione nazionale antimafialDNA), which was created in 1991
to play the role of a central prosecution service for the coordination of investigations in the
field of organised crime.' The head of the DNA, the Procuratore nazionale antimafia,
directs the 26 Anti-Mafia district prosecution services, and is served by the Direzione
investigativa antimafia (DIA), an inter-force law enforcement agency with national
competence.
A document issued by the Council of the EU in 1998 on the implementation of some
recommendations of the Action Plan also mentions the creation of other bodies like the
Coordinating Committee on Serious Crime at the Public Prosecutor's Office in the
Netherlands. In the UK, an Organised Crime Strategy Group was established at the Home
Office, which bears overall responsibility for coordination but has no direct competence
with regard to operational activities. According to the Council document, the creation of a
national coordinating body was at that time in progress (Finland) or seriously taken into
consideration (Spain), while others did not consider it necessary at this stage to designate a
separate body for the coordination function (Germany, Ireland).'
Recommendation 19 underlines the necessity to designate central national contact points
"in order to speed up the exchange of information and the completion of application
procedures for law enforcement cooperation.... With regard to the Europol convention, the
central national unit referred to therein should be the contact point on behalf of all law
enforcement authorities in the Member States. It is advisable that existing contact points,
such as the INTERPOL NCB, SIRENE bureaux, etc. should be brought together in this
central contact point, or at least, that close relations between such units should be established?'
This recommendation illustrates the efforts made at EU level to centralise and harmonise
anti-organised crime bodies within the national police organisations by means of integrating
different cooperation structures. Almost every Member State has already established a central
national contact point for Europol, INTERPOL and SIRENE. 3° However, according to the
abovementioned Council document, only four Member States (the Netherlands, Finland,
the United Kingdom and Germany) had designated a single contact point at that time. 3 '
Recommendation 20 considers the creation of multidisciplinary integrated teams at national
level which "should have sufficient insight into national criminal investigations to be able
to contribute to the development of national policies in the fight against organised crime
14
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As well as bringing together representatives of various law enforcement agencies under
Europol (Member States are supposed to send liaison officers from each national agency),
this recommendation also seeks to improve effectiveness by circumventing traditional interorganisational rivalry and conflicts, and aims to• increase multidisciplinary intelligence
gathering. Some EU Member States already had multidisciplinary integrated teams in place
prior to the Action Plan. In Italy, the Italian Anti-Mafia Investigation Directorate (Direzione
investigativa antimafialDIA) is an inter-force organism under the authority of the Ministry
of Interior, which has the function of collecting intelligence and of conducting investigations
in the field of organised crime. All three Italian law enforcement agencies (Polizia di Stato,
Carabinieri, Guardia di Finanze) are represented in the DIA. 32 According to the
abovementioned Council document, the Netherlands created several permanent teams, while
the United Kingdom established them on an ad hoc basis.33
Recommendation 21 suggests the creation of a European Judicial Network (EJN), and "in
order to develop this network, each Member State should designate a central contact point
permitting the exchange of information between national judicial authorities." The EJN was
established on the basis of a Joint Action adopted on 29 June 1998. 34 The development of
such a network needs to be considered in relation to the problem of accountability in relations
between police and prosecution services. The setting up of a European Police Office without
a parallel European Prosecution Service to which the former is accountable has been criticised
by some authors." The recommendation takes this fact into account, asking for an
examination of whether the EJN "should in the long term be transformed into a more
permanent structure, which could become an important interlocutor of Europol."

Unlike the abovementioned recommendations which encourage changes in the organisational
structures of police and prosecution services, Recommendation 2 is more concerned with
organisational procedures as it recommends the setting up or identification of "a mechanism
for the collection and analysis of data which is so construed that it can provide a picture of
the organised crime situation in the Member State and which can assist law enforcement
authorities in fighting organised crime." The Contact and Support Network, together with
Europol, has developed a common methodology for the elaboration of the organised crime
situation report which is produced annually by Europol on the basis of the national reports.
The use of a common methodology may have a harmonising effect on the cultures and
mentalities of the different law enforcement agencies, especially in their perception of
organised crime.

4.3 Other Relevant Legal Instruments
Among the other legal instruments adopted under the Third Pillar which may have an impact
on organisational structures and procedures, the following should be mentioned:"
•

Joint Action of 15 October 1996 concerning the creation and maintenance of a directory
of specialised counter-terrorist competences, skills and expertise to facilitate counterterrorist cooperation among the Member States of the EU; 37

•

Joint Action of 29 November 1996 concerning the creation and maintenance of a
directory of specialised competencies, skills and expertise in the fight against
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international organised crime, in order to facilitate law enforcement cooperation between
the Member States;"
•

Resolution of 29 November 1996 on the drawing up of police/customs agreements in
the fight against drugs,"

•

Joint Action of 17 December 1996 concerning the approximation of the laws and
practices of the Member States of the EU to combat drug addiction and to prevent and
combat illegal drug trafficking;"

•

Joint Action for the refining of targeting criteria, selection methods and collection of
customs and police information ; 41

•

Joint Action of 29 June 1998 on good practice in mutual legal assistance in criminal
matters.'

Crucially, relevant initiatives also evolve from communautarian cooperation. One
important initiative was the creation in 1989 of the Anti-Fraud Unit of the European
Commission (UCLAF) with a view to protecting the financial interests of the European
Communities. UCLAF (since 1999 OLAF) plays a coordinating role in the complex
investigations in the Member States and may therefore have propelled organisational changes
in the national services concerning the prosecution of this form of serious crime. Furthermore,
the 1991 EC Money Laundering Directive" obliged the Member States to create financial
intelligence structures which collect and analyse information from financial institutions on
irregular and/or suspicious transactions.
Finally, it must be stressed that the Schengen acquis, in particular the Schengen Implementing
Agreement, which was signed in 1990, has had a major impact on police and judicial
cooperation in Europe. Although the Schengen Agreement was originally negotiated and
adopted outside the EU framework, it has had a pioneering role in the introduction of measures
to compensate for the security deficit resulting from the abolition of internal border controls.
Moreover, "Schengen" only allowed accession by EU Member States, which implies that
the expertise and operational practices have always resided within the EU. At the moment,
13 EU Member States are partners to Schengen (this excludes UK and Ireland), while Norway
and Ireland have the status of associate members. The Schengen acquis was incorporated
into the EU by virtue of a protocol attached to the Amsterdam Treaty.'
Because of the particular relevance of several Schengen instruments — particularly those
on police cooperation, judicial cooperation and information — it would have been bizarre to
exclude Schengen from our research domain. Even though the Schengen framework was
not designed with the purpose of controlling international organised crime, the creation of
the National Schengen Information Systems (NSIS) caused the creation of national SIRENE
bureaux, which are also useful for international cooperation in cases of organised crime.
This is why Recommendation 19 of the Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime calls for
the unification (or at least close relations) of the SIRENE bureaux and the Europol national
units.
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4.4 New Developments: OLAF, Tampere, a Follow-Up Action Plan and the Mutual
Assistance Convention

After the commencement of the project and the completion of the questionnaire, several
new and exciting developments took place. First, we should mention the developments
around UCLAF/OLAF, the anti-fraud office of the European Commission. As a consequence
of the first report of the Committee of Independent Experts 45 and the following resignation
of the "Santer" Commission, UCLAF was transformed into OLAF, with a more independent
status and more extensive powers. 46 During the research process it was decided to contact
the newly created OLAF. This was done with a view to getting information from a
supranational perspective about the efforts of Member States in the fight against fraud and
the possible influence of OLAF on organisational reforms. In the framework of the Committee
for the coordination of the fight against fraud (Cocolaf), OLAF and the EU Member States
discuss ways to improve cooperation between the competent authorities. 47
Several Member States decided or planned to create special units for the fight against
fraud, which directly cooperate with UCLAF/OLAF. While France set up special teams at
the level of police and customs, and a coordination unit at ministerial level (ICLAF), Ireland
announced the creation of the "Criminal Assets Bureau" (CAB), a multidisciplinary unit
composed of police, customs and tax officers." Denmark, Greece and Portugal have also
decided to set up offices with the specific task of protecting the Community's financial
interests." The cooperation with UCLAF/OLAF may not only encourage an approximation
between the organisational structures of the Member States, but also between their working
methods, i.e. the exchange of information and joint operations. OLAF is concluding formal
bilateral agreements with national authorities — as was done with the Italian Guardia di
Finanza — with a view to establishing a legal basis for their cooperation. 5°
Particular attention was also paid to the special EU summit on 15 and 16 October 1999 in
Tampere (Finland), where several relevant recommendations were adopted. 5 ' One of the
most important recommendations called for the strengthening of Europol's powers and for
the creation of EUROJUST, a unit with the task of coordinating the national prosecution
authorities. Other recommendations concerned the creation of joint investigating teams to
combat the trafficking of drugs and human beings as well as terrorism, and the establishment
of a European Police Chiefs operational Task Force and of a European Police College.
Moreover, the establishment of a scoreboard was agreed on with the purpose of keeping
"under constant review progress made towards implementing the necessary measures and
meeting the deadlines" agreed on at Amsterdam and Tampere for the progressive creation
of an area of freedom, security and justice."
Furthermore, at the summit in Helsinki on 10 and 11 December 1999, the European Council
approved the report on the finalisation and evaluation of the High Level Group Action Plan
on Organised Crime. 53 This report provides an overview of the implementation of the 1997
Action Plan, which officially ended on 31 December 1999. 54 The recommendations which
are of interest to the Falcone project are at different stages of implementation. While
Recommendation 19, on the creation of national contact points for law enforcement
cooperation, has been completely implemented, the establishment of multidisciplinary
integrated teams (Recommendation 20) requires further long-term activity. Regarding
Recommendation 1 on national coordination bodies, the report only states that the
appropriateness of the designation of such bodies in the Member States has been examined.
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In general, the report stresses the results achieved so far, but also mentions the difficulties
and delays in the implementation.
This prepared the ground for a follow-up to the Action Plan, which recently led to the
adoption of a new programme called "The Prevention and Control of Organised Crime: a
European Union Strategy for the beginning of the new Millenium"." The new programme,
which will cover the period until 30 June 2005, contains 39 recommendations which enlarge
and deepen many of the recommendations of the 1997 EU Action Plan. However, only a few
recommendations have a direct impact on the organisational structures and procedures of
the EU Member States. Therefore, we have singled out three recommendations which are of
particular relevance to our research project:
• As regards the national structures, Recommendation 17b of the new action programme
calls for the establishment of units "specifically dedicated to the process of tracing,
seizure and confiscation of assets... taking into account the experience of such units
operating successfully in some Member States." An illustrative example of such a unit
is the Irish Criminal Assets Bureau (CAB) created in 1996.
• Recommendation 23 concerns the establishment of EUROJUST on the basis of a legal
instrument which would also determine the general framework of its relations with
national prosecuting authorities, Europol, OLAF and the European Judicial Network.
• Instead, Recommendation 10 may have a noticeable impact on organisational procedures
in the special field of illegal immigration networks, as it states that "Member States
shall undertake, in close cooperation with Europol, the Commission and the European
Judicial Network, to ensure that clear rules on the coordination of investigations into
such networks are laid down at both the law enforcement and the judicial level:'
Finally, we should mention the Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal
Matters. The Convention was subject of negotiation for several years, but was adopted by
the JHA Council on 29 May 2000. Article 13 of the Convention provides for the possibility
to create joint (operational) teams to conduct criminal investigations in one or more Member
States. A specific legally binding instrument allowing for the establishment of such teams
was also recently proposed by some Member States. As other Member States criticised this
initiative on the ground that duplication of legislation should be avoided, the Council working
groups are currently discussing which solution is most appropriate. 56

5. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON REFORMS AND CONVERGENCE

5.1 Administrative Reforms: Organisations and Change
Traditionally, police organisations and public prosecution services are well-established
organisations with a relatively long life cycle. Like all other organisations, national law
enforcement organisations are primarily characterised by stability, continuity and
predictability. Their long-term existence is secured by means of a relatively fixed structure,
composition and mission. At the same time, however, a contrary current 57 dictates change,
fluidity, contingency, an organic sensitivity to internal and external impulses.
As organisations seek to create responses to old problems, new problems arise: "Nothing
is more permanent than change"." There are several indications that organisations are in
perpetual flux: new organisations are constantly being created and others disappear;
organisations expand or become smaller, or dispose of parts of the organisation; organisations
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change considerably under the influence of new technological developments; work processes
are constantly adapted to improve effectiveness, efficiency or quality; staff are hired or
fired, promoted, transferred or given a new task."
Organisations can also have a self-learning dynamic that may propel organisational
change. Open-textured and well-networked organisations, but also organic organisations,
"adhocracies" and professional organisations, tend to have a high degree of flexibility and
reflexivity. These organisations perceive their environment as rather diffuse, patchy or
fragmented, culminating in differentiated images of the functioning of the organisation, or
even in perceived contradictions between internal and external images and expectations. 6°
In a similar fashion, police and justice organisations are becoming increasingly less
immune to external influences, for the following reasons:
• As public organisations principally financed from tax funds, police and justice
organisations are subjected to communal inspection and various accountability
procedures, ranging from official crime clearance statistics, to parliamentary debate
and evaluation by the media; displays of unsatisfactory performance may, in turn, trigger
incentives for (new) reform; 6 '
• Their status as public organisations subjects police and justice organisations to an array
of new public management (NPM) reforms that have also affected other public sectors
such as social security, health insurance and public housing; 62
• The exclusive monopoly of the police and justice organisations is becoming more relative
in view of the steady expansion of the private security industry; this puts the traditional
organisation of law enforcement in a competitive position, and forces it to reconsider
investigation practices and surveillance methods; 63
• The fast-developing internationalisation of regulatory mechanisms and crime markets
forces police and justice organisations to look beyond the borders of their own
organisation; formal and informal contacts may lead to comparative learning and "crossfertili sation"
• The wide-scale application of new information and communication technologies (ICT)
facilitates cross-organisational and cross-national networking, leading to the
"horizontalisation" of bureaucratic hierarchies, and hence touches upon the traditional
organisational patterns, such as command structures, knowledge-sharing and information
exchange;65
• The upsurge of multidisciplinary, cross-sector or "integral security" approaches to crime
problems forces police and justice organisations to take account of different
organisational perceptions, images and cultures. 66
; 64

This listing exercise demonstrates that internationalisation (also referred to as
"Europeanisation" or "globalisation") is to be regarded as one of many facets leading to
organisational reform. Hence, it may be difficult — if not impossible — to prove positive
cause-effect relationships between, on the one hand, the Europeanisation of regulatory
mechanisms or the internationalisation of organised crime markets, and, on the other hand,
organisational reforms in the national law enforcement systems of the EU Member States.
At the same time, it should be observed that notions such as "Europeanisation" and
"globalisation" are too vague and indeterminate, and that these mechanisms ought to be
further differentiated and refmed. 67
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5.2 Differentiating Elements of Reform Processes
Before we go into the details of convergence trajectories, we should again point out that
reform processes in national politico-administrative systems potentially show an enormous
variety. The following differentiating elements of reform processes should be taken into
account: 6'
) The reasons to initiate reform within national public administration systems and/or
criminal justice systems may differ greatly, e.g. political decision, legal regulation,
exposure in the media, public opinion.
(2) The objectives the agents of reform seek to realise may be different, e.g. increases in
efficiency and/or effectiveness, quality improvement, cost reduction, symbolic or
legitimacy benefits.
(3) The reform trajectories, or the "solution models", may vary from specialisation,
coordination, and centralisation or de-centralisation, to adaptation of scale.
(4) The methods of implementation may show considerable variation, e.g. in terms of
finance, personnel, kind of organisation, performance measurement. Also the processes
of implementation may be different (bottom-up versus top-down, legal regulation, task
allocation, etc).
In the course of our research project, we established that these four components of
administrative or organisational reform cannot be clearly discerned. A reason for this may
be that traditionally, police and justice organisations tend to be rather introverted, and do
not make much of an attempt to announce organisational changes in public. Moreover, the
reforms that we are discussing in the context of this research project are neither systemically
profound nor large scale in scope and size: their implementation may hence be an almost
subterraneous, internal process.
One reform component is highlighted more often than the other components: the
researchers were specifically requested to identify reform trajectories in the form of
specialisation, coordination, (de-)centralisation and scale. Indeed, when it concerns
organisational changes in order to facilitate international law enforcement cooperation and
to improve the control of organised crime, some Member States have almost simultaneously
implemented a mixture of organisational schemes, varying from the creation of singlepurpose units (e.g. units for synthetic drugs or hormone Mafia) to the creation of (horizontal)
coordination units that should guarantee the coherence of policy and services. 69

5.3 Theoretical Perspectives on Convergence
The following theoretical perspectives on convergence provide some guidance in the
understanding of processes of organisational reform that may entail or cause convergence.
We have selected three paradigms, namely: a) the pooling of knowledge and resources; b)
mimesis, and c) Europeanisation. The paradigms are inspired by different theoretical
assumptions; none of them have — to our knowledge — been extensively applied to a
comparative organisational analysis of police and justice organisations in the EU Member
States:
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Figure 2:
Theoretical perspectives on convergence
Theoretical perspective

Application advantage

Application drawback

Pooling Knowledge
and Resources

Administrative
functionalism

Organisational
superstructure only; best
practices; interoperability
and search for most
effective means;
optimalisation objective

Not embedded in
regulatory or politicoadministrative context

Mimesis

Organisational studies;
contingency theory

Emphasis on environmental
factors; organisational
adaptation; socialisation
assumption

Can only be applied to
interdependent
organisations; requires
identification of success
factors

Europeanisation

Legal theory;
comparative law;
international relations

Provides tool for
identifying regulatory
incentive

Vague category, requires
differentiation; different
theoretical views on role
of convergence

5.3.1 Pooling of knowledge and resources
•
As organised crime is a relatively infrequent (but high profile) phenomenon which at
minimum requires: a) very specific law enforcement expertise (e.g. accountancy, chemical
production processes);
b) networking and contacts with national and foreign law enforcement organisations;
c) knowledge of the employment and regulation of special investigative techniques (e.g.
interception of telecommunications, infiltration, controlled delivery, store fronts);
d) usage of rare and costly devices (tracking devices, scanners, etc.); and
e) synthesis of forensic and criminal intelligence;
law enforcement agencies at local and regional level have to pool their resources at national
and international level.
Europol is the embodiment of these pragmatic ambitions by making itself available as
a centre of expertise, strategic knowledge, coordination of operational activities and
intelligence analysis. The pooling of resources, which can be related to principles of
subsidiarity and proportionality, may be regarded as a functionalist response, which leaves
the fundamental characteristics of national criminal justice systems unaltered. Hence,
"pooling" demands convergence from the Member States only to the extent that it seeks to
guarantee their joint (political and fmancial) commitment and contribution to supranationally
coordinated intelligence processes.
The interpretation of models of coordination is usually a matter for professional,
bureaucratic and political elites within the EU Member States. Their views may be dominated
by national organisational traditions. Moreover, newly created national coordination
structures are either embedded or accommodated within the existing structure, or
superimposed on the existing national criminal justice system without fundamentally altering
its characteristics.
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5.3.2 Mimesis
A second theoretical perspective on (organisational) convergence is that organisations with
a similar professional mission participate in a game of "copying". In monitoring their
"competitors", they select aspects of the other organisation and introduce them into their
own. DiMaggio and Powell call this "isomorphism",R) and they define it as "a constraining
process that forces one unit in a population to resemble other units that face the same set of
environmental conditions." 7 ' It seems that this definition is too tight to apply to our subject
of research: "constraint" and "the same set" are variables that are obviously not present in
our research context, because police and public prosecution organisations are deeply
embedded within their own national criminal justice systems. As they are nationally
segregated, they are exposed to a variety of other constraints and stimuli than "just"
international organised crime and EU initiatives.
However, when we look at the definitions of the three distinct types of isomorphism
(coercive, mimetic and normative), it may be the case that "coercive isomorphism" applies
to some extent, as it "results from both formal and informal pressures exerted on organizations
by other organizations upon which they are dependent and by cultural expectations in the
society in which organizations function"; "The existence of a common legal environment
affects many aspects of an organization's behavior and structure.' 72 These definitions are
rather vague, however, and within the distinctive criminal justice systems we can certainly
not speak of a "common" legal environment. Mimetic processes, meanwhile, may be
propelled by "symbolic uncertainty", which may prompt organisations to model themselves
on other organisations." The question whether copying actually takes place across the national
criminal justice systems in Europe cannot be answered until we have compared the reports
in relation to organisational changes more closely. Reorganisation processes are complex
and are usually implemented over longer periods of time. At the same time, organisations
may try to change constantly, 74 as they learn from their own errors and from organisations in
their environment. Hence, mimesis can also be seen as a by-product of learning processes.
Following some of the organisational-level predictors of DiMaggio and Powell,"
isomorphism between the national criminal justice systems is unlikely, because: a) they are
not mutually dependent, except for certain aspects of international cooperation (information,
intelligence pooling, mutual legal assistance); b) the organisations do not depend on the
same sources for funding, personnel and legitimacy; c) an organisation will model themselves
after organisations it perceives to be successful, but this requires a systematic analysis of
the organisational features of that successful organisation.
If there is a certain degree of isomorphism at all between the national coordination
structures of the EU Member States, it depends on what criteria, features and (invisible)
powers are taken into account.
5.3.3 Europeanisation
The globalisation of criminality through increased mobility and advanced technology may
be regarded as a change in the environment of law enforcement organisations. On the one
hand, law enforcement organisations are expected to respond to this challenge (organisational
adaptation to changes in the environment); on the other hand, they are the (co-)enunciators
of the crime discourse and may be the (co-)producers of a climate that is ready for change.
The European Union provides a political and regulatory vehicle for national law enforcement
authorities to explore the enlargement of scale and to strengthen international cooperation.
One of the effects of EU legislation — whether this is based on communautarian or
intergovernmental legal instruments — may be that organisational structures and working
mechanisms will slowly converge because the systems receive stimuli from Brussels:
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"Whatever the future may bring, Member States of the Council of Europe and those of
the European Union must ensure that their criminal justice systems operate in accordance
with the requirements of what may be termed European law. First, on the basis of the
European Convention on Human Rights a distinct European rule of law is emerging
that affects both adversarial and inquisitorial systems to an ever increasing extent.
Secondly, despite the perception in the 1960s and 1970s that criminal law would not be
affected by the Treaty of Rome, European Community law also has had a considerable
impact and that impact, too, increases in scope and depth. Two powerful courts, the
European Court of Human Rights and the Court of Justice of the European Communities
are there to ensure compliance. Finally, within the Council of Europe, within the
framework of political cooperation envisaged by the Treaty on European Union, and
within some other forums, notably that of Schengen, international cooperation in criminal
matters is being developed and intensified to a point where harmonization of criminal
policies is contemplated, and a first European law enforcement agency, that of Europol,
is being created. There is hardly any area of criminal justice left that has not, in some
way or another and to a greater or lesser extent, been touched by Europeanization. This
development is of crucial importance to comparative studies. At the present time
comparative studies of criminal justice systems in Europe inevitably have to become
comparative studies of how Europeanization affects these systems and in what ways
they respond to it. Inevitably too, in its own way Europeanization contributes to a
process of convergence of national systems of justice." 76
To date, the compulsory creation of a Europol national unit in each EU Member State
(according to Article 4 of the Europol Convention) is the best illustration of an external
organisational impulse which has been dictated by intergovernmental EU decision making.
Even though a Europol unit or Europol desk is diffusely embedded within the systems of
the EU Member States, it may be employed as a model for similar national structures for
the coordination of intelligence flows on organised crime.
It may be worthwhile to view European regulations and policy instruments as a normative
framework that may be superimposed on national organisational structures. However, most
likely, the Member States experience a certain margin of freedom within this normative
framework, for the following reasons: a) during the negotiations on Title VI instruments,
they enjoy considerable space for bargaining and they can seize the opportunity to ensure
that the essential characteristics of their criminal justice systems remain unaffected by the
implementation of the relevant EU instrument; b) most Title VI instruments are not directly
binding; and c) failure to implement Title VI instruments cannot be sanctioned by the
European Court of Justice.
Although there are no legal rules which impose harmonisation (no coercion), there are
plenty of policy instruments that may have the effect of an indirect or bottom-up type of
systemic approximation. In the latter sense, the EU recommendations may have the effect
of facilitation or "structuration"." Facilitation means — in the context of this research project
— the interaction structures that have been created by the European Union (or are a sideeffect of EU activities) which facilitate direct contact between police and judicial
organisations. Examples are: Title VI working groups (police cooperation, organised crime,
etc.), EU conferences (Tampere on JHA issues), EU-Presidency conferences (e.g. "Intellex"
in 1997 on intelligence exchange), training and exchange programmes (Falcone, Oisin,
cooperation with the AEPC), professional conferences (Europol, ELEC), and operational
contacts (Europol, Schengen, INTERPOL). These contacts and exchanges of experience lie
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at the heart of a complex networking model, which has a bearing on informal processes of
systemic interaction.
In respect of the Europeanisation thesis, it may be instructive to consider Rometsch and
Wessels, 78 who developed three hypotheses concerning institutional activity in the EU,
namely:
(1) the "Europeanisation" of national institutions, i.e. the shift of attention of all national
institutions and their increasing participation — in terms of the number of actors and the
intensity — in the EC/EU decision-making cycle;
(2) the fusion" of national and European institutions in the policy cycle, i.e. the common
sharing of responsibilities for the use of state instruments and the increasing influence
of the EC arena on the vertical and horizontal interaction of national and European
institutions;
(3) the "convergence" of the constitutional and institutional set-up in the Member States,
i.e. as a result of Europeanisation and "fusion", institutions undertake similar innovations
and adaptations which lead towards one common model and, as a result, to the
disappearance of pre-existing differences among Member States.
None of these hypotheses was specifically tested in the field of the police and judiciary,
but Rometsch and Wessels observed an "increasing intensive interaction between both
national and European institutions." Moreover, they note that the latter hypothesis concerning
the convergence of political systems is hardly true, whilst the first two hypotheses on
Europeanisation and fusion are valid. Applied to institutions such as the national parliaments,
the outcome of the research is that [parliaments] "will try to keep their independence and
will participate in the system as long as it seems useful for the fulfilment of their own tasks
and their own survival?" 79
The Dutch-British comparative research on Europeanisation and convergence of national
criminal justice systems concludes that convergence tends to be selective and hence that it
does not affect the various components of criminal justice systems to the same extent.'
More cautionary notes can however be found elsewhere in the literature on
Europeanisation. Harrnsee concludes that while there has unquestionably been a growing
range and frequency of contacts between national administrations and the EU system, there
is little evidence of the expected convergence towards a common institutional model.
Moreover, as Pollitt and Bouckaert seem to be indicating in their recent book on public
management reform, there are distinctive national patterns of institutional adjustment, and
thus one could speak of an uneven "Europeanisation process". Interestingly, Harmsen
observes: 82
"More striking than the absence of any generalized pattern of convergence, however, is
the relative absence of convergence as regards even those structures and processes within
the member states devised specifically to deal with the developing European Union
politico-administrative system.
"Contradicting the conclusions of Rometsch and Wessels, there is considerable evidence
to suggest that even a minimal convergence, produced by a shared search for best practice
in the face of common pressures, does not appear to be taking place in any systematic
or generalized fashion."
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Perhaps it is too early to judge whether EU legal instruments have had a harmonising
influence on the organisational structures of police and public prosecution systems in the
Member States. In a decade or so, the criminal justice landscape might look very different
from now.

5.4 Intermediate conclusion

In the end, two important questions remain. The first question is whether the types of
administrative reforms we discussed can be considered as genuine or not. Do they merely
concern a cosmetic adaptation of the administrative superstructure, or do they actually imply
more profound transformations of culture, categorisations, working styles, and ideological
belief systems? Although it may be a premature conclusion, the organisational changes in
the police and justice organisations that are subject of this research do not seem to create a
sense of "shock" or "crisis", and do not establish a break with the organisational antecedent.
Instead, the creation of national infrastructures for the facilitation of international law
enforcement cooperation and the control of organised crime can be characterised as a
functional-pragmatic adaptation of existing organisational structures. In the words of Pollitt
and Bouckaert, these reforms amount to "small adaptations or extensions of existing
structures.""
The second question is whether these functional-pragmatic adaptations contribute to
systemic convergence between national police and justice organisations. When one develops
the argument of the preceding paragraph, the answer would logically be "no". If — on the
basis of the empirical research carried out in the 15 Member States — one could indeed draw
the conclusion that the organisational changes which are inspired by EU rules and regulations
cannot be considered as profound systemic changes, there can be no integral systemic
convergence. But although the law enforcement systems continue to show a rather
differentiated organisational set-up, their superstructures (national criminal intelligence
services, national information desks, national coordination units, etc.) may gradually begin
to adopt similar shapes and functions. Whether the latter is the case will be illustrated in the
next chapter, where we will present the research hypotheses.

6. THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

On the basis of theoretical perspectives as discussed in chapter 5, we have selected one
leading hypothesis and a number of subsidiary hypotheses. These can be characterised on
the basis of the following keywords:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Organisational convergence
Centralisation
Enlargement of scale
Decentralisation and specialisation
Informal processes
Accountability
Organisational interaction
Competition
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6.1 Organisational convergence
There is a perception that organisational models of policing and public prosecution are
slowly beginning to converge." Although systemic harmonisation or approximation is remote,
there are various indications that the traditional differences between Anglo-Saxon and
continental models of policing are fading." In line with this, we have had a close look at
innovative managerial strategies for the review and/or reform of criminal justice bodies.
The emphasis on structural differences between these systems can only be made in
genealogical terms;" the central directive character that seemed to be the core characteristic
for most continental systems has become more diffuse due to a growing emphasis on locally
and regionally determined intervention. Meanwhile, the decentralised character of the English
and Welsh police system'? has been challenged by the reinforcement of the position of the
Home Secretary, the introduction of performance tables, and the establishment of a national
crime squad. A difference which remains a rather divisive factor is the supervisory role of
the prosecution service in criminal investigations."

6.2 Centralisation
Centralisation seems to be a particular feature which has been (re-)emphasised in criminal
justice systems in the belief that the central coordination of international information
exchange benefits the efficiency and transparency of the contacts with foreign law
enforcement organisations. In some systems, centrally integrated services have been
established, such as the general police support service (APSD — Algemene Politic Steun
Dienst) in Belgium, whose function is to provide international information and intelligence
upon the request of the Gendarmerie or the Judicial Police, and it incorporates the Belgian
national constituents of INTERPOL, Schengen (in particular SIRENE) and Europol. Another
illustration is the recommendation by the Dutch Parliamentary Inquiry Committee that there
should be more central management of the criminal justice system.
Within the research project, structures with central competences have been scrutinised
in particular detail. Examples are: national crime squads with operational competences at
the national level; national intelligence centres which have a nation-wide mandate to collect,
coordinate, analyse, and channel intelligence; national prosecution boards which are given
an exclusive mandate to supervise or coordinate serious and/or international organised crime
cases; national platforms for the notification, collection and storage of information, such as
on irregular financial transactions." In this context, (policy or government) proposals in the
EU Member States are compared to review the management mandate of relevant ministers
(Minister of Justice; Minister of the Interior)." Moreover, the sensitivity of the term
"centralisation" has been taken into account; our model of analysis allows us to incorporate
both superordinate structures, such as the German Bundeskriminalamt, and coordinate
structures, such as the twenty-sixth police force in the Netherlands which is vested with
national competences.

6.3 Enlargement of Scale
Another particular facet that has been introduced in an increasing number of police systems
is enlargement of scale. Very often it is the case that complex or serious crime cases cannot
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be investigated at the local or regional level, as there is a shortage of human resources or
technical means to do so. These situations have contributed to the rationalisation and pooling
of certain resources (knowledge, expertise, technical equipment, information systems), very
often again at a national level, or — in larger states — at the level of a Land (Germany) or a
group of counties (England and Wales). Law enforcement organisations show a tendency to
adapt the scale of their organisation to that of the problem they seek to tackle. As crime
seems to be more than ever related to supranational causes, law enforcement organisations
shift the level at which they seek to control crime.

6.4 Decentralisation and Specialisation
Centralisation and the enlargement of scale have not necessarily been introduced to the
detriment of local (municipal, community) or regional (county, province, region) level. In
fact, it may well be the case that a) central and decentralised law enforcement structures are
perfectly complementary as they operate in tandem; and b) that centralisation tendencies
have propelled "satellites", "nodes" or working modules at the sub-central level in order to
facilitate and streamline the contacts between the local and national or even supranational
level.
Similarly, the establishment of national coordination centres for the flow of criminal
intelligence and national operational squads, seems to be paralleled by a process of task
division and fragmentation ("functionalist delocalisation"). This process can be illustrated
by the creation of special synthetic drugs or financial crime units. Hence, we seem to be
witnessing a bifurcation process, with centralisation tendencies on the one hand, and
delocalisation tendencies on the other. A question that needs to be answered is whether the
mandate of these deconcentrated, specialised units is a national one, and to which authorities
they are accountable.

6.5 Informal Processes
The convergence between criminal justice systems is very much a product of informal,
bottom-up processes, rather than European or superimposed policy decisions. International
contacts within bilateral or multilateral joint ventures have had a pragmatic effect on learning.
It remains to be seen to what extent law enforcement cooperation in the EU context is more
bureaucratic or political in nature and may be regarded as a legislative-driven process.
However, the future competence of Europol to provide support (e.g. meeting or interpreting
facilities, expertise) to multinational operational task forces, may help to shorten the distance
to Europol that is being experienced by law enforcement practitioners.
The inventory which was undertaken in 1998 by the EU Multidisciplinary Group on
Organised Crime indicated that relatively few Member States had installed at that time a
central coordination service for the notification of organised crime cases and/or centrally
guided information exchange.9 ' The location of Interpol NCBs, SIRENE Bureaux and Europol
satellites within (existing) central criminal intelligence services may well be the product of
a process of gradual accumulation and rationalisation (based on efficiency arguments), rather
than a rational stepwise implementation process. Another — socio-organisational — argument
that would support the strength of bottom-up processes is that large-scale reforms are more
difficult to implement than small reorganisations, as they usually meet with considerable
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resistance from the members of the organisation.
The somewhat reduced political and professional support for the Belgian reform plan
is an actual example of such resistance. Hence, some questions in the questionnaire dealt
with the way in which reforms are being introduced, and what the acceptance level of these
reforms has been. One other subsidiary question is whether and to what extent national
crises (e.g. Dutroux in Belgium; the IRT scandal in the Netherlands; the killing of judges
Falcone and Borsellino in Italy) are responsible for organisational change.

6.6 Accountability
The need for a more effective control of organised crime has also raised the popularity of
undercover policing methods and the employment of intelligence. From the perspective of
constitutional integrity and civil liberties, this development has been controversial, as can
be demonstrated by the political consternation in the Netherlands after the collapse of an
interregional crime squad (which gave rise to the resignation of two ministers and an extensive
parliamentary inquiry; Den Boer, 1997), and the resignation of a German minister over the
adoption of legislation concerning the bugging of private homes."
Although it is not the aim of this particular research project to study the convergence of
the national legislation on undercover methods, the sensitive and controversial nature of
methods such as controlled delivery, the use of infiltrators, and the establishment of
storefronts, has required most Member States to reflect on their accountability systems.
There are indications that accountability systems have been made more transparent,
particularly in view of authorisation procedures, the delegation of mandates, and reporting
rules. One of the normative criteria formulated by the Dutch Parliamentary Inquiry Committee
for instance was "the more encroaching the investigation method, the more senior level the
authorisation level should be.'93 This recommendation has been reflected in the reorganisation
of the Dutch Public Prosecution Service, which now accommodates a National Board of
Procurators General and a National Bureau of Public Prosecution (LBOM=Landelijk Bureau
0 penbaar Ministerie).

6.7 Organisational Interaction
The increase of supranational initiatives against international organised crime seems to
have resulted in a more lively interaction between operational law enforcement (police,
customs, immigration service) and the public prosecution bodies, particularly in view of
complex investigations. Moreover, as law enforcement organisations do not always have
sufficient capacity or expertise to generate intelligence about the activities of internationally
active criminal groups, there is more pressure on the interaction between criminal justice
bodies and the private sphere; this applies particularly to multinational companies that have
their own "inhouse" investigation bureaux (examples are insurance companies or credit
card companies, such as Eurocard). Police organisations may eventually face stiff competition
from non-state policing initiatives in the private and the public domain."
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6.8 Competition

International cooperation in the fight against organised crime may have led to the pooling
of resources on the one hand but it may also have resulted in more intensive competition
between national law enforcement organisations (Van Reenen, 1989). In this process, police
organisations monitor the latest developments in befriended or neighbouring countries and
"borrow" features they consider useful in the control of international organised crime."
Some EU initiatives may also indirectly create competition between the Member States, as
the Joint Action of 1997 establishing a mechanism for evaluating the application and
implementation at national level of international undertakings in the fight against organised
crime.96
7. A CROSS-COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NATIONAL REPORTS

The standardisation of the research findings which are contained in the national reports
make it possible to draw some conclusions concerning the research hypotheses and the
impact of EU legal instruments and frameworks on national reform processes. Hence, the
chapter below makes an inventory of the reorganisation or reform which has been undertaken
in areas relevant to the control of organised crime. The inventory is descriptive, rather than
analytical in character, and draws heavily upon the questionnaire (Appendix I). The crosscomparative tables 97 provide an overview of all bodies foreseen or recommended by relevant
EU legal instruments, as well as some other relevant services.
7.1 Central Coordination Bodies
It appears that a central body with overall responsibility for the coordination of the fight
against organised crime, as mentioned by Recommendation 1 of the 1997 EU Action Plan,
has not been created or designated in any of the EU Member States. However, many EU
Member States have central coordination bodies at the level of the law enforcement agencies
and of the prosecution service, some of which have been created in recent years as a
consequence of the control of organised and/or serious crime."
At the level of the prosecution service, one can distinguish Member States where the body
is directly located at the Ministry of Justice," and those where it is an office of the prosecution
service itself with national competence.m It may be the case that the coordination is shared
between two bodies, as happens in the Netherlands with the National Prosecution Bureau,
which is competent for the prosecution of organised crime, and the Board of Procurators
General, which focuses more specifically on the formulation of general and binding policy
guidelines. In some cases, there is no general body of coordination, but a national prosecution
service responsible for a specific field of crime, like in Denmark and Sweden.
At the level of the law enforcement agencies, the situation is even more heterogeneous
because of the different organisational systems existing in the Member States. While only
Italy has a coordination body which comprises officers of all the law enforcement agencies,m
most of the Member States only have coordination bodies at the level of each law enforcement
agency. Sometimes this function is even split between several services which are responsible
for specific fields of crime (i.e. drug trafficking, terrorism)'° 2 or respectively for the policy
and the operational activities.03
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Figure 3:
Central Coordination Bodies
At the level of the prosecution service

At the level of the law enforcement agencies

Austria

Federal Ministry of Justice

Federal Ministry of Interior, Directorate General for
Public Security, Group BM Criminal Police —
Interpol, Division II18 (1995)

Belgium

—
—

Board of Prosecutors-General (1997)
Federal Public Prosecutor's office
(planned)

—
—
—

Denmark

—
—

No general body
Special Economic Crime Squad
(SOK)

National Commissioner's Office, Department A

Finland

Prosecutor's General Office (1997)

National Bureau of Investigation (Nal)

France

Ministry of Justice, Central Office for the
Fight Against Organised Crime (1995)

—

—

General Police Support Service (1994)
Gendarmerie. Central Bureau of Investigations
Judicial Police, General Commissariat

National Police General Directorate (DGPN),
Anti-Mafia Investigation and Coordination Unit
(UCRAM) (1993)
Criminal Investigation Central Directorate
(DCPJ), Central Investigation and Organised
Crime Section (SCICO) (1995)

Germany

Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA), Organised and
General Crime Division, Unit OA 11 (Organised
Crime Coordination)

Greece

Ministry of Public Order (MPO):
— Public Security Division (DDA), for general
affairs
— State Security Division (DKA), for terrorism and
crimes against interstate and international
relations
— Central Anti-Dnig Agency (SODN) (1997)

Ireland

Director of Public Prosecution (DPP)

—
—

Italy

. Luxembourg
Netherlands

National Anti-Mafia Directorate (DNA)
(1991)

Garda Siochana, National Bureau of Criminal
Investigation (NBCD (90s)
Garda Siochana, National Drugs Unit (90s)

Ministry of Interior, Directorate of Anti-Mafia
Investigations (DIA) (1991)

General Public Prosecutor
—
—

Board of Procurator's General
National Public Prosecutor's Office
(1999)

National Police Agency (KLPD) (1993)
1
i

Portugal

—

General Public Prosecutor

—
—

Spain

—

Ministry of Interior, Coordination Cabinet of the
Security Secretariat
National Police Agency (CNP), Technical
Secretariat of the Central Division of the Judicial
Police

National Criminal Investigation Department (RKP),
National Criminal Intelligence Service (KUT) (1995)

Sweden

United Kingdom

Ministry of Interior, Security Intelligence Services
(515)
Ministry of Justice, Judicial Police

National Criminal Intelligence Service (NCIS) (1992)

Crown Prosecution Service
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7.2 Central National Contact Points

Most of the Member States have followed Recommendation 19 of the 1997 EU Action Plan
and designated a central national contact point for the law enforcement agencies, which
embraces the Europol National Unit (ENU), the INTERPOL National Central Bureau (NCB)
and the SIRENE desk. As in general these three services are distinct units, but operating in
the same department, the implementation of the Recommendation to create a "single" central
contact point has been rather successful. However, one may suppose that it is not the
Recommendation itself, but the necessity to ensure close relations and effective coordination
between these three units which have convinced the EU Member States to adopt this solution.
Whatever the rationale may be behind these changes, it is obvious that this development
contributes in a significant way to the centralisation tendencies in the law enforcement
agencies.
At the, level of the prosecution service, it seems that most of the Member States designated
a central contact point, which is a prerequisite for the establishment of the European Judicial
Network (EJN) foreseen by Recommendation 21 of the Action Plan.'° 4 Here again, one can
distinguish between Member States where the central contact point is located at the level of
the Ministry of Justice, and those where it is part of the national prosecution office.'°'
7.3 Multidisciplinary Integrated Teams

Recommendation 20 of the 1997 EU Action Plan, which suggests the setting up of national
multidisciplinary integrated teams, specifically in the area of organised crime, does not
provide a clear definition of this term.'° 6 For that reason, the present report applies a rather
general definition: a multidisciplinary team is composed of officials from different Ministries
or agencies. We have not taken into account if the team has a coordinating and/or an
operational role.
Consequently, in EU Member States which have only one single national police force,
special teams which are composed of police officers and public prosecutors are considered
as multidisciplinary integrated teams. Such a team, the Special Economic Crime Squad
(SOK), has already been in existence since 1973 in Denmark. A similar team, the Economic
Crime Authority (EBM), was set up in 1998 in Sweden. Some Member States with a plural
police system have created teams drawing officials from the different law enforcement
agencies. These teams are either independent bodies, which is the case in Greece, Ireland
and Italy,'°7 or they are located within one of the agencies, which is generally the police
service. 108 Many Member States have (at least) temporary teams, which are set up on an ad
hoc basis,m9 or they have multidisciplinary teams at local level."°
7.4 Financial Intelligence Units

Except for the creation of a Europol National Unit, the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) is
the only body which the EU Member States were obliged to create. Article 6 of the 1991 EC
Money Laundering Directive did not however prescribe at which level this body had to be
located. Therefore, the Member States adopted a variety of solutions regarding their FlUs.
While most of them located it at the level of the law enforcement agencies,' some Member
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Figure 4:

Central national contact points at the level of the law enforcement agencies
Europol National Unit

NCB Interpol

SIRENE Bureau
(Schengen)

Austria

Group II/D Criminal Police —
INTERPOL, Division 11/S/a

Group II/D Criminal Police —
INTERPOL, Division 11/9
and Division 11/10

Group 11/D Criminal Police
— INTERPOL, Division II/
10/a

Belgium

General Police Support Service,
Division International Police
Cooperation

General Police Support
Service, Division
International Police
Cooperation

General Police Support
Service, Division
International Police
Cooperation

Denmark

National Commissioner's Office,
Department A

National Commissioner's
Office, Department A

National Commissioner's
Office, Department A

Finland

National Bureau of Investigation
(NBI), Criminal Intelligence
Division

NB1, Criminal Investigation
Division

NBI, Criminal Investigation
Division

France

Criminal Investigation Central
Directorate (DCPJ), SubDirectorate of External Relations
(SDLE)

SDLE

SDLE

Germany

Federal Criminal Police Office
(BKA), Central Services Division,
Group 3

BKA, Central Services
Division, Group 3

BKA, Central Services
Division, Group 3

Greece

Ministry of Public Order, Central
Anti-Drugs Unit (SODN)
(soon: Ministry of Public Order,
Division of International Police
Cooperation (DDAS))

DDAS

DDAS

Ireland

Garda Siochana, Liaison and
Protection Service

Italy

Ministry of Interior, Central
Criminal Police Directorate

Ministry of Interior, Central
Criminal Police Directorate

Ministry of Interior, Central
Criminal Police Directorate

Luxembourg

Bureau of International Police
Cooperation

Bureau of International
Police Cooperation

Bureau of International
Police Cooperation

Netherlands

National Police Agency, National
Criminal Intelligence Directorate

National Criminal
Intelligence Directorate

National Criminal
Intelligence Directorate

Portugal

Ministry of Justice, Judicial Police

Ministry of Justice, Judicial
Police

Ministry of Interior

Spain

National Centre for International
Communications (CENCI)

CENCI

General Police Directorate

Sweden

National Criminal Investigation
Department, National Criminal
Intelligence Service (KUT),
National Liaison Office (NSK)

NSK

NSK

United Kingdom

National Criminal Intelligence
Service (NC1S)

NCIS

NCIS (planned)

Garda Siochana, Liaison and
Protection Service
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Figure 5:
Multidisciplinary integrated teams/Financial Intelligence Units
Multidisciplinary integrated teams

Financial Intelligence Unit

Austria

— Temporary ad hoc teams
— Local task force in Vienna to combat
organised crime (1991)

Federal Ministry of Interior, Directorate
General for Public Security, Group II/D
Criminal Police — INTERPOL, Division H/8

Belgium

Several specialised units (e.g. Multidisciplinary hormone unit, multidisciplinary unit
for combating meat fraud,
interdepartmental coordination unit for
combating international trafficking in
human beings)

Ministry of Justice and Ministry of
Finance, Financial Information Processing
Unit (1993)

Denmark

— Special Economic Crime Squad (SOK)
— Temporary task forces (i.e. Task Force
Rocker Crime)

SOK, Information and Analytical Section
(1993)

Finland

Ad hoc teams

National Bureau of Investigation, Money
Laundering Clearing House (1998)

France

Criminal Investigation Central Directorate
(DCPJ), several offices dealing with aspects
of organised crime

Ministry of Economics and Finance,
Financial intelligence and action unit
(TRACFIN) (1990)

Germany

Several joint teams (police and customs) at
federal and state level for the fight against
drug trafficking

Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA),
Organised and General Crime Division,
Unit OA 14 (Money Laundering Clearing
House)

Greece

— Ministry of Public Order, Central AntiDrug Coordination Unit (SODN)
— Money Laundering Committee (1995)

Money Laundering Committee (1995)

Ireland

Criminal Assets Bureau (1996)

Garda Siochana, Garda Bureau of Fraud
Investigation (GBFI)

Italy

— Ministry of Interior, Directorate of AntiMafia Investigations (DIA) (1991)
— Central Drug Enforcement Agency
(1996)
— Witness Protection Service

Custom and Revenue Police, Central
Investigation Service on Organised Crime
(SCICO) (1991)

Luxembourg

Temporary teams

Public Prosecutor of the judicial district of
Luxembourg

Netherlands

— 7 Interregional Core Squads
— Synthetic Drugs Unit

Ministry of Justice, central notification
point for unusual transactions (MOT)
(1994)

Portugal

Ad hoc teams

Ministry of Justice, Judicial Police

Spain

Ad hoc teams at the judicial level

National Central Bank, Executive Service
for the Prevention of Money Laundering
(SEPBLAC)

Sweden

Economic Crimes Authority (EBM) (1998)

National Criminal Investigation
Department,
National Criminal Intelligence Service,
Criminal Intelligence Collection (1998)

United Kingdom

National Criminal Intelligence Service
(NCIS)

NCIS
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Figure 6:

Central contact points for the prosecution service/bodies cooperating with OLAF
Central contact point for the Public
Prosecution Service

Cooperation with UCLAF/OLAF

Federal Ministry of Justice, Division IV/1

Federal Ministry of Finance, Division III/8

National magistrates (1997)
— Ministry of Justice, Individual Judicial
Assistance Service

Judicial Police, General Commissariat,
Central Unit for Combating Economic
and Financial Delinquency

Denmark

Ministry of Justice, International Office

Serious Economic Crime Squad (SOK)

Finland

Ministry of Justice

France

Ministry of Justice, European and
International Affairs Unit

Austria
Belgium

—

Germany
Greece

Ministry of Finance, Customs Services,
Financial and Economic Crimes Office
(S DOE)

Ireland

Garda Siochana, Garda Bureau of Fraud
Investigation (GBFI)

Italy

National Anti-Mafia Directorate (DNA)
(1991)

Luxembourg

General Public Prosecutor

Netherlands

National Public Prosecutor's Office
(1999)

Portugal

Ministry of Justice, Public Prosecution
Office

Antifraud coordination unit (UCLEFFA)
(planned)

Sweden

Attorney General (RA)

Economic Crimes Authority (EBM)
(1998)

United Kingdom

Home Office

Serious Fraud Office

Custom and Revenue Police, Central
Investigation Service on Organised Crime
(SCICO) (1991)

Spain
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States created the FIU at the level of the public prosecution service," 2 a Ministry " 3 or the
National Central Bank," 4 or even created an independent body. 115 If the FIU is located at the
level of the law enforcement agencies or the public prosecution service, it is often part of a
service which is responsible for the fight against organised and/or financial crime.
7.5 OLAF
The national law enforcement bodies with a specific competence in the field of economic
and financial crime generally cooperate on a permanent basis with OLAF, the European
Anti-fraud Office (formerly UCLAF), which belongs to the European Commission, or even
send a representative to the office in Brussels. More and more, the national competent
bodies conclude formal agreements with OLAF, which may have the effect of streamlining
their policies and working methods in the long term. Thus, in this particular field of
(organised) crime, we can see a clear process of specialisation in the criminal justice systems
of the EU Member States. However, in general these special bodies have been set up for
national reasons and not so much with the objective of improving the cooperation with
OLAF or the protection of the EU's financial interests. But it cannot be excluded that the
recent transformation of UCLAF into OLAF may put the Member States under more pressure
in this field and trigger new organisational changes at national level.
8. CORE FINDINGS

In chapter 6, we listed and elaborated a number of research hypotheses which were looked
at by the national researchers on the basis of the standard questionnaire. Below, we will
return to a number of these hypotheses with respect to the empirical material that was
generated throughout the research.
8.1 Organisational Convergence
The central expectation in our research project was a tendency towards convergence of
organisational models of policing and public prosecution, owing to Europeanisation and a
coordinated response to international organised crime. We could summarise our fmdings as
follows:
• there are no indications of an integral or wholesale convergence of national law
enforcement structures;
• there are some convergence tendencies concerning the creation of national structures
for the control of organised crime, in particular the creation of a single central contact
point for international police cooperation, which includes the Europol National Unit,
and in most Member States (except the UK and Ireland) the SIRENE bureau;
• the way in which these national coordination structures are embedded is determined by
pre-existing organisation structures and cultures;
• there are a few instances of convergence due to "bilateral" cross-fertilisation (e.g. UK
and Denmark, see below).
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In summary, the comparison of the reforms throughout the different EU Member States
reveals a markedly differentiated picture: national characteristics mainly determine the scope
of organisational changes, but at the level of national coordination of international information
flows seemingly similar organisational responses have been developed.

8.2 Centralisation Trends
First of all, it is worth mentioning the recent merger of the two Luxembourg police forces,
the Police and the Gendarmerie Grand-Ducale, into onesingle force, as well as the merger
foreseen for March 2001 of the three Belgian police forces, the Judicial Police, the
Gendarmerie and the Municipal Police, into one integrated police force. Even if the aim and
scope of these reforms are much broader than the necessity to better control organised
crime, they will have an important impact on it, because it must be expected that, also in this
specific field, resources will be pooled and a duplication of structures and work will be
avoided.
More specifically, the control of organised crime demands special expertise, specific
investigation tools and elaborate authorisation procedures, which are not always available
at local or regional level. Moreover, the call for an internationally coordinated response
often leads to central agencies, which is why "centralisation trends" have been at the heart
of this research. "6 Several elements of the research findings seem to indicate that the national
criminal justice systems of the EU Member States are indeed experiencing a certain degree
of centralisation.
In Denmark, the perceived need of national or interregional coordination has led to the
creation of a forerunner of a National Criminal Intelligence Service (NEC), and the creation
of a National Crime Squad is currently under discussion. In the UK, where the 1997 Police
Act makes the NCIS more independent and creates a National Crime Squad (NCS), both
organisations are supposed to work very closely together. They may eventually merge. Similar
centralisation tendencies at the level of law enforcement agencies have occurred in Austria,
Belgium, France and Ireland, who have created national services for the central coordination
of investigations. Austria also has some plans for the establishment of a Federal Office of
Criminal Investigation on the model of the German Bundeskriminalamt.
At the level of the prosecution service, some Member States also made reforms towards
more central coordination. Belgium recently established a Board of Prosecutor's General
responsible for the national policies, and appointed national magistrates responsible for
international cooperation. Finland also created a Prosecutor's General Office with national
competence in 1997, while France set up a central office for the fight against organised
crime at the Ministry of Justice.
In the Netherlands, centralisation is officially regarded as a complementary structure to
that of regionalisation. Most significantly, the Public Prosecution Service has undergone a
major process of centralisation, culminating in a Board of Procurators General. The dual
responsibility for the police organisation has only recently been transferred to one single
ministry (of the Interior, 20 January 2000), and the intelligence and operational arm of the
National Police Agency ICLPD were recently combined into one single organisation.
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Figure 7:
Centralisation tendencies
Centralisation tendencies" 9
Austria

central coordination functions by:
— Ministry of Interior, Directorate General of Public Security, Division 1118 (1995)
— Ministry of Finance, Division III/8 (1995)
— Federal Office of Criminal Investigation (planned)

Belgium

— integration of the three police forces into one single police force (from 2001)
— central coordination functions by:
- Board of Prosecutor's General; national magistrates (1997)
- Federal Public Prosecutor's Office (planned)
.
- General Police Support Service (1994)

Denmark

centralisation of information by:
National Commissioner's Office, forerunner of NCIS (NEC) (1998)

Finland

— central coordination by: Prosecutor's General Office (1997)
— centralisation of information by: national intelligence database established at the National
Bureau of Investigation (NB!) (1998)

France

— central coordination by:
- Ministry of Justice, Central Office for the fight against organised crime (1995)
- Anti-Mafia Investigation and Coordination Unit (UCRAM) (1993)
— central coordination and centralisation of information by:
- Central Investigation and Organised Crime Section (SCICO) (1995)

Germany
Greece

— central coordination by: Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit (SODN) (1997)
— centralisation of information: National Criminological Archive (planned)

Ireland

central coordination by:
— Garda Siochana, National Bureau of Criminal Investigation (1990s)
— Garda Siochana, National Drugs Unit (1990s)

Italy

— central coordination by:
- General Council for the Fight against Organised Crime (1991)
- National Anti-Mafia Directorate (DNA) (1991)
— central operational powers:
- Anti-Mafia Investigation Directorate (DIA) (1991)
- central services of the National Police (SCI), the Carabinieri (ROS) and the Customs
and Revenue Guard (SCICO) (1991)

Luxembourg

integration of the two police forces into one single police force (2000)

Netherlands

— central coordination by:
- Board of Prosecutor's General and National Public Prosecutor's Office (1999)
- National Police Agency (KLPD) (1993)
— centralisation of information and operational powers: the DCRI and the National Crime
Squad (LRT) merged into the Criminal Investigation Division (2000)

Portugal
Spain
Sweden

centralisation of information: National Criminal Intelligence Service (KUT) (1995)

United Kingdom

— central coordination and centralisation of information by: National Criminal Intelligence
Service (NCIS) (1992)
— central operational powers: National Crime Squad (NCS) (1998)
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8.3 Enlargement of Scale Trends

On the basis of the current findings it is more difficult to establish whether this centralisation
process is accompanied by (or inspired by) a significant enlargement of scale. But it is
interesting to note that there is often a parallel centralisation at the level of intelligence
processing. For example, in the UK it has been reported that the Greater Manchester Police
have used data warehousing processes to integrate some 50 databases containing around 10
million records."' Meanwhile, in Denmark the establishment of the forerunner of NCIS led
to a transfer from several special databases to the newly created organised crime database.
In Greece, the Ministry of Public Order has initiated the creation of the National
Criminological Archive, a central database with information on all kinds of offences; a
similar database was set up in 1998 at the Finnish National Bureau of Investigation. The
Swedish National Criminal Intelligence Service and the French Central Investigation and
Organised Crime Section were both established in 1995 with the main purpose of gathering
and analysing intelligence on a large scale. In the Netherlands, an enlargement of scale was
one of the most explicit rationales for a new Police bill (1993), which led to the abolition of
several municipal police forces and the national police force. With regard to the enlargement
of scale in the context of databases, 20 regional police forces have access to the national
VROS" 8 system, which provides information on ongoing criminal investigations.

8.4 Decentralisation (Regionalisation) and Specialisation Trends

The question whether consolidation of the local/regional level (regionalisation process) and
a fragmentation of tasks are taking place simultaneously can only be answered tentatively.
There are strong indications that the degree and intensity of regionalisation processes depend
on the pre-existing character of the national system: in a traditionally centralised system,
regionalisation is less likely to be introduced than in a decentralised system. In the
Netherlands, the regionalisation of the police organisation was formally institutionalised by
virtue of the 1993 Police Bill, whereas the Public Prosecution Service has traditionally been
organised in districts. Both structures have been stable for a while and have not evolved
from a strategy to improve the control of organised crime. In Greece, the law enforcement
agencies now tend towards regionalisation: the Coast Guard plans to set up more regional
groups for the control of drug trafficking, while the Greek Police has recently created "police
cells" in each regional police division for the analysis of organised crime. A similar tendency
can be recognised in Denmark with the creation of five regional police centres for special
investigations and of seven Regional Criminal Intelligence Services.
However, the strengthening of regional bodies and units does not necessarily take place
to the detriment of the national level, in some cases the regionalisation may have more the
character of centralisation than decentralisation. In Finland, the 1996 administrative reform
reduced the number of police districts, with the consequence that they are now better staffed
and equipped to carry out more complex investigations. In Sweden, the parallel establishment
of Regional Criminal Intelligence Units and the creation of the National Criminal Intelligence
Service in 1995 seemed to express more the objective of ensuring the effective functioning
of the latter than decentralising the task of intelligence gathering. The same principle may
prevail in Austria for the planned setting up of the federal and several regional Criminal
Investigation Offices (one in each Land). While in Italy most of the organisational reforms
towards more centralisation were achieved in the early 1990s, the process nevertheless seems
to continue with the planned reorganisation of the regional crime squads of the police.
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Figure 8:
Regionalisation and specialisation tendencies

Austria

Regionalisation tendencies

Specialisation tendencies

Regional Offices of Criminal Investigation in
each Land (planned)

— Police task force for the fight against
organised crime (EDOK) (1993)
— Special Police Unit for Surveillance (SEO)
(1998)

Belgium

— specialisation in the prosecution service (e.g.
creation of supervising magistrates, assisting
magistrates, confidential magistrates and
magistra-tes for judicial cooperation)
(1990s)
— several multidisciplinary units (hormone
unit; meat fraud; trafficking in human
beings) (1990s)
— Federal Anti-Corruption Service (planned)

Denmark

— 5 Regional Police Centres for Special
Investigations (1993)
— 7 Regional Criminal Intelligence Services
(planned)

Finland

reduction of the number of police districts with
the consequence of the pooling of resources
(1996)

France

— Courts of appeals, Economic and Financial
Units (1999)
— Central Police Office for the fight against
illegal immigration (1996)

Germany
Greece

— "police cells" in each regional police
division for the analysis of organised crime
— regional coast guard groups for drug control
(planned)

Ireland
Italy

Criminal Assets Bureau (CAB) (1996)
interprovincial services of SCI, ROS and
SCICO

Luxembourg
Netherlands

— Financial and Economic Crimes Office
(SDOE) (1995)
— Boarder Guards Corps (1998)

Central Drug Enforcement Agency (1996)
Organised Crime Unit (1991)

— 7 Core Squads (interregional crime squads)
— organised crime branches in most regional
police forces

— Synthetics Drug Unit (1996)
— Serious Environmental Crime Unit (1995)
(integrated into the KLPD during 1999)

Portugal
Spain

Sweden

— Narcotics and Organised Crime Units of the
Police (UDYCO) (1997)
— Organised Crime Investigation Units of the
Guardia Civil (EDOA) (1998)
Regional Criminal Intelligence Units (1995)

United Kingdom

— Economic Crimes Authority (EBM) (1998)
— specialisation of two prosecutors of each
local public prosecution office on organised
crime (planned)
competence extension for the Security Service
(MI5) to serious crime (1995)
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At the same time, many EU Member States have considered in the past decade the creation
of special law enforcement bodies at the national level with a view to control certain forms
of organised/serious crime more efficiently. One should keep in mind that specialisation
may sometimes go hand in hand with a certain centralisation, in cases where new central
agencies are created. A clear example are some of the bodies already mentioned in the
previous chapter which have competence for the fight against economic and financial crime
and cooperate with OLAF.
In Greece, a certain organisational fragmentation can be detected in the creation in
1998 of the Border Guards Corps, which bears the exclusive mission of preventing and
combating illegal immigration and the criminal organisations which facilitate it. Other striking
examples are the creation in 1996 of the Criminal Assets Bureau in Ireland and the Central
Drug Enforcement Agency in Italy. However, generally, specialised units are just set up by
internal reorganisation, as the services of the Spanish Police and Guardia Civil, which have
competence for the fight against drug trafficking and organised crime. In the Netherlands,
several crime-specific units have been created; examples are the Synthetic Drugs Unit and
the Environmental Crime Unit. Nevertheless, if the tendency of specialisation of the law
enforcement agencies seems to be present in many EU Member States, a great disparity has
emerged regarding the size and powers of these services, which vary from small coordination
units to sizeable agencies with operational powers at national level.
At the level of the prosecution service, specialisation seems to be less frequent, but has
begun to take place in some Member States with the appointment of specialised magistrates
as in Belgium and Sweden, or the creation of special multidisciplinary teams like in France.

8.5 Informal and Bottom-up Trends
The national reports remain rather silent about informal and bottom-up processes. Hence, it
is impossible to draw general and reliable conclusions from the very thin amount of empirical
material. There are, however, strong indications that "top-down" reforms are often
accompanied by "bottom-up" movements, which often seem particularly inspired by alarmist
perceptions of the threat of organised crime or of a major crisis in the national criminal
justice system.
In Italy, reforms were mainly called for in order to get to terms specifically with the
Mafia problem, while the EU influence (top-down) seems to be limited to the establishment
of the Europol National Unit and the SIRENE bureau, with the standardisation of the
processing of data which accompanies it. In Greece, some of the reforms are obviously
related to a "national crisis" (massive illegal immigration), while others respond to EU
initiatives, but it seems difficult to determine to what extent many of these reforms would
also have been achieved without EU influence. In Belgium, the well-known "Dutroux"
case, which showed very clearly the lack of coordination between the law enforcement
agencies, is one of the main reasons for the current reform process. In the Netherlands,
recent reforms have mainly been inspired by a national crisis in the criminal justice system
(displayed by the findings of the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee, which published its
results in the Winter of 1996), and by a rather critical report from the national court of
auditors about the functioning of the national criminal intelligence service.'" On the other
hand, the creation of the SIS/SIRENE bureau and the Europol desk have been developments
which have nothing at all to with the assessment exercise. The reforms that have been proposed
concerning the Northern Ireland police force (RUC) are clearly related to recent political
developments.
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8.6 Accountability Trends
The question about (reforms of) accountability structures was a subsidiary one in the
questionnaire, which meant that many national reports did not include an in-depth analysis
of this issue. The research findings regarding Austria, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands
and Sweden nevertheless show that the adoption of new legislation on special investigation
methods goes hand in hand with the strengthening of the authorisation procedures. The
Dutch criminal investigation system underwent a number of revisions in its multi-layered
accountability system as a consequence of the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee on special
investigation methods. Furthermore, in 1997, Greece created a National Data Protection
Supervisory Board and an Ombudsman, as did most of the Member States at an earlier
stage.
However, not all the reforms led to a strengthening of control. In Sweden, the police
forces no longer always need the permission of the Data Protection Authority for the creation
of police databases. A similar solution regarding the exchange of information was introduced
in 1997 in Belgium, where the police forces no longer need to get the permission of the
judicial authorities for all kinds of information.

8.7 Private Policing Trends
Again, the question on private policing — and in particular forms of information-exchange
between the regular law enforcement services and private agencies — was not at the heart of
our research project. Only in a few national reports were some findings published about this
particular field.
In the field of private policing, the Greek customs service and the coast guard signed a
"Memorandum of Understanding" with some commercial associations for the information
exchange on drug trafficking. In the Netherlands, which has around 300 private investigation
bureaux, cooperation with police services is mostly welcome, especially when it concerns
complex investigations. However, there is a certain degree of unease about the lack of
transparency in the working methods of these bureaux.

8.8 Organisational Interaction Trends
The research project generated only a few clear examples of cross-fertilisation between law
enforcement structures. One concerns the forerunner of the Danish National Criminal
Intelligence Service, which is directly inspired by the UK model. But it seems that the
Swedish National Criminal Intelligence Servise, created in 1995, is also based on this model,
while the Federal Criminal Investigation Office planned by Austria is inspired by the German
Bundeskriminalamt. Both the creation of the National Crime Squad in the UK and the National
Crime Squad (LRT) in the Netherlands have been remotely inspired by the American FBI
model. Not covered by our research project, but interesting as a form of cross-fertilisation,
is the 4 x 4-intelligence system, 12 ' which was first used in the UK, and which is now used in
other countries like the Netherlands and Belgium as well.
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8.9 Competition Trends

Organised crime can be seen as a market for law enforcement agencies, within which they
compete for space. Our research project has generated rare indications of organisational
rivalry, but we believe that this is based on our very piecemeal observations of this matter.
Anticipating new developments and innovation strategies may be of crucial importance in
this regard. Adaptations of organisational structures create new loci of power and dominance,
which is why there may be resistance to innovative developments. In Greece, a certain
rivalry occurred between the customs services and the coast guard on the one hand and the
newly created SDOE on the other, as many competences and powers of the first two were
transferred to the latter. With regard to the expected competition between police and private
or state security services, we found differing evidence between the different countries. In
the UK, the expansion of the state security service MI5 into the field of organised crime was
perceived as a threat by police, while the police service in the Netherlands seems to have no
problem with the fact that the BVD investigates elements of organised crime cases which
may compromise the integrity of the state.

9. SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The following chapter presents an inventory of the principal research findings, based on the
hypotheses listed in chapter 6.
• Most of the EU Member States have designated or created one single central contact
point for the exchange of information on organised crime; the implementation of the
remaining recommendations of the 1997 Action Plan show a differentiated pattern across
the Member States;
• Although there are no indications of an integral or wholesale convergence of national
law enforcement structures, there is some convergence in national coordination and
contact facilities;
• There is considerable variation between the EU Member States in the way these national
coordination structures have been embedded;
• There are rare examples of cross-national copying or "mimesis", with a few exceptions
like the NCIS model in Denmark;
• All national law enforcement systems of the EU Member States have centralised facilities
for the control (i.e. investigation, information-exchange, repressive means) of
international organised crime;
• Centralised facilities often flow from a perceived necessity to enlarge the scale of a
range of facilities, such as expertise, equipment and strategic analysis; only in
decentralised systems such as the UK and the Netherlands, has the enlargement of
scale been an explicit motivation for centralisation;
• Decentralisation is a relatively rare occurrence, although there are clear indications
that anti-organised crime facilities are accommodated at interregional level (interregional
squads in the UK and the Netherlands, interregional fraud squads in the Netherlands,
and interregional international contact centres, again in the Netherlands);
• Specialisation — the creation of a unit which is specifically designed to investigate a
certain type of organised crime — is frequent at central level, but infrequent at lower
levels; the Netherlands is rather exceptional with e.g. a Synthetic Drugs Unit at
interregional level;
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•
•

•

•

•

Little headway has been made thus far with the formation of multidisciplinary teams
(except for a few countries like Belgium and the Netherlands);
In some EU Member States, informal bottom-up processes have contributed to
adaptations or reforms, which were mostly triggered by concerns about the quality
and/or integrity of the criminal justice system;
At first sight, accountability systems do not appear to be profoundly affected by
Europeanisation and/or the creation of national facilities for the control of organised
crime;
Organisational interaction is neither systematic, nor structural; in the future, however,
the institutionalisation of police cooperation and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
may contribute considerably to the exchange of best practices;
Our research has generated some evidence of competition or rivalry between law
enforcement agencies concerning the control of organised crime: some of these rivalries
were historical (Belgium), in other countries they were related to the expansion of
competencies from state security services or private agencies into traditional domains
of regular law enforcement agencies (UK).

A general conclusion may be that at a very superficial level, processes of approximation
may be perceived as an effect of Europeanisation. However, in some cases it is difficult to
assess the effect EU instruments have had on the adaptation of domestic criminal justice
systems, and to weigh their impact next to reforms that had already been initiated or next to
"crises" in the national criminal justice systems (Dutroux, IRT). In the future, EU Presidencies
will have the option to strongly encourage convergence between the organisational structures
of the national law enforcement agencies.
A sizeable research project like this can only be concluded with curiously mixed feelings.
On the one hand, we are pleased that we were able to complete it and to generate some
interesting findings. On the other hand, we came to realise throughout the project that we
were fairly ambitious, and that we have not always been able to analyse the details. In
particular the questions concerning the revision of national accountability systems, the
interaction with private security and state intelligence services, the relationship between the
exchange of best practices and organisational reform, and the correspondence between the
national coordination units and Europol are still outstanding. Hence, it would be more than
interesting to subject them to future research.
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APPENDIX 1
QUESTIONNAIRE
In the context of the Falcone Research Project (1998/TFJHA-FAL/145)
First Part: Essential questions
0. Preliminary questions
0.1 What are the main characteristics of the police system in your Member State (centralised/federal/
community, military/civil statute, single/plural system)?
0.2 Could you provide a short and systematic description of the structure, tasks and competencies
of the public prosecution service in your Member State?
0.3 Could you give a brief overview of the anti-organised crime units that existed in your Member
State prior to 1990?
0.4 Does your Member State have an official definition of organised crime?
1. Organisational reforms foreseen or recommended by EU legal instruments
Please specify for each reform its legal basis (bill, administrative act, circulatory letter).
1.1 Reforms related to the Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime
Specify if a new service has been (will be) created or if an already existing service has been (will be)
designated to carry out the new functions. Please provide an organigram.
1.1.1 Body of coordination (as foreseen by Recommendation No. 1 of the Action Plan)
1.1.1.1 Is there (will there be) a body of coordination:
— at the level of the prosecution service?
— at the level of the law enforcement agencies?
1.1.1.2 Please describe the competencies and powers of the body of coordination.
— Does it have operational competencies or only responsibilities in the field of policy
coordination?
— Which services are under its coordination?
— Which are its powers on these services?
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1.1.2 Central contact point
1.1.2.1 Is there (will there be) a central contact point for the exchange of information and the
completion of application procedures for cooperation:
— at the level of judiciary (as foreseen by Recommendation No. 21)?
— at the level of law enforcement agencies (as foreseen by Rec. No. 19)?
1.1.2.2 Does (or will) this body include:
— the Europol National Unit;
— the SIRENE bureau (Schengen);
— the NCB (Interpol)?
If this is not the case, which services carry out these functions, and how are these services
linked?
1.1.2.3 Please describe the competencies of the central contact point.
— Does it also function as a national centre that provides information to law enforcement
agencies on national legislation, jurisdiction and procedures (as foreseen by
Recommendation No. 19)?
— Which are its links with the body of coordination?
1.1.3 Multidisciplinary integrated teams
1.1.3.1 Are there (will there be) multidisciplinary integrated teams at the national level in the
area of organised crime (Recommendation No. 20)?
1.1.3.2 Please describe the characteristics of these teams.
— Which law enforcement agencies take part in them?
— Do these teams have a permanent or a temporary (ad hoc) status?
— Which competencies and powers do they have?
— Which are their links with the body of coordination and the central contact point
(see Recommendation No. 20)?
1.2 Other EU legal instruments
1.2.1 Financial intelligence units 122
— Which authority does the financial intelligence unit (as foreseen by article 6 of the 1991
Money Laundering Directive) belong to, and which statute does it have?
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— What is the role and the position of the financial intelligence unit as regards the law
enforcement agencies and the public prosecution service?
1.2.2 Did the police and customs services of your Member State establish formal agreements or
other arrangements with the view to improving their cooperation (as foreseen by the Council
Resolution 96/C 375/01 of 29 November 1996)?
2. Other organisational reforms in the law enforcement agencies and public prosecution
services
Please specify for each reform its legal basis.
2.1 Which general organisational reforms in the law enforcement agencies and public prosecution •
services have been carried out since 1990 or are planned, particularly in the context of efforts to
combat organised crime?
2.2 Could you give a description of the organisational structure of specialised services which are
responsible for the fight against organised crime (except those already mentioned under 1.1.1 to
1.1.3, e.g. units specialised in synthetic drugs or man smuggling)? Please provide an organigram.
2.3 What are the competencies and powers of these specialised services (e.g. operational, intelligence
gathering, information-exchange, expertise, etc.)?
2.4 Are these specialised services subjected to a centralised structure or are they deconcentrated or
delocated services with autonomous powers?
2.5 Have these reforms been accompanied by organisational changes at (inter-) regional or local
level (such as, for instance, inter-regional crime squads)?
2.6 Could you mention instances of "Euregional" frameworks of cooperation that have been explicitly
developed to control organised crime?
3. International cooperation
3.1 Which direct horizontal links (forms of cooperation, meetings, exchange of personnel, information
exchange, etc.) exist with services, which are specialised in the fight against organised crime, in
the other EU Member States?
3.2 What are the links (meetings, information exchange, joint investigations, etc.) between the
specialised services in your Member State with the working structures of:
— Europol?
— Schengen (SIRENE)?
— UCLAF?
3.3. What are the links between the financial intelligence unit of your Member State and the financial
intelligence units of the other EU Member States?
3.4 Have there been instances of practical cross-border cooperation that have given rise to reforms
(bottom-up processes of reform and convergence)?
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4. Information exchange with other bodies
4.1 Intelligence services
— Are there any intelligence services which are not part of the law enforcement agencies
(including military intelligence services), which have any competencies in the fight against
organised crime?
— Do the intelligence services have any form of cooperation with the law enforcement agencies
and the public prosecution services?
— Do they share intelligence regarding organised crime?
4.2 Private policing
— With specific regard to organised crime, are there any formal arrangements (ie. legal provisions
or covenants) for the exchange of information between public (ie. State) police bodies and
private sector security providers?
— Are there informal arrangements between private and public sector security providers
regarding matters to do with organised crime?
— Some multinational companies who operate in 'trouble spots' make use of 'risks assessors'
and 'security consultants' in order to better protect their assets and personnel. These consultants
may have information regarding organised crime activity, but it is not clear that such
information is necessarily passed on to government authorities. Are there any formal or
informal arrangements to facilitate such information flows?
— The Internet may be used to facilitate various forms of organised criminal activity. What
arrangements are there with Internet providers to facilitate police investigations of this type?
5. External supervision, authorisation procedures and accountability of law enforcement
agencies
5.1 Preliminary questions
— What are the main characteristics of the supervision of the law enforcement agencies in your
Member State?
— What is the role of:
- the prosecution service?
- the juge d'instruction (if he forms part of the system?)
- the competent minister(s)?
- the national parliament?
- the national data protection supervisory board?
- the national ombudsman?
— Have there been any recent reforms in the supervision of the law enforcement agencies?
— Could you give an overview of the main authorisation procedures for the national law
enforcement agencies for the use of proactive policing methods?
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5.2 Supervision of the services specialised in the area of organised crime
— How are these special services, also those foreseen by the EU instruments (Europol National
Unit; SIRENE bureau; body of coordination; central contact point; multidisciplinary integrated
teams; etc.), supervised?
— Do these services have parallel/correspondent structures at the level of the prosecution service?
— Does the prosecution service (i.e. the national prosecutor or magistrate) exercise control on
the activities of these services, particularly regarding international cooperation?

Second part: Subsidiary questions
6. The rationale of the reforms
6.1 Which are the reasons of the organisational reforms that are mentioned under headings 1, 2
and 5?
6.2 The influence of the EU on the above-mentioned reforms
— Which EU instruments have had an influence on the organisational reforms in your Member
State?
— Which one of these instruments is considered to be the most influential?
— What kind of influence (legal, organisational, epistemological, procedural) has each of the
instruments had?
— To which extent did the different forms of international cooperation (Europol, Schengen and
UCLAF) oblige the national services to adapt and conform their procedures regarding the
processing of data, the preparation of statistics on organised crime, etc.?
— Do you expect in the medium or long term any organisational changes resulting from the
Treaty of Amsterdam, or instruments that are currently being drafted (i.e. the draft Convention
on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters)?
6.3 What is the extent of mutual influence or experience between your Member State and other
Member States or third states (systemic interaction, cross-fertilisation by means of seminars,
joint operations, practical experience in border areas, etc.)?
7. Acceptance of the reforms
7.1 What consultations (formal/informal, institution/police federation,...) have taken (will take) place
before the adoption of each of the organisational reforms mentioned under heading 1, 2 and 5?
7.2 Could you provide a reconstruction of the opinions of the actors who were consulted and their
impact on the reform process?
7.3 Are you aware of any resistance to the above-mentioned reforms?
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8. Anticipated effectiveness of the reforms

8.1 Which improvements in the effectiveness of controlling organised crime are expected to result
from the organisational reforms?
8.2 Which effects in terms of rationalisation are expected to result from these reforms (e.g. resource
management, enlargement of scale, etc.)?
8.3 Which improvements in the effectiveness of the supervision of the law enforcement agencies
are expected to result from the organisational reforms?
9. "Real" effectiveness of the reforms

9.1 Have there been (or will there be) official evaluations of the real effectiveness of the reforms?
Which criteria are used for the evaluation?
9.2 Do the evaluations give the impression that the effectiveness of the fight against organised crime
has become more effective as a result of the organisational reforms, especially regarding the
coordination body, the central contact point and the multi-disciplinary integrated teams?
9.3 Do the evaluations give the impression that the management of the fight against organised crime
has been rationalised as a result of the organisational reforms, especially regarding the
coordination body, the central contact point and the multidisciplinary integrated teams?
9.4 Do the evaluations give the impression that the supervision of the law enforcement agencies has
been improved as a result of the organisational reforms?
End of Questionnaire

— Please attach any documents you consider relevant in the context of this project.
— Please attach a list of names and functions of your respondents.
— Please add any additional observations that do not fit in the questionnaire, but which may be
worthwhile in the context of the research project.

WE WISH TO THANK ALL THOSE
WHO HAVE COMPLETED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE!

Monica den Boer
Patrick Doelle
21 June 1999
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APPENDIX 2
LIST OF CONTACT POINTS WITH RESEARCHERS
IN THE EU MEMBER STATES
AUSTRIA
Univ. Prof. Dr. Kurt Schmoller, Universitat Salzburg, Institut fur Strafrecht, Strafprozessrecht
und Kriminologie, Kapitelgasse 5-7, A-5010 Salzburg, Austria. Salzburg. Tel: 00-43-6628044-3361/3360 (secretary); Telefax: 00-43-662-8044-140. E-mail:
kurt.schmoller@sbg.ac.at.
BELGIUM
Dr Gert Vermeulen, Academic Assistant Criminal Law, Universiteit Gent, Universiteitsstraat
4, B-9000 Gent. Tel: 00-32-9-2646943; Fax: 00-32-9-2646971;
E-mail: Gert.Vermeulen@rug.ac.be.
DENMARK
Peter Kruize, research fellow / ph.d. student, Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen,
Sankt Pedersstraede 19, DK — 1453 COPENHAGEN K, tel: 45 35322626, fax: 45 35 323334;
E-mail: Peter.Kruize@jur.ku.dk
FINLAND
Dr Tuija Hietaniemi, Researcher, National Bureau of Investigation, P.B. 285, 01301 Vantaa,
Finland; E-mail: Tuija.Hietaniemi@krp.poliisi.fi
FRANCE
Professor Didier Bigo, Institut d'Etudes politiques, 27 rue Saint Guillaume, F — 75007
PARIS, tel/fax: 33 1 45495022; E-mail: didier.bigo@sciences-pok. Private address: 7, rue
Stendhal, F — 75020 PARIS, tel/fax: 33 1 46369196
GERMANY
Prof.Dr. Hans-Heiner Kiihne, Professor of Law, Universitat Trier, Law Faculty, 54286 Trier,
Tel: 00-49-651-201 2598/99, Fax: 00-49-651-201 3924. E-mail: kuehne@uni-trier.de
GREECE
Dr Effi Lambropoulou, Associate Professor, Panteion University of Social and Political
Science, Department of Sociology Section: Criminology, 136, Syngrou Ave., GR-17671
Athens, Tel: 0030 1 9201804; Fax: 0030 1 8670014. E-mail: elambro@panteion.gr
ITALY
Dr Francesca Longo, Via Milano 6,95128 Catania, Italy; Researcher Department of Political
Studies — University of Catania, Via U. Emanuele 49, I — 95131 Catania; Tel: 00-39-95377689 (private), Tel: 00-39-95-7347235 (Department); Fax: 00-39-95-7347256. :
LonFran@mbox.unict.it // lonfran@vm.unict.it .
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IRELAND

Professor Dermot Walsh, Law Department, University of Limerick, IRL — LIMERICK. Tel:
00353-61-202344; Fax: 00353-61-202417; e-mail: dermot.walsh@ul.ie
LUXEMBOURG

Lieutenant-Colonel Armand Schockweiler, Member of Directorate of Police; Inspection
generale, BP. 1202, L-1012 Luxembourg. E-mail: Armands@pt.lu. Tel: 00-352-409 404850;
Fax: 00-352-40940 444.
NETHERLANDS

Dr Monica den Boer, Associate Professor Public Administration, University of Brabant,
Tilburg, The Netherlands. Tel: 0031-13-4662413; Fax: 0031-13-4668149. E-mail:
M.G.W.denboer@kub.n1
PORTUGAL

Comissario Antero Lopes, Master of European Studies (College of Europe — Bruges,
Belgium); Professor at the ISCPSI (Advanced Institute for Police Sciences and Internal
Security, Lisbon); Deputy Director of Human Resources Department, Ministry of Interior —
Public Security Policy, Penha de Franca, 1, Lisboa, Tel. Nr: 00-351-1-8149716; fax: 351 1
8147705. E-mail: anterolopes@hotmail.com.
SPAIN

Professor Fernando Reinares, Area de Ciencia Politica y de la Administracion, Facultad de
Derecho, Universidad de Burgos, Hospital del Rey, s/n, 9001 Burgos; phone: 0034-947259047; fax: 0034-947-258702
E-mail: freinar@ubu.es.
Professor Oscar Jaime-Jimenez, Area de Ciencia Politica y de la Administracion, Facultad
de Derecho, Universidad de Burgos, Hospital del Rey, s/n, 9001 Burgos; phone: 0034-947259048
E-mail: ojaime@ubu.es
SWEDEN

Janne Flyghed, PhD Researcher, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University, S-106
91 Stockholm, Sweden, Phone: +46-8-162609; Fax: +46-8-15 78 81; E-mail:
janne.flyghed@crim.su.se.
UNITED KINGDOM

Dr James Sheptycki, Department of Sociology, University of Durham, Durham (UK), DH1
3JT, phone: 0191-374-2320, fax: 0191-374-4743
E-mail: James.Sheptycici@durham.ac.uk
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NOTES

1. See Appendix 2 for contact details on the researchers.
2. In January 2000 appointed as Special Assistant to the Police Commissioner at the UN
Headquarters Mission in East Timor — Dili (UNTAET); since March 2000, appointed as Police
Assistant Commissioner, being in charge of the creation and implementation of the East Timor
Police Service.
3. Recently appointed Commissioner of the Judicial Police for the Greater District of Brussels.
4. Attached in Appendix 1.
5. Cyrille Fijnaut, "Observations concerning recent police service reorganisations in Western
Europe", in G.J.N. Bruinsma and C.D. van der Vijver, Public Safety in Europe, International
Police Institute Twente, University of Twente, 1999, pp. 129-135, on p. 135.
6. "Organizations in a field may be highly diverse on some dimensions, yet extremely homogeneous
on others", in Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, "The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional
Isomorphism and Collective Rationality in Organizational Fields", in American Sociological
Review, 1983, Vol. 48, April, p. 156.
7. Distinction made by the Helsinki Institute for Crime Prevention and Crime Control in a report
entitled Criminal Justice Systems in Europe, Helsinki, Finland, 1985 (No. 5), on p. 14.
8. See e.g. for differences in legal definitions of drug offences: Nicholas Dorn (ed.), Regulating
9.

European Drug Problems. Administrative Measures and Civil Law in the Control of Drug
Trafficking, Nuisance and Use, Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1999.
Phi11 Fennell, Bert Swart, Nico Jorg and Christopher Harding, "Introduction", in Criminal Justice
in Europe. A Comparative Study, Phi11 Fennell, Bert Swart, Nico Jorg and Christopher Harding

(eds.), Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1995, pp. xv-xix, on p. xv.
10. Luciano Violante (ed.), 1 soldi della mafia, Laterza, Bari, 1998, p. 12; Phil Williams and Ernesto
U. Savona, "Problems and Dangers Posed by Organized Transnational Crime in the Various
Regions of the World", in The United Nations and Transnational Organized Crime, edited by
Phil Williams and Ernesto U. Savona, Special Issue of Transnational Organized Crime, Vol. 1,
autumn 1995, No. 3, p. 1.
11. Anderson et al (1995: 21f) describe this as the "adjacency of opportunities".
12. Ernesto Savona (1998), "Problemi e strumenti dell' azione internazionale di contrasto al
riciclaggio", in Violante (ed.), I soldi della mafia, pp. 232-234.
13. Mario Centoffino (1998), "Il giro d'affari delle organizzazioni criminali", in Violante (ed.),
soldi della mafia, p. 11.
14. Didier Bigo, Polices en reseaux, Presses de Sciences Politiques, Paris, 1996.
15. B. de Ruyver et al., Kansarmoede, druggebruik, criminaliteit, Ghent University Press, Ghent,
1992, p. 311; Monica den Boer, "The Quest for European Policing: Rhetoric and Justification in
a Disorderly Debate", in Malcolm Anderson and Monica den Boer (eds.), Policing Across National
Boundaries, Pinter, London, 1994, p. 188f, Henri Labayle, "L' application du titre VI du Traite
de l'Union europeenne et la matiere penale", in Mireille Delmas-Marty (ed.), Vers un droit

penal communautaire? Actes de la journee d' etudes organisee le 28 novembre 1994 a Paris par
l'Association de recherches penales europeennes, Dalloz, Paris, 1995, p. 48ff; Malcolm Anderson
et al., Policing the European Union. Theory, Law and Practice, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995,

p. 23.
16. Some Member States, such as Germany, have had a slightly longer experience with the codification
of the use of proactive policing methods, whilst others, such as Belgium, issued secret, official
guidelines. See e.g. Gropp (1993), Fijnaut and Marx (1995), Tak (1996), and Den Boer (1997).
17. Didier Bigo, op.cit., p. 282.
18. Joint Action No. 98/733/JHA of 21 December 1998 adopted by the Council, on making it a
criminal offence to participate in a criminal organisation in the Member States of the European
Union (Official Journal No. L 351, 29 December 1998, pp. 1-3). The Joint Action follows
Recommendation 17 of the 1997 EU Action Plan to combat organised crime.
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19. The mechanism is described in the Council document No. 6204/2/97 ENFOPOL 35 rev 2 of 21
April 1997.
20. According to the mechanism, at least six of the characteristics must be present, four of which
must be those numbered 1, 3, 5 and 11, for any crime or criminal group to be classified as
organised crime.
21. The table is based on the information contained in the national reports. Therefore it does not
have any official character and does not pretend to be complete. The information on Portugal
contained in this and the following tables of the synthesis report is based on the data communicated
by the Portuguese researcher, although the Portuguese national report could not be completed in
time.
22. The Ministerial Agreement on EDU of 2 June 1993 covered unlawful drug trafficking and related
money laundering activities. The Agreement was replaced by a Joint Action of 10 March 1995
(95/73/JHA, published in the Official Journal L 62/1 on 20 March 1995) which extended the
competence of the EDU to illegal trafficking in nuclear and radioactive substances, illegal
immigration smuggling and motor vehicle crime.
23. Official Journal of the European Communities, 95/C 316/01, p. 1-32.
24. See also Recommendation 2 of the Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime.
25. See Article 11 of the rules applicable to Analysis Files and the Confidentiality Rules.
26. The Schengen Implementing Agreement of 1990 (Article 114) imposes a similar requirement,
namely that each Contracting Party shall designate a supervisory authority, responsible for
exercising independent control in conformity with national law over the file of the national part
of the Schengen Information System.
27. Official Journal of the European Communities, 97/C 251/01, p. 1-18.
28. Legislative decree 367/1991, transformed into legislative act 8/1992.
See also Piero Luigi Vigna, torganizzazione della DNA per la risposta al riciclaggio", in
Violante (ed.), I soldi della mafia, pp. 139-151.
29. Note from the General Secretariat of the Council to the Multidisciplinary Working Group on
Organised Crime (MDG) on the evaluation of the implementation of Recommendations 1, 19
and 20 of the Action Plan to combat Organised Crime (6143/1/98 CRIMORG 24,9 November
1998).
30. SIRENE = Supplementary Information Request at the National Entry.
31. See doc. 6143/1/98 CRIMORG 24.
32. Piero Luigi Vigna, op.cit., p. 140.
33. See doc. 6143/1/98 CRIMORG 24.
34. Official Journal of European Communities L 191 of 7 July 1998, p. 4.
35. Heribert Ostendorf, "Europol - ohne Rechtskontrolle?", Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 1997,
No. 51, pp. 3418-3420.
36. In general, these legal instruments were not referred to in the questionnaire.
37. Official Journal of European Communities, L 273 of 25 October 1996.
38. Official Journal of European Communities, L 342 of 31 December 1996.
39. Official Journal of European Communities, C 375 of 12 December 1996.
40. Official Journal of European Communities, L 342 of 31 December 1996.
41. Official Journal of European Communities, L 159 of 17 June 1997.
42. Official Journal of European Communities, L 191 of 7 July 1998, p. 1.
43. Directive 91/308/EEC, Official Journal of European Communities, L 166 of 28 June 1991, p.77.
44. Monica den Boer, 'The Incorporation of Schengen into the TEU: a Bridge Too Far?", forthcoming
in Jorg Monar and Wolfgang Wessels (eds.), The Treaty of Amsterdam: Challenges and
Opportunities for the European Union, London, Pinter.
45. Committee of Independent Experts, First Report of 15 March 1999 on "Allegations Regarding
Fraud, Mismanagement and Nepotism in the European Commission" (available on the web site
of the European Parliament: www.europarl.eu .int).
46. Commission decision 1999/352/EC/ECSC/Euratom of 28 April 1999 establishing a European
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Anti-Fraud Office (Official Journal L 136 of 31 May 1999, p. 20-22); Regulation 1073/1999 of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 May 1999 concerning investigations conducted
by OLAF (Official Journal L 136 of 31 May 1999, pp. 1-7).
47. European Commission, Schutz der finanziellen lnteressen der Gemeinschaft, Betmgsbektimpfung,
Jahresbericht 1996, annual report published by Eur-Op in 1997, Luxembourg, p.43.
48. European Commission, op.cit., p. 43. The French special teams are respectively part of the
police (Direction Centrale de Police Judiciaire) and the customs (Direction Generale des Douanes
et des Droits indirects). According to the OLAF officer interviewed by us, ICLAF is much too
small to cope with the amount of work and is therefore only useful for conceptual, but not for
operational activities.
49. European Commission, Protecting the Community's financial interests, The fight against fraud,
Annual Report 1997, report published by Eur-Op in 1998, Luxembourg, p. 35. Denmark has
one unit in the area of customs as part of the federal anti-fraud bureau (Svigsbekcempelsekontoret)
and one at the level of police (Afd. for Scerlig Okonomisk Kriminalitet). Greece set up SDOE, the
economic and financial crime office as part of the Ministry of Finance. Portugal announced the
creation of a coordination body called Ucleffa (Unidade de Coordenacao da Luta contra a
Evasao e a Fraude Fiscal e Aduaneira).
50. Committee of Independent Experts, Second Report on Reform of the Commission — Analysis of
current practice and proposals for tackling mismanagement, irregularities and fraud,
10
September 1999, p. 164, point 5.9.13. (the report is available on the web site of the European
Parliament: www.europarl.eu .int). At the date of the report, three more agreements were close
to finalisation and nine other "on the table".
51. Presidency Conclusions, Tampere European Council, 15-16 October 1999, particularly the points
43-47 (available on the web site of the Council: www.ue.eu .int).
52. The scoreboard was issued by the Commission on 13 April 2000 (Communication from the
Commission to the Council and the European Parliament).
53. Presidency Conclusions, Helsinki European Council, 10-11 December 1999, point 52.
54. Report on the finalisation and evaluation of the Action Plan on Organised Crime, Doc. No.
9917/3/99.
55. Official Journal of the European Communities, C 124 of 3 May 2000, p.1-33.
56. See the press release of the JHA Council of 27 March 2000 on the web site of the Council of the
EU (www.ue.eu .int).
57. Th.W.P.M. van der Krogt and C.W. Vroom, Organisatie is beweging, Utrecht, Lemma, 1991, p.
19.
58. Peter M. Blau and W. Richard Scott, Formal organizations; a comparative approach, London,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963.
59. 'Th.W.P.M. van der Krogt and C.W. Vroom, Organisatie is beweging, Utrecht, Lemma, 1991, p.
19.
60. Th.W.P.M. van der Krogt and C.W. Vroom, Organisatie is beweging, Utrecht, Lemma, 1991, p.
120.
61. David H. Bayley, "The Police and Political Development in Europe", in Charles Tilly (ed.), The
Formation of National States in Western Europe, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1975,
pp. 328-379; Otwin Marenin, "Policing Change, Changing Police: Some Thematic Questions",
in Otwin Marenin (ed.), Policing Change, Changing Police, New York and London, Garland
Publishing, 1996, pp. 3-22, on p. 4; R. Reiner and S. Spencer, Accountable Policing: Effectiveness,
empowerment and equity, London, IPPR, 1993.
62. C. Pollitt and G. Bouckaert, Public Management Reform. A Comparative Analysis. Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2000.
63. Trevor Jones and Tim Newburn, Private Security and Public Policing, Oxford, Clarendon Press,
Clarendon Studies in Criminology, 1998.
64. Monica den Boer, "Internationalization: A Challenge to Police Organizations in Europe", in R.
Mawby (ed.), Policing Across the World: Issues for the Twenty-First Century, London, UCL
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65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

86.

Press, 1999, pp. 59-74; Neil C. Walker, "Policing the European Union: the Politics of Transition",
in Otwin Marenin (ed.), Policing Change, Changing Police, New York and London, Garland
Publishing, 1996, pp. 251-283.
Paul Frissen, Politics, Governance and Technology. A Postmodern Narrative in the Virtual State,
Cheltenham / Northampton, Edward Elgar, 1999.
For example the creation ofjoint management and information systems for the control ofjuvenile
criminality.
Pollitt and Bouckaert, Public Management Reform, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2000, p.
28 and 29.
The overview is inspired by Pollitt and Bouckaert, Public Management Reform, Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 2000.
See also Pollitt and Bouckaert, Public Management Reform, Oxford, Oxford University Press
2000, p. 165.
Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, "The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism
and Collective Rationality in Organizational Fields", in American Sociological Review, 1983,
Vol. 48 (April: 147-160).
Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, op. cit., p. 149.
Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, op.cit., p. 150.
Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, op.cit., p. 151.
Th.W.P.M. van der ICrogt & C.W. Vroom, Organisatie is beweging, Utrecht, Lemma, 1991, p.
18.
Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, op. cit., p. 154.
Phil! Fennell, Bert Swart, Nico Jorg and Christopher Harding, "Introduction" in Phill Fennell,
Bert Swart, Nico Ji:irg and Christopher Harding (eds.), Criminal Justice in Europe. A Comparative
Study0xford, Clarendon Press, 1995, pp. xv-xix, on p. xvii.
In this context, Giddens' concept of structuration may be instructive. See for example Anthony
Giddens, Central Problems in Social Theory; Action, Structure, and Contradiction in Social
Analysis, 1979, Berkeley: University of California Press.
Dietrich Rometsch and Wolfgang Wessels (eds.), The European Union and Member States:
Towards Institutional Fusion?, Manchester University Press, 1996, p. 328 .
Dietrich Rometsch and Wolfgang Wessels, op.cit., p. 365.
Phill Fennell, Bert Swart, Nico Rirg and Christopher Harding, "Conclusion: Europeanization
and Convergence: The Lessons of Comparative Study", in Phill Fennell, Bert Swart, Nico Rirg
and Christopher Harding (eds.), Criminal Justice in Europe. A Comparative Study, Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1995, pp. 379-386, p. 386.
Robert Harmsen, "The Europeanization of National Administrations: A Comparative Study of
France and the Netherlands", in Governance: An international Journal of Policy and
Administration, Vol. 12, No. 1, January 1999, pp. 81-113, on p. 81.
Robert Harmsen, "The Europeanization of National Administrations: A Comparative Study of
France and the Netherlands", in Governance: An international Journal of Policy and
Administration, Vol. 12, No. 1, January 1999, pp. 81-113, on p. 82 and 83 respectively.
Pollitt and Bouckaert, Public Management Reform, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2000, p.
36.
Tupman and Tupman (1999) argue that there is "considerably more uniformity in policing
processes and structures in Europe" than generally assumed in the UK.
Here, we may require some reflection on the theoretical paradigm which we will use throughout
the research project. Apart from Mawby's distinction between Anglo-Saxon and continental
policing, we could think of Brodeur's distinction between "high" and "low policing" (Brodeur,
1983), or Tupman and Tupman's distinction between the "national model", the "German
decentralised model", and the "county model" (Tupman and Tupman, 1999: 97). A concise
overview of theoretical distinctions can be found in Marenin (1996) or Monet (1993).
R. Mawby, Comparative Policing Issues. The British and American Experience in International
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Perspective, London, Unwin Hyman, 1990, p. 32.
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88. Monica den Boer, "Internationalisation: A Challenge to Police Organizations in Europe", in R.
Mawby (ed.), Policing Across the World: Issues for the Twenty-first Century, London, UCL
Press, 1999, pp. 59-74.
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90. A.F.A. Korsten and J.L.M.L. Soeters, "Parlementaire Enquete Opsporingsmethoden. Resultaten,
beoordelingen en debatten", in Bestuurskunde, kg. 5, No. 2, 1996, p. 63.
91. See doc. 6143/1/98 CRIMORG 24 of 9 November 1998.
92. Justice Minister Sabine Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger. See e.g. http://www.zdfmsn.de/ratgeber/
monalisa/starke_frauen/12317/content.html.
93. E.R. Muller, "Parlementaire Enquete Opsporingsmethoden. Organisatie en werkwijze", in
Bestuurskunde, jrg. 5, No. 2, p. 74.
94. B. Hoogenboom, De privatisering van de politiefunctie, Den Haag, 1996; L. Johnston, The
Rebirth of Private Policing, Routledge, London/New York, 1992; N. Walker, "Policing the
European Union: The Politics of Transition", in 0. Marenin (ed.), Policing Change: Changing
Police, Garland Press, New Yrok, pp. 251-283.
95. Monica den Boer, "Internationalisation: A Challenge to Police Organizations in Europe", in R.
Mawby (ed.), op.cit., 1999.
96. Joint Action of 5 Dec. 1997, Official Journal of European Communities, L 344 of 15 Dec. 97,
p.7-9.
97. The tables are based on the information contained in the national reports, if necessary
complemented by other sources. Therefore they do not have any official character and do not
pretend to be complete. In the event of a certain body having been created recently, the year of
its creation is mentioned in brackets.
98. e.g. Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom.
99. e.g. Austria, France.
100.e.g. Finland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands.
101.The General Council for the fight against organised crime, which operates at the political level,
and the Anti-Mafia Investigation Directorate (DIA), which carries out the investigations, regroup
the three law enforcement agencies (Polizia di Stato, Carabinieri and Guardia di Finanza).
102.In Greece, there are two Directorates at the Ministry of Public Order which have a coordinating
role, one in the field of terrorism (State Security Directorate) and the other for general affairs
(Public Security Directorate), while the fight against drug trafficking is coordinated by a special
body, the Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit (SODN).
103.In France, the Anti-Mafia Investigation and Coordination Unit (UCRAM) created in 1993 is
responsible for policy coordination, while the Central Investigation and Organised Crime Section
(SCICO), created in 1995, is responsible for national investigations.
104.The central contact points at the level of the prosecution service are listed below in Figure 6.
105.In England and Wales, where there is an adversarial system and relatively weak oversight of
police investigations through the Crown Prosecution Service, the national contact point is through
the Home Office, the equivalent of the continental Ministry of Interior.
106.In this context, it is interesting to note how the national reports sometimes differ in their
interpretation of this term.
107.In Greece, the Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit (SODN) has representatives of the Ministry
of Public Order, the Ministry of Mercantile Marine and the Ministry of Finance. In Ireland, the
Criminal Assets Bureau (CAB) brings together the police (Garda Siochana), the Revenue
Commissioners and the Social Welfare Authorities. In Italy, the Directorate of Anti-Mafia
Investigations (DIA) regroups the State Police (Polizia di Stato), the Customs and Revenue
Police (Guardia di Finanza) and the Carabinieri.
108.France, Netherlands.
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109. Austria, Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg, Spain. Ad hoc usually refers to the temporary nature
of the team, which is created for the investigation of one large and/or complex crime case.
110. In Austria, a local task force was set up in Vienna to combat organised crime.
111. Austria, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Sweden, United Kingdom.
112. Denmark, Luxembourg.
113. France, Netherlands. In the Netherlands, there is the so-called Unusual Transaction Unit (MOT),
which is located at the level of the national police agency, but which is accountable to the
Ministry of Justice.
114. Spain.
115. Greece.
116. Mintzberg's definition of centralisation is as follows: "When all the power for decision making
rests at a single point in the organisation — ultimately in the hands of one person — we shall call
the structure centralised...". From: Harry Mintzberg, Structures in Fives: Designing Effective
Organizations, Prentice Hall, 1983, p. 95.
117. E. Neville, "The Public's Right to Know — The Individual's Right to Privacy", in J. Sheptycki
(ed.) Policing and Society, Special Issue on Intelligence-Led Policing, 2000, Vol. 9 No. 4, pp.
416.
118. Verwijsindex Recherche Onderzoeken en Subjecten, which is a fusion of three indication indexes
(started May 1999).
119. Almost all services and units in this figure are also mentioned in the previous tables. The
installation of the Europol National Units and the SIRENE bureaux, which contributes of course
to the centralisation, is not mentioned in this table. As some services or units may at the same
time show a centralisation and a specialisation tendency (described in figure 8), we had to chose
the figure according to the tendency which we considered more important.
120. J. Sheptycici, "Political Culture and Structures of Social Control: Police-Related Scandal in the
Low Countries in Comparative Perspective", Policing and Society, 2000, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 1-32.
121. The 4x4 intelligence system allows the classification of confidential information according to
the reliability of the source and of the information itself.
122. In some Member States the financial intelligence unit may be known as the irregular transactions
unit.
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I. THE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

The Belgian police structure is under reform (see below). For the time being, there are three
distinct general police forces in Belgium that carry out investigative tasks: the Gendarmerie
(a), the Municipal Police (b) and the Judicial Police (c). In 1994, a General Police Support
Service (d) was created, charged with improving cooperation between and within these
three police forces.
The tragic events in the summer of 1996 (the Dutroux case), as well as the numerous
difficulties that have arisen in the context of previous investigations in cases of serious
crime, have driven the federal government to question the present police organisation and in
particular to do away with the system within which two police forces have competing
jurisdiction in judicial matters concerning the entire Belgian territory (Gendarmerie and
Judicial Police) (see below). Rivalry between the two forces has persisted over the past
decades and has been proven to cause high levels of inefficiency in numerous investigations.
Several parliamentary inquiry committees, inter alia those installed for identifying
dysfunctions in the cooperation between the police forces (and the judicial authorities) in
the investigations into a series of armed robberies in department stores, committed in the
mid-1980s by the so-called "gang of Nivelles" (Bende van Alijvel), 3 and the Dutroux case
had also come to comparable conclusions. Therefore, the federal government decided in
December 1996 to establish a so-called "Committee for a more efficient police structure"
(Commissie voor een efficientere politiestructuur), which had to produce its final report by
mid-1997.5 On the basis of this report and the recommendations of the abovementioned
parliamentary inquiry committees, 6 and in order to prevent the country ending up in an even
deeper political and moral crisis, the parties of the then coalition — together with the main
opposition parties — concluded a so-called "Octopus" agreement, setting the framework for
a far-reaching reform of the police and judicial structure.
The police reform, which will result in the establishment of one single integrated police
force, structured on two levels (federal and local), should apply as of the end of March
2001.7 There is some doubt, however, whether this deadline will be (fully) met. As the
changes concerned have primarily been propelled by repeated incidences of national crises
and scandals, and not specifically by the idea that they could lead to a more effective fight
against organised crime nor by the EU integration process, they will not be discussed in
detail hereafter. The government has decided, however, that as long as no final agreement
on all details of the future police structure has been reached and the reform is not yet
operational, cooperation and coordination between the existing police forces with national
jurisdiction regarding judicial policing must be maximised.
To this end, a circular letter was issued in February 1997 by the Minister of Justice'
following consultation with the board of prosecutors-general (college van procureursgeneraal), which, together with the Minister of Justice, is responsible for defming the general
lines of criminal policy throughout the country (see below). This ministerial circular, which
must be read in conjunction with another circular letter issued by the Minister of Justice in
December 1996, with regard to proactive investigation,' as well as with the federal action
plan for combating organised crime, adopted by the cabinet council in June 1996, 10 introduces
a sort of specialisation between the Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police in the field of
judicial policing. The judicial authorities in charge of criminal investigations — either His
Majesty's prosecutor, as regards preliminary investigations (opsporingsonderzoeken), or
the investigating judge (onderzoeksrechter), as regards judicial investigations (gerechtehjk
onderzoeken)— are urged to take the (non-binding) assignment of duties between both forces
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into account when allocating cases to either of them. For the forces concerned, specialisation
implies that they must each give priority to dealing with certain types of crime in the context
of judicial investigations, including the carrying out of strategic crime analysis" as well as
proactive policing, tactical crime analysis and project-oriented (multidisciplinary)
investigation under the supervision of the competent judicial authority.
According to the ministerial circular, both the Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police
must take responsibility in the fight against organised crime, as the different types of crime
within their respective specific expertise may show an "organised"n character. Within the
consultation platforms for investigations into (organised) crime cases, the so-called
confidential magistrate (vertrouwensmagistraat), who — as (a deputy of) His Majesty's
prosecutor in the court's district — is the locally competent magistrate in cases where special,
covert investigative techniques need to be applied, or the national magistrate, as the
corresponding competent judicial authority at the federal level, is responsible for assigning
investigations into organised crime to either the Gendarmerie or the Judicial Police, according
to their "specialisation", or to jointly involve them in a particular case requiring the specific
input and expertise of both forces.n
No specific types of crime were allocated to the Municipal Police, acting on local level
only (see below). In large cities in particular, however, the urban police forces of the Municipal
Police also look into organised crime, e.g. in the field of drug trafficking or trafficking in
human beings.

A. Gendarmerie
The Gendarmerie (Rijkswacht) falls under the responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior.
The Gendarmerie has jurisdiction in the whole of the Belgian territory and is responsible
for performing police tasks of an administrative nature (maintenance of public order) as
well as of a judicial nature (investigation of criminal offences).
At a local level, the Gendarmerie is organised in squads, each serving a municipality or
small group of municipalities. Districts, which cover a larger group of municipalities, also
have a Security and Investigation Squad (Bewakings- en Opsporingsbrigade) at their disposal,
which is a specialised squad for investigating (organised) crime. The general management
and directing responsibilities of the force lie with the general (generaal) of the Gendarmerie,
who also has a General Staff (Generale Staf) as his disposal. The Central Bureau of
Investigations (Centraal Bureau der Opsporingen), as a part of the General Staff, is really
the driving force in investigations into (organised) crime requiring coordinated action
throughout the country or between several districts.
According to the ministerial circular of February 1997, the Gendarmerie must specialise
in the fight against: terrorism, hold-ups, acts of violence against people, (networks of)
trafficking in human beings and vice, sexual exploitation (including procuring), paedophilia,
disappearances and kidnapping, capturing and holding hostages, trafficking in organs and
human tissue, hormones, drugs, labour exploitation and social fraud, racketeering, sects,
car-jacking, illegal immigration and trafficking in stolen vehicles, weapons, nuclear materials,
protected fauna and flora, imitations and counterfeiting (of both banknotes and coins).
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B. Municipal Police
Each Belgian municipality has its own police force. Depending on the size of the municipality,
it is either called an urban police force or a rural police force. Small rural police forces
(sometimes composed of a single officer) usually form a squad with other neighbouring
small forces. In principle, the jurisdiction of the Municipal Police (Gemeentepolitie) is
restricted to the territory of their own municipality or, in rural forces, to the territory of their
squad. However, in certain cases the provincial governor may extend their jurisdiction outside
these territorial limits. This has resulted in some provincial governors extending the territorial
competence of municipal police officers in their province to all municipalities in the province.
Like the gendarmerie, the municipal police may perform administrative as well as judicial
tasks. The judicial tasks of the municipal police are carried out (or directed) by police
officers with the capacity of officer of judicial police, assisting His Majesty's prosecutor
(procureur des Konings), who is in charge of the public prosecutor's office in the relevant
court's district. Only these officers are competent for the drawing-up of police reports of
their findings. Other officers can only draw up ordinary reports that must be submitted to
the officer assisting His Majesty's prosecutor.
The Municipal Police also has a Standing Committee for the Municipal Police (Vaste
Commissie van de Gemeentepolitie) at its disposal, which can discuss policy issues and
represent the interests of the force at federal level, e.g. in the context of the present police
reform.

C. Judicial Police
The Judicial Police (Gerechtehjke Politie)' 4 was established in order to compensate for a
shortcoming of other police forces in the area of criminal investigations and to place officers
and agents directly at the disposal of the magistracy.
Unlike the other two general police forces (the Gendarmerie and the Municipal Police),
which also carry out duties of a preventive nature and tasks of administrative policing, the
Judicial Police — as indicated by their name — have an exclusively judicial competence.
They only act after crimes or offences have been committed in order to investigate them,
collect evidence, inform the proper authorities, with a view to arresting the perpetrators and
to bringing them before the judicial authorities. Their investigators have national jurisdiction.
Due to its special duties, the judicial police falls exclusively under the Ministry of
Justice, which determines the terms and rules for its organisation and functioning. The five
prosecutors-general (procureurs-generaal), being in charge of the public prosecutor's office
in the respective jurisdiction of the courts of appeal, have authority over and supervise the
judicial police, whereas His Majesty's prosecutors, being in charge of the public prosecutor's
office in the 27 court's districts, exercise legal supervision.
The Judicial Police is organised in 23 squads, i.e. 22 squads linked to the public
prosecutor's office in the court's districts and one National Squad (Nationale Brigade), also
called the 23rd Squad. All of the 22 local squads are supervised by a chief commissioner
(hoofdcommissaris), without prejudice to the duties of the commissioner-general
(commissaris-generaal), chief of the entire force and responsible for coordination, logistic
support and defining the general policies of the force in collaboration with the prosecutorsgeneral. The commissioner-general is the head of the General Commissariat
(Commissariaat-generaal), which encompasses three divisions: an administration and
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logistics division (afdeling administratie en logistiek), a technical support division (afdeling
technische ondersteuning) and the operational support and detection division (afdeling
operationale ondersteuning en opsporing). The latter in its turn comprises three central
units of particular relevance in the fight against organised crime:" the abovementioned
National Squad, the principal task of which is the investigation and repression of serious
banditry that could, by its size or its impact, take national or international proportions (such
as terrorism-related crime or internationally organised crime)," the Central Unit for
Combating Economic and Financial Delinquency (Centrale Dienst ter Bestrijding van
de Economische en Financiele Delinquentie); and the Central Unit for Combating
Corruption (Centrale Dienst voor de Bestrijding van de Corruptie). The General
Commissariat and the three central units it comprises are of particular relevance in the
context of combating organised crime.
The scientific and technical police also falls within the domain of responsibility of the
Judicial Police. Each local squad is equipped with a laboratory which works closely with a
national laboratory, the National Institute for Criminalistics and Criminology (Nationaal
Instituut voor Criminalistiek en Criminologie): 7 which has been entrusted inter alia with
the task of maintaining a central DNA database for the purpose of investigations into crime
(see below).
Apart from that, according to the ministerial circular of February 1997, the Judicial
Police must specialise in the fight against: all kinds of financial and economic delinquency.
IT crimes, arson, parental kidnapping, gambling, antiques and art fraud, misfeasance and
abuse of power by officials, money laundering, corruption and homicide.

D. General Police Support Service
As indicated above, the General Police Support Service (Algemene Politiesteundienst)
was created in 1994 18 with a view to improving cooperation between and coordination of
three general police forces. It was also entrusted with the support and coordination of the
police policies of the ministries involved. The General Police Support Service consists of
four divisions: one responsible for operational support, one for telematics, one for police
policy support and one for international police cooperation, the latter playing a central role
in the international exchange of police information, inter alia in the field of combating
organised crime.

II. THE PUBLIC PROSECUTION SERVICE

The public prosecutor's office is also currently undergoing reformi 9 The part of the Octopus
reform (see above) that concerns the judiciary will inter alia introduce a federal public
prosecutor's office (federaal parket) (f) and a board of His Majesty's prosecutors (raad van
procureurs des Konings) (g). 20

A. In general
The public prosecutor's office is a hierarchical body with a pyramidal structure. It also
holds the monopoly of prosecution: only members of this body are entitled to exercise the
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right to prosecute. Police officers have to draw up reports of all their findings and send them
to the public prosecutor's office. The public prosecutor then decides whether or not to
prosecute.
At the level of the 27 Magistrates Courts, the public prosecutor's office consists of His
Majesty's prosecutor, assisted by his deputies. Their territorial competence is restricted to
the district of the Magistrates Court they are attached to, although they can perform
investigative activities outside their district once they have initiated an inquiry in a specific
case. His Majesty's prosecutor — and likewise his deputies — has discretion in whether or not
to proceed with a case (expediency), taking into account, however, the general lines of
criminal policy as identified by the Minister of Justice in consultation with the board of
prosecutors-general (see below). The majority of offences reported to the public prosecutor's
office are actually dismissed. Dismissal needs to be justified and the victim needs to be
notified, but the dismissal is not binding. The prosecutor's office reserves the right to
reconsider such a decision and may reopen the case at any time, provided, of course, the
right to prosecute has not expired. His Majesty's prosecutor and his deputies are in charge
of so-called preliminary investigations, including proactive policing (see below), while the
investigating judge is in charge of so-called judicial investigations (see below). In principle,
the members of the public prosecutor's office have a general mandate, i.e. for all types of
offences. In practice, however, the internal organisation of the work flow within the public
prosecutor's office generally results in specialised magistrates or units dealing with specific
types of crime (e.g. drug or fiscal offences). In the context of the fight against organised
crime, reference must (once again) be made to the existence of a so-called confidential
magistrate (see above) within the public prosecutor's office in the court's district, who is
the locally competent magistrate as regards the application of special, covert investigative
techniques by the police. In the same context — organised crime often having an international
dimension — the so-called magistrates for judicial cooperation (rechtshulpmagistraten)
must be mentioned. In a number of districts, they have been entrusted, as deputies of His
Majesty's prosecutor, with specific responsibilities in the field of judicial cooperation. Hence,
a growing fragmentation of tasks within the public prosecutor's office in the court's districts
can be observed.
At the level of the courts of appeal (5), the public prosecutor's office consists of the
prosecutor-general with the court of appeal, assisted by solicitors-general (advocatengeneraal) and by deputy prosecutors-general (substituten-procureur-generaal). The
prosecutor-general is in charge of all the magistrates of the public prosecutor's office within
the territorial jurisdiction (realm) of the court of appeal concerned.

B. Board of prosecutors-general
In the mid-1990s, the five prosecutors-general started to meet on a regular basis as the socalled board of prosecutors-general, in order to allow a better coordination of the activities
of the public prosecutor's office throughout the country and with a view — under the
supervision of the Minister of Justice — to delineating the criminal policy covering the
prosecution of offences, the punishment of offenders and the position of the victim.
As announced in the 1996 federal action plan for combating organised crime (see
above),21 the board of prosecutors-general was legally established in 1997." The board has
national competence and its decisions are binding upon the prosecutors-general at the level
of the courts of appeal and all members of the public prosecutor's office within the territorial
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jurisdiction of the respective courts of appeal. As such, a coherent criminal policy for the
entire Belgian territory needs to be ensured. The board of prosecutors-general is in charge
of implementing the criminal policy guidelines it draws up in cooperation with and under
the authority of the Minister of Justice, who retains the overall responsibility for the country's
criminal policy.
Midway through 1997, and following consultation with the board of prosecutors-general,
the government decided to entrust each of the board's members with the task of preparing
and defining the general lines of criminal policy for a number of specific crimes or offences."
The prosecutor-general at the level of the court of appeal of Ghent" was also assigned a
number of (more operational) tasks, with particular relevance in the context of combating
(international) organised crime. Inter alia," his portfolio includes terrorism and serious
banditry, international cooperation in criminal matters, the relationship with the intelligence
and security services and the operational supervision of the national magistrates (see below).
The board of prosecutors-general is assisted by the national magistrates (c), who have
national jurisdiction. In the execution of its (policy) tasks, it can also call on the support of
members of the public prosecutor's office with the courts of appeal, referred to then as
assisting magistrates (bijstandsmagistraten) (d).

C. National magistrates
The second half of the 1980s was in part characterised by a number of terrorist bombings,
committed by the so-called Cellules Communistes Combattantes and the "gang of Nivelles".
In this context, two national magistrates were appointed by the Minister of Justice in May
1990, on the basis of a circular letter. Their task was to act as privileged interlocutors on
behalf of Belgium in its relationship with foreign judicial authorities in cases where prompt
judicial intervention was needed. They were also to take care of the coordination of
investigations into crime having a (potential) nation-wide or even international impact.
In line with the 1996 federal action plan for combating organised crime — and as with
the board of prosecutors-general (see above) — the function of national magistrate was
formally established in 1997. 27 Since then, the national magistrates have been entrusted,
under the supervision and direction of a member of the board of prosecutors-general, with
the task of facilitating international co-operation, inter alia by coordinating or facilitating
the execution of letters rogatory. Thus, the national magistrates can be looked upon as an
operational extension of the board of prosecutors-general. Further, according also to the
1997 act, the national magistrates coordinate connected cases that are dealt with by the
office of His Majesty's prosecutor in several districts, and they facilitate international
cooperation in criminal cases. If required, they can even give binding instructions to the
local prosecutors concerned. They have competence for the entire Belgian territory. In
addition, they are charged with taking all the necessary measures for exercising the right to
prosecute, as long as the competent public prosecutor has not been identified or has not yet
exercised his legal competence. In case of disagreement between the national magistrate
and the competent local prosecutor in one of the court's districts, the final decision is taken
by the prosecutor-general under whose jurisdiction the district falls.
Until now, there has been no formal assignment of duties among the national magistrates.
In practice, however, the two acting national magistrates each specialise in specific areas of
crime, though each is in a position to take over the tasks of the other. The appointment of a
specific national magistrate is envisaged, to be in charge of the coordination of the
international execution of confiscation orders."
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D. Assisting magistrates

As has already been mentioned above, the board of prosecutors-general can call on the
support of members of the public prosecutor's office with the courts of appeal, referred to
then as assisting magistrates. These magistrates (with the rank of solicitor-general or deputy
prosecutor-general) are to support and assist the board of prosecutors-general in developing
and implementing criminal policy with regard to a specific type of crime in cooperation
with the Minister of Justice. Their main tasks in doing this are: to continually evaluate the
current policy status; to look into the necessity and feasibility of an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach towards the type of crime concerned; to contribute to the
development of specific expertise with the members of the public prosecutor's office in
charge of prosecution of the offences concerned; to promote cooperation between the different
services involved in combating the phenomenon, if required; and to improve coordination
and detection in the area concerned.
Today, magistrates at the level of the court of appeal assist the board of prosecutorsgeneral in the areas of hormone-related crime, financial, economic and fiscal crime and
drug-related crime. The appointment of an additional assisting magistrate in the area of
organised crime is envisaged."
E. Supervising magistrates

According to a 1998 Royal Decree, 3° the authority and supervision over the division
operational support and detection of the General Commissariat of the Judicial Police is
entrusted to one or more members of the public prosecutor's office, referred to as supervising
magistrates (toezichtsmagistraten), who are to be appointed by the Minister of Justice on
the recommendation of the board of prosecutors-general.
In addition to one supervising magistrate with general competence for the division
concerned, a magistrate has also been appointed specifically to exercise supervision over
the Central Unit for Combating Corruption.
F. Federal public prosecutor's office

As already stated above, the part of the Octopus reform concerning the judiciary will inter
alia introduce a federal public prosecutor's office, directed by a federal prosecutor (federaal
procureur) and consisting of federal magistrates (federale magistraten), who will replace
the current national magistrates. Unlike the present national magistrates, however, the federal
public prosecutor's office will have the right to take cases away from the local prosecutors.
The federal prosecutor is not a member of the board of prosecutors-general; he is allowed,
however, to take part in its meetings. The board of prosecutors-general has to evaluate both
the way in which the federal prosecutor applies the criminal policy directives it has issued
and the functioning of the federal public prosecutor's office.
The federal prosecutor has the same competences as His Majesty's prosecutors, albeit
at federal level, having federal jurisdiction. His competences thus include the right to
prosecute, the coordination of prosecutions, the facilitation of international cooperation
and the supervision of the general and specific functioning of the future federal police. This
implies that specific federal magistrates will be entrusted with the task of supervising inter
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alia the general direction of judicial police work, the federal anti-corruption unit and the
general federal central police database, in which all data from the police (both local and
federal) will be stored.

G. Board of His Majesty's prosecutors
As part of the Octopus reform, a board of His Majesty's prosecutors will also be established,
which is meant to be an advisory body to the board of prosecutors-general. Thus, a sort of
vertical consultation will be realised between the board of prosecutors-general and the local
prosecutors, who themselves can benefit from horizontal interaction with their colleagues,
in the new board of His Majesty's prosecutors. The latter can also advise the Minister of
Justice directly.

III. ORGANISED CRIME
A. Definition
It was decided in 1992, at the suggestion of the then national magistrates and with the
agreement of the board of prosecutors-general and the government, to use the definition of
organised crime as developed by the Bundeskriminalamt (BKA) in Germany as the "official"
Belgian definition for operational purposes. This definition never gained legal status, but
was endorsed both in the 1996 federal action plan for combating organised crime and 1997
ministerial circular on specialisation between the Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police.
According to the definition, the following criteria define organised crime (translation):
The commission," in a methodical manner, of offences:
(1) that, on their own or together, have a considerable importance;
(2) by pursuit of gain or power;
(3) by more than two persons acting together;
(4) during a long or indefinite period of time;
(5) relying on an assignment of duties:
a) misusing commercial structures and/or;
b) having recourse to violence or other intimidation techniques and/or;
c) exercising influence on political life, the media, the public administration, the justice
system or economic life.
In January 1999, a legal definition of "criminal organisation" (not organised crime)
was introduced in the Penal Code,' fully meeting the requirements contained in the EU
Joint Action of 21 December 1998 on making it a criminal offence to participate in a criminal
organisation in the EU Member States." The term "criminal organisation" has been defined
as follows: any structured association consisting of more than two persons, established over
a period of time with a view to committing offences which are punishable with imprisonment
of three years or more, with a view to gaining direct or indirect profits, and having recourse
to intimidation, threats, violence, fraudulent manipulation or corruption, or using commercial
or other structures to cover up or facilitate the perpetration of offences. However, organisations
the goal of which is merely political, trade unionist, philanthropic, philosophical, ideological
or religious or that exclusively pursue any other lawful objective, cannot be regarded as
criminal organisations as defmed above.
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B. Policy
Since the mid-1990s, substantial political attention has been given to the phenomenon of
organised crime. In 1996, the government came up with a federal action plan for combating
organised crime, and in 1997 it issued a federal action plan for combating economic and
financial delinquency. These action plans, both of which preceded the 1997 EU's "Action
Plan to Combat Organised Crime", have been the main points of reference in policy making
for the past few years. Both legal and organisational reforms or changes have been propelled
by the need to fight organised crime more effectively. Although a number of legal and/or
organisational reforms that have been implemented in recent years may have been provided
for or recommended by EU legal instruments, they never resulted from EU (decision-making)
processes. Essentially, the impetus for change has always stemmed from the national level.
As a result of the 1996 action plan, a multidisciplinary "central working group on
organised crime" (centrale werkgroep georganiseerde misdaad) was established within the
Ministry of Justice. The group, consisting of officials from the cabinet and the Department
of Justice as well as of policemen, public prosecutors and academics, is responsible for
mapping organised crime officially, especially in the annual situation reports on organised
crime that must be produced for both the Belgian Parliament and the EU.
Chiefly as a result of the two action plans, a number of important legal changes have
been made or announced in recent years.
As mentioned above, the concept of "criminal organisation" was introduced in the
Penal Code in 1999. It was thereby made a punishable offence to deliberately form part of
a criminal organisation, to be in control of such an organisation and to participate in (the
preparation of) unlawful activities of a criminal organisation or in the making of any decisions
in the context of the activities of the criminal organisation, knowing that, by participating, a
contribution is made to the goals of the organisation.
As corruption often shows clear links with organised crime, allowing the criminal
entrepreneur to expand his power and impact in the "upper world", it was proposed to
change the existing legislation. In February 1999, a new bill was adopted, 34 making private
corruption and attempted passive corruption criminal offences, raising the penalties for the
different forms of corruption and introducing the possibility of prosecuting foreign and
international officials in Belgium. The change in the law has clearly been propelled as much
by OECD" and CoE developments as by EU developments."
In May 1999, the concept of criminal liability of legal persons was officially recognised
in penal law."
Draft legislation — drawn up in 1998-1999 by university specialists, but clearly needing
revision — regarding the use of special investigative techniques and proactive investigation
and policing as well as regarding the use of anonymous testimony and the introduction of a
settlement for so-called pentiti (collaborators). In line with the Federal Security and Detention
Plan — a draft of which was presented by the Minister of Justice in January 2000 — the draft
texts are at present being revised, partly within the Ministry of Justice and partly by additional
university specialists." Results allowing actual initiation of parliamentary work on the issues
concerned are expected in autumn of this year.
The 2000 Federal Security and Detention Plan referred to above is expected to be finally
adopted by the entire government by mid-June 2000. It is meant to reflect the vision, position
and response of the new government — formed following the federal elections of June 1999
— with regard to security and detention problems and challenges. The plan had already been
announced in the coalition agreement of the new government of July 1999, 3' with this in
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mind that it would focus on mapping and combating organised crime, improving detection
of and reducing white collar crime and combating trafficking in human beings, inter alia by
combating corruption, corrupt behaviour and the decay of moral standards (by establishing
a reinforced anti-corruption unit within the new federal police), by international cooperation
in the fight against organised and white collar crime and by the efficient freezing and seizure
of criminal assets.

IV. LAW ENFORCEMENT UNITS TO COMBAT ORGANISED CRIME

A. The national level
At the level of the law enforcement agencies, the coordinating bodies with operational
competences in the fight against organised crime at national level are the Central Bureau
of Investigations (of the Gendarmerie) and the General Commissariat (of the Judicial
Police).
In the context of the use of special investigative techniques, which of course are of
particular importance in the fight against organised crime, these bodies have also been
entrusted with the operational task of processing information collected with the help of
informers; these bodies are then referred to as "national information services" (nationale
informatiediensten), working under the overall responsibility of the national magistrates.
Also in this context of special investigative techniques, specialised units within both
the Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police have been created for the purpose of specialised
observations. Mention must be made of the Special Intervention Squadron (Speciaal
Interventie-Eskadron — SW) and the Observation, Support and Arrest Platoon (Peloton
Observatie, Steun en Arrestatie — POSA) within the Gendarmerie. As for the Judicial Police,
the unit concerned is the Surveillance and Observation Group (Groep Schaduwing en
Observatie) within the National (23rd) Squad of the Judicial Police.
In the context of proactive policing, the Gendarmerie's Central Bureau of Investigations
and the General Commissariat of the Judicial Police are in charge of setting up and conducting
national proactive investigations, under the obligation to inform the national magistrates
thereof.

I. Gendarmerie
The Gendarmerie's Central Bureau of Investigations has developed a project-oriented
approach in combating (organised) crime. This approach is reflected in the organisation of
the Bureau's work flow, the Bureau being organised in different units.
A number of the units were set up as a result of internal Gendarmerie decisions. This
was the case for the following units:
• drugs;
• trafficking in human beings (this unit encompasses the official unit for combating
trafficking in human beings, installed by decision of the cabinet council — see below);
• offences against persons, violence and hold-ups (this unit comprises the official
multidisciplinary hormone unit4° and the official unit for disappearances, both installed
by a decision of the cabinet council — see below);
• terrorism;
• environmental crime;
• property offences (trafficking in stolen vehicles and/or weapons, theft);
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•

organised crime and assets (this unit was created as a support unit for the other units,
which all may have to deal with organised forms of the crime for which they have been
designed).

Three units have been set up as a result of decisions of the cabinet council. This is the
case for:
• the (official) unit for combating trafficking in human beings;
• the unit for disappearances, which, amongst other things, is intended to deal with cases
where the disappearance of a minor causes considerable anxiety;
• the multidisciplinary hormone unit (see below).
Within the Central Bureau of Investigations, the Directorate of Operations (Directie
Operaties) also takes a central position. This directorate coordinates and maintains an
overview — in management terms — of the whole of operational activities by all units
mentioned above. Amongst other things, this involves the taking of decisions on the capacity
(e.g. in terms of number of undercover agents, duration of undercover actions, etc.) which is
or can be put at the disposal of the various units, which themselves, however, remain in
charge of the practical application of special investigative techniques.
2. Judicial Police
As indicated above, the General Commissariat of the Judicial Police comprises three central
units: the National Squad, the Central Unit for Combating Economic and Financial
Delinquency and the Central Unit for Combating Corruption.
Following the terrorist bombings by the so-called "Cellules Communistes Combattantes"
and the "gang of Nivelles" in the second half of the 1980s, the Minister of Justice decided
that the Judicial Police needed some reorganisation. He therefore set up the National Squad,
entrusted specifically with the repression of serious banditry that could, due to its extent or
impact, take national or international proportions (such as terrorism-related crime or
internationally organised crime) (see above).
The Central Unit for Combating Economic and Financial Delinquency was initially set
up within the General Commissariat of the Judicial Police. The unit was later transferred to
the General Police Support Service (for a short period of time) and later (in December
1996) reintegrated into the General Commissariat of the Judicial Police by a government
decision.
The unit is exclusively active in the area of organised economic and financial delinquency,
economic and financial crimes which have particular potential to disrupt certain economic
sectors if they are of an organised nature. Its range of action comprises combating money
laundering, serious fiscal offences, insider trading and fraud against the EC/EU budget. It is
part of the unit's official mission, moreover, to maintain contacts in this area with the EC (in
practice: OLAF) and to provide support whenever requested.
The range of action of the Central Unit for Combating Corruption includes (supporting)
the detection of serious and complex offences against the material or moral interests of the
public service, (supporting) the detection of serious and complex offences in the preparation,
allocation and execution of public tenders, in the preparation, granting and use of public
subsidies and in the conferring of authorisation, permission, approval and recognition, as
well as the dynamic management and exploitation of specialised documentation for the
police services.
The unit, having jurisdiction for the entire Belgian territory, has its seat in Brussels and
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has local bureaux at its disposal in the country's most important cities. In general, the unit
acts on the basis of guidelines issued by the Minister of Justice or by the board of prosecutorsgeneral, or upon the instructions of the Commissioner-General of the Judicial Police. In
individual cases, the unit can also act upon the request of the (local) judicial authorities, on
the advice of its supervising magistrate.
Lastly, the unit has an important task in coordinating complex investigations as well as
investigations exceeding the territorial definition of a given court's districts or having an
international dimension, in cooperation with the national magistrates."
According to the 2000 Federal Security and Detention Plan, the unit will be merged into a
new federal anti-corruption service.
With organised crime increasingly showing links with the intemet and the virtual society
(online illegal gambling, child pornographic industry, etc.), the central notification point for
illegal or harmful content on the internet (centraal gerechtelijk meldpunt), lodged within
the national computer crime unit of the Judicial Police," must also be mentioned here. The
unit was established as a result of a "memorandum of understanding" concluded in May
1999 between the Minister for Telecommunications, the Minister of Justice and the Belgian
association of internet service providers (ISPA Belgium), intended to improve the fight
against illegal material on the internet. As a result of this memorandum, the former notification
point for child-pornographic material, which had been set up within the Judicial Police in
the mid-1990s, was also merged into the central notification point.
3. Other relevant national units
a. The Financial Information Processing Unit

The EC Council Directive 91/3081EC of 1991 was implemented in the Belgian legal system
at the beginning of 1993." The 1993 Act combats money laundering by imposing an
obligation on financial institutions and individuals to report transactions or situations that
are suspected to be connected with or may indicate money-laundering activities to the socalled Financial Information Processing Unit (Gel voor Financiele Informatieverwerking —
CFI).

According to the same Act, one may be convicted of committing the offence of money
laundering if the following elements can be proven:
(1) the exchange or transfer of money or assets with the intention to conceal or cover up
the illegal origin thereof, or to help a person who is involved in a crime, from which
this money or these assets are the proceeds, to escape from the legal consequences of
his deeds;
(2) the concealment or covering up of the nature, origin, place of discovery, relocation or
(change of) ownership of money or assets of which the illegal origin is known;
(3) the acquisition, possession or use of money and assets of which the illegal origin is
known;
(4) participation in, complicity in, the attempt to carry out, assistance with, the incitement
to carry out, the facilitation of, or the giving of advice regarding one of the activities
referred to above.
As indicated above, the 1993 Act relates to money and assets with an illegal origin.
Money and assets, according to the law, are illegal when they proceed from a crime connected
with terrorism, organised crime, drug trafficking, illegal trade in weapons, goods or
merchandise, trade in clandestine workers, slave trade, exploitation of prostitution, forbidden
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use of or trade in hormones, illegal trade in human organs or tissues, fraud adversely affecting
the financial interests of the EC, serious and organised tax fraud (i.e. where very complex
procedures of an international scope are being used), bribery of public servants, stock
exchange crimes, capital investment fraud, or fraudulent bankruptcy. In other words, any
and all violations of a provision of criminal law are sufficient to define the money or the
assets that proceed therefrom as having an illegal origin as referred to in the 1993 Act,
provided that there is a connection of some kind between the violation and one of the criminal
activities listed above. As such, the scope of Belgian legislation ratione materiae is much
broader than required by EC Directive 91/308/EC, which, strictly interpreted, exclusively
relates to the proceeds of crime in the area of drug trafficking (albeit that the EU Member
States have been given the possibility, in view of the implementation of the EC Directive, to
bring other criminal activities under its field of application as well).
The Financial Information Processing Unit is an independent incorporated administrative
body, working under the authority of the Ministers of Justice and Finance and consisting of
financial experts. The daily supervision of the unit is the responsibility of a magistrate of
the public prosecutor's office, who has been seconded to the unit.
As regards its relationship with the public prosecutor's office, the unit may, once it has
received a report of suspicious transactions or activities, notify His Majesty's Prosecutor
thereof. Such notification has the same effect as reporting a crime to the legal authorities for
the purpose of instituting criminal prosecution. Thus, bank information or financial
information that in itself has a confidential nature is brought into the preliminary investigation
or the judicial investigation.
In the meantime, the scope ratione personae of the obligation to report suspicious
transactions and situations to the Unit, as contained in the 1993 Act, has been extended
from financial institutions only to inter alia process servers, public notaries, accountants
and real estate agencies. The 1996 federal action plan for combating organised crime had
called for this extension, announcing an initiative by the Minister of Justice on the matter,
long before the European Commission came up with a similar proposal in 1999. 44
Together with the American financial intelligence unit, the Financial Information
Processing Unit has promoted the setting up of the so-called Egmont Group, comprising all
fmancial intelligence units worldwide!' Further, the unit has established bilateral contacts
as well as international contacts with the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the European
Commission, the EU's new anti-corruption unit (OLAF), the PHARE programme, the Money
Laundering Experts Group (which the EU's Multidisciplinary Group on Organised Crime
has entrusted with an analysis of the strong and weak points in the fight against money
laundering in the EU), Europol, the Council of Europe and the UN.
b. Meat fraud notification point
In 1997, the cabinet council decided to install a permanent meat fraud notification point
within the Institute for Veterinary Inspection (see below: multidisciplinary integrated teams).
c. Economic Inspectorate
The Economic Inspectorate (Bestuur Economische Inspectie) is a separate department within
the Ministry of Economic Affairs, consisting of central and regional directions (see below),
in charge of both administrative and penal control on the enforcement of economic
regulations. The inpectorate's task is to act as the federal law enforcement unit for economic
crimes in all possible sectors, to deal with complaints and to cooperate with the public
prosecutor's office.
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d. Customs and excise department

The customs and excise department, being a fiscal administration lodged within the Ministry
of Finance, also has a role to play in the fight against organised crime, as its primary missioe
is to control the import, export and transit of goods. To this end, the department cooperates
with the police services under the supervision of the public prosecutor's office.
The department consists of a central directorate and outside services, which in their
turn encompass general services (regional directorate) and special services. Among the
latter, the national tracing directorate (nationale opsporingsdirectie) has a special position,
having been entrusted with the national coordination of investigations conducted by the
regional directorates as well as with the mutual (administrative) assistance of foreign customs
and excise authorities. All customs and excise officials have the competence to establish
that a criminal (customs and excise) offence has been committed!'
e. Special Tax Inspectorate

The Special Tax Inspectorate (Bijzondere BelastingInspectie — BBI), which also falls under
the Ministry of Finance, consists of a central administration and outside services, like the
customs and excise department. The outside services encompass four regional directorates,
which in principle are all competent to trace fiscal fraud within the entire Belgian territory.
In practice, however, the regional directorates only exercise their jurisdiction within the
linguistic area where they have been established. In its turn, the central administration
comprises several branches with specific competences, the 7th branch having national
jurisdiction for all linguistic areas.
f Central DNA and other forensic databases

As indicated above, DNA identification was officially introduced in March 1999 as an
investigative technique for investigations into crime The new law provided for a central
DNA database, of which the task of maintaining has been entrusted to the National Institute
for Criminalistics and Criminology, which will also be in charge of maintaining central
databases on ballistics, drugs, weapons, fingerprints, paints and textiles.
. 48

B. Local level
I. The Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police
Local proactive investigations may be conducted directly by the local squads of the
Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police, which must inform the national coordinating bodies
(Central Bureau of Investigations for the Gendarmerie and General Commissariat for the
Judicial Police) thereof. In their turn, these bodies must inform the national magistrates.
For specialised observations, in the context of the use of special investigative techniques,
the Judicial Police has the Regional Observation Team (Regionaal ObservatieTeamileam
d'Observation Regional — ROTOR) at its disposal.
2. Other relevant national units
As mentioned above, the Economic Inspectorate has regional directorates at its disposal;
the customs and excise department and the Special Tax Inspectorate also have outside services.
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V. PUBLIC PROSECUTION UNITS TO FIGHT ORGANISED CRIME

A. National level
At the level of the public prosecutor's office, the coordinating bodies or people in the sphere
of combating organised crime (both from an operational and policy perspective) are the
board of prosecutors-general (or its individual members, depending on the types of crime
covered by their respective portfolios), the national magistrates and supervising magistrates,
who will be replaced in the near future by federal magistrates (from the federal public
prosecutor's office) and the assisting magistrates. Their respective tasks and roles are
commented on extensively elsewhere in this paper.
B. Local level
The same applies for the functions of the confidential magistrate and the magistrates for
judicial cooperation who are the most relevant members of the public prosecutor's office in
the context of combating organised crime (see above).
VI. MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATED TEAMS

A number of multidisciplinary integrated (interdepartmental) teams have been established
in recent years or are about to be set up with a view to adopting a more integrated approach
towards specific forms of (organised) crime. The impetus for this development was not
given by the 1997 EU Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime, though this plan encouraged
the Member States to set up multidisciplinary teams in the fight against organised crime
(Recommendation 20).
A. Interdepartmental (hormone) residue unit
Since the mid-1990s in particular, meat fraud and hormone-related crime have taken very
serious proportions in Belgium, culminating in the murder by the so-called "meat mafia" of
a veterinary surgeon who acted as an official inspector on behalf of the government (Van
Noppen) in the field of hormone detection.
However, an interdepartmental (hormone) residue unit (interdepartementale cel residuen)
had been established even before this, in 1994. The unit, presided by the assisting magistrate
for hormone-related crime and representatives from all relevant departments (Justice,
Agriculture, Public Health and Finance), is a non-operational unit, intended to facilitate
administrative and policy coordination, consultation and, if necessary, the resolution of
conflicts between the departments involved. 49 The unit has dropped into the background
since the multidisciplinary hormone unit (see below) was established in 1997.
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B. Multidisciplinary hormone unit
Until 1997, the operational counterpart of the interdepartmental (hormone) residue unit
was the national hormone unit (nationale hormonencel), established within the Central Bureau
of Investigations of the Gendarmerie. It was then transformed into the multidisciplinary
hormone unit (multidisciplinaire hortnonencel), still lodged within the Central Bureau of
Investigations, to which officials from the different departments involved were posted on a
full-time basis. Apart from officers from the Gendarmerie, the unit comprises representatives
from the Ministries of Agriculture (veterinary medical inspectorate (diergeneeskundige
inspectie), inspectorate for raw materials (grondstoffeninspectie)), Public Health (Institute
for Veterinary Inspection (Instituut voor Veterinaire Keuring — IVK), pharmaceutical
inspectorate (farmaceutische inspectie)) and Finance (customs and excise department, tax
department, VAT department).

C. Interdepartmental prevention unit
In 1996, an interdepartmental prevention unit (interdepartementale preventiecel) was
established within the Ministry of Agriculture. The unit organises the cooperation between
the Department of Agriculture, the institute for veterinary inspection (which falls under the
Public Health department) and the Department of Economic Affairs. Its mission is to
coordinate preventive action against fraud with regard to expenditures chargeable to the
European Agriculture Orientation and Guarantee Fund (Europees Orientatie- en
Garantiefonds voor de Landbouw). The guarantee division of this European Fund finances
restitutions in the case of exports to third countries as well as financial interventions to
regulate the markets. The largest part of those financial contributions is paid directly by the
Member States, which act as an intermediary between the European Fund and the beneficiary.
The Belgian intermediary body is the "Belgian intervention and restitution bureau/BIRB"
(Belgisch interventie- en restitutiebureau).

D. Multidisciplinary unit for combating meat fraud
Another integrated unit is the multidisciplinary unit for combating meat fraud
(multidisciplinaire vleesfraudebestrijdingscel), which is an operational unit and, in this way,
comparable to the multidisciplinary hormone unit. The unit meets on a monthly basis and
brings together the assisting magistrate in the area of financial, economic and fiscal crime,
the national magistrate if necessary, the assisting magistrate in the area of hormone-related
crime or the magistrate dealing with (a) particular case(s), a Gendarmerie officer from the
multidisciplinary hormone unit, as well as representatives from the BIRB, customs, the
VAT department, the social inspectorate, the economic inspectorate, the Central Unit for
Combating Corruption (Judicial Police) and other relevant services, depending on the case(s)
concerned.
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E. Interdepartmental coordination unit for combating international trafficking in
human beings
Following a parliamentary inquiry committee on the matter, the fight against trafficking in
human beings was substantially reinforced in Belgium. Apart from entrusting the centre for
equal opportunities and combating racism (centrum voor gehjkheid van kansen en voor
racisme) with the coordination and follow-up of the policy to fight trafficking in human
beings, the government also established a permanent policy coordination and implementation
structure, intended to guarantee that the social and criminal law approaches towards this
activity would coincide.
The Minister of Justice is the president of this unit, which is referred to as the
interdepartmental coordination unit for combating international trafficking in human beings
(interdepartementale coordinatiecel ter bestrtjding van de mensenhandel); the centre for
equal opportunities and combating racism has been entrusted with the secretariat and
coordination of the unit's activities. Further, the unit comprises representatives from all
departments and federal agencies involved in the fight against trafficking in human beings,
both from a social viewpoint and a criminal law viewpoint. Other persons or bodies not
belonging to the public administration or not having a federal status may also be involved in
the work of the unit.
The interdepartmental unit's principal task is to facilitate information exchange between
all relevant partners, with a view to ensuring the proper coordination of both operational
actions and policy. At the same time, the unit is intended to facilitate critical evaluation of
results and developments in the field and to formulate proposals and recommendations with
a view to improving the efficiency of the fight against trafficking in human beings. Lastly,
the unit can also take the initiative to set up coordination structures at the level of the court's
districts, if required.

F. Interdepartmental unit for combating financial, economic and fiscal delinquency
Whereas the 1997 federal action plan for combating economic and financial delinquency
only called for an analysis of the opportunity to set up an interdepartmental unit for combating
financial, economic and fiscal crime, as was also the case with the interdepartmental
(hormone) residue unit, the new Federal Security and Detention Plan (2000) envisages the
establishment of such a unit at short notice. Preparations, including the drafting of a protocol
that should serve as a starting point for the elaboration of the organisational structure and
functioning of the unit, will be made by the assisting magistrate in the area of financial,
economic and fiscal crime, under the auspices of the board of prosecutors-general (in
particular of the prosecutor-general, with financial, economic and fiscal crime falling within
his portfolio). In this preparatory stage, close contacts will already be established with the
departments involved which will eventually be represented in the unit, i.e. the Ministry of
Justice, the Ministry of Finance and the special tax inspectorate (bijzondere belastinginspectie
— BBI), the Ministry of the Economy and the economic inspectorate, the Central Unit for
Combating Economic and Financial Delinquency (Judicial Police) and the Financial
Information Processing Unit. Representatives of the private sector will also be involved in
the unit's current activities. One of the central aims of setting up the unit is to identify
structural measures in the fight against various forms of serious fiscal fraud, such as VAT
carrousels.
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G. National consultation platform on telecommunication
As criminal organisations commonly rely on modern and highly sophisticated
telecommunication means, the 2000 Federal Security and Detention Plan considers the
optimisation of consultation and coordination between all bodies and agencies (both private
and public) involved to be a top priority in the fight against forms of crime of which the use/
misuse of telecommunication means is a constituent element or specific modus operandi.
Therefore, the establishment of a national consultation platform on telecommunication
(nationaal overlegplaorm telecommunicatie — NOT) later this year has been announced.
One of the primary goals of the platform will be to implement the extended (legal) obligation
for telecommunication operators and providers of telecommunication services to cooperate
with the judicial authorities in tracing, identifying and intercepting "targets" making use of
telecommunications.
The platform will consist at least of the Minister of Justice, the Minister for
Telecommunications and operators of telecommunication networks and services, and is
very likely to also include the data protection inspectorate (Commissie ter Beschenning van
de Persoonlijke Levenssfeer), the Belgian association of internet service providers (ISPA
Belgium) and the central notification point for illegal content of the interne (centraal
gerechtelijk meldpunt), lodged within the national computer crime unit of the Judicial Police.
The platform will be supported by an expert unit, to be established within the Ministry of
Justice and bringing together expertise from all its services.

H. Commission for the protection of witnesses and persons collaborating with the
judicial system
At present, a scientific research project is being conducted with a view to preparing adequate
legislation in the field of protecting and collaborating with (crown) witnesses and other
people collaborating with the judicial system in the fight against (organised) crime. The
project will be completed by the end of September 2000, allowing the Minister of Justice to
introduce a (number of) bill(s) on the matter soon afterwards. Anticipating the adoption and
entry into force of the required legislation, the 2000 Federal Security and Detention Plan
envisages the establishment of a commission for the protection of witnesses and persons
collaborating with the judicial system, bringing together all relevant partners (the various
Ministries and Departments involved, the police, the judiciary etc.). The commission's task
will be to ensure an objective and uniform approach and follow-up of protection cases and
dossiers.

VII. INTERNATIONAL CONTACT POINTS
A. At national level
The EU Action Plan provides for the establishment of a central international contact point
(for the exchange of information and the completion of application procedures for
cooperation) within each Member State, both for judicial (in recommendation 21) and law
enforcement agencies (recommendation 19).
In Belgium, the national magistrates and the service in charge of processing individual
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requests for judicial assistance within the Ministry of Justice" (Dienst Individuele
Strafrechtshulp) were officially appointed as national judicial points of contact for the
functioning of the European Judicial Network, as provided for in the Joint Action of 29 June
1998. Both the national magistrates and the relevant ministerial service, however, had been
functioning as national contact points before this. Taking into account the fact that the idea
of setting up a European Judicial Network was aimed more specifically at EU level by the
Belgian Ministry of Justice, it may very well be the case that Belgian good practice (having
excellent national contact points for judicial cooperation, both within and outside the ministry)
has actually influenced EU decision making on the matter. Thus, the decision to set up a
European judicial network would have been inspired by national developments rather than
the other way around.
With regards to the law enforcement agencies, the international police cooperation
division of the General Police Support Service plays a central role in the international
exchange of police information, inter alio in the field of combating organised crime.
The need to establish a general support service for the various police services with
general competence (the Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police in particular) had already
been stressed in the late 1980s by the first parliamentary inquiry committee into the offences
committed by the so-called "gang of Nivelles". One of the main objectives of the support
service was to contribute to better coordination and cooperation between the different police
services, inter alia in the field of information exchange with foreign police services (by
establishing a single contact point that could be relied upon both by Belgian policemen in
their contacts with foreign colleagues, and by foreign policemen in their contacts with Belgian
colleagues) and to develop specific expertise in the field of international police cooperation,
amongst other things with a view to (assisting in) the conclusion of international (bilateral)
agreements with regard to police cooperation.
These tasks were entrusted to the international police cooperation division, which thus
became responsible for managing the international information flow in the field of policing.
Since 10 April 1996, the division has centralised the processing of messages and notices on
behalf of the three police forces, encompassing the INTERPOL National Central Bureau
(NCB), the national part of Europol, the service desk for Belgian liaison officers abroad, the
national part of the Schengen Information System (NSIS) as well as the SIRENE 51 Bureau.
As such, recommendation 19 of the EU Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime was
implemented even before the Action Plan had been drawn up.
The international police cooperation division of the General Police Support Service is
organised in "pillars". The organigram shows support services, operational services and
expert services as distinct pillars. The "support" pillar encompasses a legal affairs division
and an information brokerage division, which has the task of ensuring smooth internal
information management. Within the "operational" pillar, the division dealing with
international messages and notices takes a central position. Since 10 March 1997, all messages
and notices have been routed through a single technical operations room, irrespective of the
channel of information exchange being used (INTERPOL, SIS, Europol-liaisons, Belgian
liaisons abroad). The actual routing of enquiries from police and judicial authorities contacting
the division is done by the division itself, in order to avoid the need for field officers and
individual magistrates to work their way into the complex field of national and international
regulations regarding international police information exchange. In addition, the "operational"
pillar consists of a 24-hour service, intended to guarantee continuity in processing information
requests; a follow-up division, the task of which is to check the quality of the content both
of Belgian requests and answers to foreign requests, and a record office, keeping archives
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and logs of all data processed, mainly in order to allow a posteriori data protection control.
Lastly, the "expert" pillar consists of a number of centres or units of expertise, in charge of
studying (developments within) the different police structures from a policy point of view.
There is an INTERPOL unit, a unit in charge of supporting non-Europol-related EU police
activities, a unit in charge of the functional management of the Europol liaison officers, the
Belgian liaison officers abroad and the foreign liaison officers in Belgium, and a SIRENE
NSIS unit. An "operational support — confidential files" division has been established
alongside the pillar-structure, with a specific mandate in the area of organised crime. Its
task is to provide for support at the international level — both to judicial and police authorities
— in the context of the exchange of information regarding organised crime.
Lastly, it must be mentioned that the international police cooperation division of the
General Police Support Service maintains direct and permanent contacts with the national
magistrates in a number of areas. This is the case inter alio with regards to judicial control
of police information exchange and juridical validation of notices in the SIS On complex or
sensitive cases).

B. At regional level

Through the agreement of 4 July 1994, the Belgian Ministers of Justice and Home Affairs
introduced so-called operational points of contact in the border areas (Operationele
Invalspunten in de Grensgebieden — OIPG's). These points of contact have been entrusted
with providing operational and information-related assistance regarding international
cooperation in the border areas, both to Belgian and foreign police services in the areas
concerned. As such, they act as regional central points of contact for the international exchange
of "border related" information. In addition, "non-border related" information may also be
exchanged through the operational points of contact in the border areas in urgene cases, as
the police are then allowed to contact foreign colleagues directly on the basis of Article 39
(3) of the Schengen Implementing Convention. Naturally. In non-urgent cases, however, the
international police cooperation division of the General Police Support Service remains the
mandatory transmission centre for "non-border related" information exchange.

VIII. SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

According to the law and to doctrine, Belgian police officers are under an obligation to keep
written records of their findings and must report offences to the public prosecutor's office
His Majesty's prosecutor or his deputies immediately. In principle, they have no discretionary
powers concerning any further action to be taken, and failing to record or report an offence
is a breach of duty, for which they can be reprimanded by the disciplinary authority or even
face criminal prosecution. Beyond their initial reporting of the offence, which they are
obliged to make ex officio, they have no investigative powers of their own. Once they have
reported the crime, they must wait for further instructions from the public prosecutor.
If the public prosecutor's office decides to prosecute, two kinds of investigation must
be distinguished: either a "preliminary investigation" is carried out by the police under the
authority of His Majesty's prosecutor ("information"), or the investigation is conducted by
the investigating judge ("instruction"), in which case the investigation is referred to as a
"judicial investigation" (see above). If a case is particularly complicated or requires the use
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of special means of coercion, the public prosecutor's office can request an "instruction" to
be carried out by the investigating judge. In addition, the victim can ask the investigating
judge to carry out such an investigation. The investigating judge is only competent for the
investigation of the offence referred to him. Hence, he cannot start an investigation ex officio,
nor can he expand the scope of the investigation at his own discretion.
As far as the use of special investigative techniques and proactive investigations are
concerned, the appropriate judicial authorities — His Majesty's prosecutor (and, in cases of
judicial investigations, the investigating judge), the confidential magistrate and/or the national
magistrate — must either be informed or even asked for their written permission to apply
certain techniques beforehand.
The same rules apply regarding the international exchange of information or intelligence.
In principle, this means that the police are not allowed to exchange any data with foreign
colleagues, not even "for police use only", unless the judicial authorities have given explicit
permission to do so. A circular letter, issued by the board of prosecutors-general in 1997, 53
has brought a modus vivendi, however, allowing the police to autonomously exchange certain
categories of information and intelligence of a "judicial nature" 54 with their colleagues
abroad. In the meantime, this circular letter has been further developed and "fine-tuned" in
a new circular letter, issued jointly in mid-February 2000 by the Minister of Justice and the
board of prosecutors-genera1,55 coming into effect on 1 May 2000. A regulatory initiative in
this matter will be taken following the delivery of a scientific report 56 to the Minister of
Justice by the end of 2001.
In addition to judicial control, the police is also under the control of the Ministers of the
Interior and of Justice, depending on the purpose of their work. In the context of administrative
policing and public order maintenance, they are under the supervision of the Minister of the
• Interior, whereas for judicial police work, they are under the supervision of the Minister of
Justice. In addition, the police is also accountable to Parliament. To this end, an independent
standing committee for the supervision of the police services (vast comite van toezicht op
de politiediensten), which reports to Parliament, has been established as a means of external
control.
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NOTES
I. Country report, drawn up in the context of the Falcone research project 1998/THEA-FAL/145,
financed by the European Commission and the Dutch Ministry of Justice.
2. Co-director Research Group Drug Policy, Criminal Policy and International Crime, University
of Ghent.
3. See: Gedrukte Stukken, Belgische Kamer van Volksvertegenwoordigers, 1989-1990, No. 59/81988 (first parliamentary inquiry committee); Landuyt, R. and Viseur, 1.-R, "Parlementair
onderzoek naar de noodzakelijke aanpassingen van de organisatie en de werking van het politieen justitiewezen op basis van de moeilijkheden die gerezen zijn bij het onderzoek naar de 'Bende
van Nijvel'", Gedrukte Stukken, Belgische Kamer van Volksvertegenwoordigers, 1997-1998,
No.s 573/10 — 95/96 (second parliamentary inquiry committee).
4. See: Landuyt, R. and de T'Serclaes, N. "Parlementair onderzoek naar de wijze waarop het
onderzoek door politie en gerecht werd gevoerd in de zaak `Dutroux-Nihoul en consorten",
Gedrukte Stukken, Belgische Kamer van Volksvertegenwoordigers, 1996-1997, No. 713-6, 14
April 1997.
5. Commissie voor een efficientere politiestructuur, Eenheid in verscheidenheid — vnjheid in
gebondenheid, Brussels, 1997, 116 pp.
6. Other proposals for the reorganisation of the police forces can also be mentioned. See for example:
Caluwe, L. and Happart, J., "Evaluatie van de politiediensten. Verslag namens de Commissie
voor de Binnenlandse en de Administratieve Aangelegenheden", Gedrukte Stukken, Belgische
Senaat, 1996-1997, No. 1-700/1-3; Commissie voor een efficientere politiestructuur, Eenheid
in verscheidenheid — vrijheid in gebondenheid, Brussels, 1997, 116 pp.
7. See: De brug naar de eenentwingste eeuw — regeerakkoord — 7 juli 1999, URL: http://
www.belgium.fgov.be/pb/pbb/nlbbl 3.htm, 27-7-99, p. 6.
8. Richtlijn van de minister van Justitie van 21 februari 1997 tot regeling van de samenwerking en
coordinatie inzake opdrachten van gerechtelijke politic tussen de politiediensten (Col. 1/97).
9. Omzendbrief proactieve recherche, Brussels, December 1996, 6 pp. + annexes.
10. Actieplan van de regering tegen de georganiseerde criminaliteit, Gedrukte Stukken, Belgische
Senaat, 1995-96, No. 1-326/5 (annex).
11. Of the crime sort (impact, type and extent), the sectors at risk and the effectiveness of the criminal
policy towards the phenomenon.
12. See below for the operational definition of the concept of "organised crime" as applied in Belgium.
13. For example in a money laundering or corruption case (types of crime within the specific field
of expertise of the Judicial Police) that shows links to a trafficking case (type of crime within the
specific field of expertise of the Gendarmerie).
14. In full: Judicial Police of the Bench (Gerechteluke Politic /YU de Parketten).
15. Next to the central operational documentation for the squads linked to the public prosecutor's
office in the court's districts and the central services.
16. The unit has important technical means at its disposal for supporting the local brigades.
17. Which in the near future will be transformed into the National Institute for Criminalistics
(Nationaal lnstituut voor Criminalistiek) (see below).
18. See: Koninklijk Besluit van 11 juli 1994.
19. See inter alia Themanummer "Octopus — de justitiehervorming", Orde van de dag, Kluwer
Editorial, 1999, No. 7, 63 pp.; Huybrechts, L., "De tentakels van de octopus", Panopticon,
1999, pp. 1-2.
20. A bill on the subject has already been passed, but has not yet entered into force. See: Wet 22
december 1998 betreffende de verticale integratie van het openbaar ministerie, het federaal
parket en de raad van de procureurs des Konings.
21. Under 4.3.4.
22. See: Wet 4 maart 1997 tot instelling van het college van procureurs-generaal en tot instelling
van het ambt van nationaal magistraat.
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23. See: Koninklijk Besluit 6 mei 1997 betreffende de specifieke taken van de leden van het college
van procureurs-generaal.
24. The portfolios of the other prosecutors-general include: for Antwetp: criminal policy in general,
including detection and prosecution policy; follow-up of the execution of sentences; organisation
of the courts; relations with the Ministry of Justice and its Criminal Policy Department; for
Brussels: financial, economic and commercial law; financial, fiscal and economic crime;
environmental crime; protection of minors; victim-related policy and, in as far the Communities
and regions are competent in this area, cooperation between the latter and the federal level;
corruption; for Mons: relations with the police services, in particular with regard to the "inter
police zones" and the "pentagonal consultation"; citizen safety, in particular in the context of
road traffic and crime in the cities; relations with the general commissariat of the Judicial Police,
the General Staff of the Gendarmerie, the Standing Committee for the Municipal Police, the
General Police Support Service and the National Institute for Criminalistics and Criminology;
civil and procedural law, provided the organisation of the court is not concerned, and for Liege:
offences against persons, in particular trafficking in human beings, paedophilia and child abuse;
sects; bio-ethics; drug-related crime; non-accountability for criminal behaviour and recidivism;
social law, in particular with regard to social criminality and social fraud; gambling etc.
25. Apart from hormone-related crimes.
26. Under 4.3.4.
27. See: Wet 4 maart 1997 tot instelling van het college van procureurs-generaal en tot instelling
van het ambt van nationaal magistraat.
28. See: Federaal Veiligheids- en Detentieplan van de Minister van Justitie, Brussels, Ministerie
van Justitie, January 2000, p. 9.
29. See: Federaal Veiligheids- en Detentieplan van de Minister van Justitie, Brussels, Ministerie
van Justitie, January 2000, p. 73.
30. Koninklijk Besluit 17 februari 1998 betreffende het conunissariaat-generaal, de raad van bestuur
en de raad van overleg van de gerechtelijke politie bij de parketten.
31. It must be stressed that the definition also covers forms of so-called organisational crime, i.e.
when members of a legal person or organisation commit offences without the legal person or
organisation committing offences itself.
32. See Article 324bis Penal Code, introduced by: Wet 10 januari 1999 betreffende de criminele
organisaties.
33. It is worth mentioning that the adoption of the EU draft joint action on the matter had been
postponed for a number of months due to a parliamentary reservation in Belgium, a parliamentary
inquiry committee on organised crime looking into the question of the definition of "criminal
organisation" to be inserted in the Belgian Penal Code.
34. Wet 10 februari 1999 betreffende de bestraffing van corruptie.
35. See: OECD Convention of 17 December 1997 on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials
in International Business Transactions; CoE Criminal Law Convention of 27 January 1999 on
Corruption. See also: Common Position of 6 October 1997 defined by the Council on the basis
of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union on negotiations in the Council of Europe and the
OECD relating to corruption; Second Joint Position of 13 November 1997 defined by the Council
on the basis of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union on negotiations held in the Council
of Europe and the OECD on the fight against corruption.
36. See for example: Protocol of 27 September 1996 drawn up on the basis of Article K.3 of the
Treaty on European Union to the Convention on the protection of the European Communities'
financial interests; Convention of 26 May 1997 drawn up on the basis of Article K.3 (2) (c) of
the Treaty on European Union on the fight against corruption involving officials of the European
Communities or officials of Member States of the European Union.
37. See: Wet 4 mei 1999 tot invoering van de strafrechtelijke aansprakelijkheid van rechtspersonen.
38. See: Federaal Veiligheids- en Detentieplan van de Minister van Justitie, Brussels, Ministerie
van Justitie, January 2000, p. 74 and pp. 76-77.
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39. De brug naar de eenentwingste eeuw — regeerakkoord —7 juli 1999, http://www.belgium.fgov.be/

pb/pbb/nIbb13.htm, 27-7-99, p. 7.
40. This may seem illogical, the fight against hormone-related crime having no obvious links with
offences against persons. However, as meat fraud and hormone-related crime have taken very
serious proportions in Belgium, especially since the mid-1990s, ranging from alleged attempts
on the life of a Belgian member of European parliament who was very active in the fight against
these forms of crime and culminating even in the murder by the so-called meat mafia of a
veterinary surgeon who acted as an official inspector on behalf of the government in the field of
hormone detection (see below), the multidisciplinary hormone unit was lodged within the unit
for offences against persons, violence and hold-ups.
41. Centrale Dienst voor de Bestrijding van de Corruptie, Een nieuwe lente, een nieuw geluid,
Brussels, 1999, pp. 6-7.
42. URL: http://www.gpj.be/nl/gpj_n_mk.html.
43. Act of 11 January 1993, purporting to prevent the use of the financial system for the purposes of
money laundering, as amended by Royal Decrees of 22 April 1994 and 24 March 1995 as well
as by Acts of 11 July 1994, 7 April 1995, 10 August 1998, 22 April 1999 and 4 May 1999.
44. See: COM (1999) 352 final.
45. So far, 48 notification points for suspicious financial transactions have been recognised by the
Egmont Group as financial intelligence units. See: Cel voor Financiele Informatieverwerlcing,
6e Activiteitenverslag. 1998/1999, Brussels, 1999, p. 77 .
46. In addition, the department fulfils a large number of tasks on behalf of other fiscal administrations
and departments.
47. The taking of certain investigative measures, however, is only allowed for officials of the required
rank.
48. See: Wet 22 maart 1999 betreffende de identificatieprocedure via DNA-analyse in strafzaken.
49. Keysers, P., Moord op een veearts. Het testament van Karel Van Noppen, Antwerpen, Icarus,
1996, p. 86.
50. Within the general directorate for Penal Legislation and Human Rights (directoraat-generaal
Strafwetegiving en Rechten van de Mens).

51. Supplementary Information Request at the National Entry.
52. Cases are considered to be urgent "[...] when the prolongation of the delay of transfer to the
local service [...1 because of the impossibility to have immediate contact with it, threatens to
entail the failure of the prevention or tracing action".
53. Omzendbrief 22 september 1997 inzake de internationale uitwisseling van gegevens met
gerechtelijke finaliteit door Belgische politiediensten aan het buitenland, College van Procureurs-

generaal, COL. 7/97, 9 pp.
54. The circular letter does not apply to the international exchange of intelligence with regard to
tasks of administrative policing or public order maintenance.
55. See: Omzenbrief nr COL 2/2000 van het College van Procureurs-generaal bij de Hoven van
Beroep, Brussels, 18 February 2000, 15 pp.
56. The Minister asked the Universities of Ghent, Antwerp and Liege to develop a coherent and
transparent body of legislation with regard to judicial cooperation in criminal matters, including
the relationship with the police services in the field of information exchange. The deadline for
delivery of the report is 30 November 2001, after which the Minister will be able to introduce a
bill on the matter.
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1. THE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN DENMARK

The Constitutional Act of 1849 distinguishes legislative, executive and judiciary powers.
The executive authority is vested in the Queen as Head of State. She exercises this authority
through the Minister of Justice.' Judicial authority is vested in the courts of justice, while
legislative powers belong to the competences of parliament (Folketinget). Until 1911 Denmark
had municipal police forces. The Chief of Police was appointed by the Crown, and often
functioned as judge and mayor as well. In the years from 1911 to 1938 the municipal police
were gradually transformed into a national force. The rationale behind this transformation
was that it was more effective. In 1919 special judges were appointed and an elected mayor
took over most of the municipal tasks.'
Today Denmark' has a national police force and the country is divided in 54 police
districts. The Danish police consisted of 12,360 employees as at 1 January 1998, of which
9,962 were trained police-officers, 402 lawyers and 1,996 were employees who had not had
legal or police-related training (administrative personnel). If one compares the number of
trained police-officers to the number of inhabitants, the outcome is 188 police-officers per
100,000 inhabitants.' In Denmark only the police have the competence to investigate criminal
activities. The tax and customs services do not have these powers. The National Security
Service is incorporated within the police organisation (National Commissioner's Office).
In 1973 the number of police districts was reduced from 72 to 54. The rationale of the
reform was to provide every district with a 24-hour service. Originally 48 police districts
were recommended, but the politicians decided to support the view of a minority of the
"Structure Commission" (strukturudvalg) to maintain six more police districts. The
commission was in doubt whether it was possible to realise a 24-hour service in all police
districts. To compensate the negative side effects of the centralisation "community police
stations" (ncerpolitistationer) were established in 1985, after an experiment in nine police
districts. 6
The duties of the police are described in the Administration of Justice Act
(retsplejeloven). These duties are 1) the maintenance of security, peace and order, 2) ensuring
that laws and regulations are complied with, 3) taking the necessary steps to prevent crime,
and 4) carrying out necessary investigation of crime and prosecuting offenders.'
The head of a police district is a Chief Constables (politimester). A Danish Chief
Constable is a lawyer by training, because s/he is not only head of the (district) police, but
also head of the local prosecution service (the organisation of the public prosecution service
will be discussed in the next section).
The responsibilities and powers of the National Commissioner (rigspolitichefen) are
defined in the Administration of Justice Act. This act gives the National Commissioner two
major areas of responsibility — the administration of personnel and finances. The National
Commissioner's Office was established in 1938. The Chief Constables considered the function
of the National Commissioner as a threat to their independence. In the 1950s, a proposal of
a working group under the authority of the Ministry of Finance to eliminate the function of
the National Commissioner was not put into effect. Instead of eliminating the function of
the National Commissioner, more tasks of the Ministry of Justice were delegated to this
function.
Nowadays the National Commissioner's Office consists of eight departments (A to H),
each responsible for special fields of duties. Department A is the most important in relation
to this research project and will be discussed in detail in Section 4, as well as Departments
E and G. An overview of all departments is given in Appendix 1.
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The National Commissioner is not only responsible for the eight departments, but is
also empowered to supervise and establish guidelines for the general organisation,
administration and performance of duties. The National Commissioner may not, however,
interfere with concrete law enforcement activities in the districts. The Chief Constables are
responsible for the management and discharge of police duties.
As mentioned above Denmark is divided in 54 police districts. To ensure assistance
across district boundaries the country is divided in seven police regions. The Chief Constable
of one of the districts in the region — usually the largest — is head of the region as well. The
heads of the regions are Chief Constables in the following police districts: Aalborg, Aarhus,
Haderslev, Odense, Slagelse, Copenhagen and Bornholm.

2. THE PUBLIC PROSECUTION SERVICE IN DENMARK

The public prosecution service comes, as do the police, under the authority of the Minister
of Justice. The Minister of Justice is, formally, the highest public prosecutor, and has the
power to interfere in individual criminal cases. In reality the Minister does not use this
right.9 The public prosecution service is organised as a parallel system to that of the court. A
Chief Constable — or one of their lawyers — is prosecutor at the District Courts (Byret). As
mentioned before, Chief Constables and his lawyers are part of the Danish police organisation,
but they are — like all other public prosecutors — employed by the Ministry of Justice. Policeofficers in contrast are employed by the National Commissioner. District courts handle two
kinds of cases; those in which the suspect plead guilty and so-called "police cases". Police
cases do not carry penalties exceeding four years imprisonment. In reality nearly all criminal
cases start in a District Court. Over the years an increasing number of criminal cases have
been transferred to Chief Constables as the prosecution authority. Since 1984 the vast majority
of proceedings have been initiated by Chief Constables under the superintendence of the
regional public prosecutor.
The next step in the hierarchical order of courts are the High Courts (Landsret). A
regional public prosecutor (Statsadvokat) is prosecutor at this court. There are six regional
public prosecutors responsible for a given geographical area. The boundaries of the police
regions (7) and the prosecutors' regions (6) do not correspond. The police regions are based
on civil defence (Ministry of Defence) areas. A regional public prosecutor's office consists
of 10 to 15 lawyers and clerical support. As stated before, regional public prosecutors are
less occupied with criminal proceedings than Chief Constables.
The seventh regional public prosecutor is responsible on a national basis for serious
economic crime (scerlig okonomisk kriminalitet). The regional public prosecution service
for Serious Economic Crime will be discussed in detail in Section 5.1.
When a criminal case starts in a District Court, a High Court is the Court of Appeal. In
principle a criminal case cannot be appealed against twice. Only after permission of a special
committee (proces bevillingsncevn) is it possible for a case starting in the district court to
end up in the Supreme Court. In 1997 in total 3,389 cases of appeal were conducted by the
High Courts, while only 71 cases started in a High Court.
The Director of Public Prosecutions (Rigsadvokat) conducts proceedings before the
Supreme Court (110jesteret) and represents the Prosecution Service in the Court of Special
Appeals.'° The Director of Public Prosecutions is the highest authority of all public
prosecutors and superintends the discharge of their duties. In practice it is, however, the task
of the regional public prosecutors to supervise the prosecution activities of police lawyers
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(prosecutors under the authority of the Chief Constable). This is done in two ways, by
inspection and by appeal. The Director of Public Prosecutions' Office consists of 15 lawyers
and clerical support. The office is organised in three units, each responsible for certain
kinds of cases.
In the beginning of the 1990s, the Director of Public Prosecutions' Office was extended
considerably because of an increasing workload. Not only domestic businesses, but also
international obligations demand more and more of the office's capacity (see also Section
6.3).

3.

ORGANISED CRIME IN DENMARK

Denmark has no legal definition of organised crime. For a long time the term of organised
crime has been linked to what is called serious economic crime. In 1973, the Regional
Public Prosecution Service for Serious Economic Crime was founded as "a natural result of
the debate about the so-called "Bagrnandsrapport"." The type of cases investigated and
prosecuted by this special unit are those in which "there is reason to assume that the offence
is of significant dimension, is associated with organised crime, is conducted in a particular
fashion, or in another way has a special qualifying character."°
Even though the Ministry of Justice was using the term of organised crime already in
1973, the concept of organised crime is still recent in the Danish context. The Danish
criminologist Joi Bay has given a historical sketch of the introduction of the concept of
organised crime to Denmark.° According to Bay this introduction is closely related to "rocker
crime" (crime committed by motor-cycle gangs). In 1991 the concept of organised crime
was introduced officially by a report" of the Ministry of Justice about rocker crime. That
report suggested creating a special database of organised crime for the purposes of police
investigations. In 1992 the National Commissioner received permission to establish such a
database.
In 1995, a committee under the Ministry of Justice presented an action plan to combat
organised and rocker crime. In this action plan, new initiatives were suggested, such as
improved witness protection and investigation methods. Initially, left-wing politicians were
sceptical about enlarging the powers of the police, but as a result of the Nordic Biker War's
a compromise was reached. The result — the so-called "rocker package" — extends for instance
the ability of the police to tap telephones and to confiscate property on the basis of an
inverse burden of proof.
According to guidelines of the European Union, Denmark has produced situation reports
about organised crime since 1996. The EU criteria are used to define organised crime. In the
conclusions of the last report (Organised Crime 1998) the level of organised crime in Denmark
was still considered to be at a moderate level. There is no reason to assume that internationally
known criminal organisations have entered Denmark. Even though Denmark is a target of
the Russian Mafia the impact is relatively modest compared to Denmark's eastern and
southern neighbours. Organised crime in Denmark — according to this report — focuses on
illegal markets (narcotics), the smuggling of cigarettes and alcohol and illegal immigration
(smuggling humans).
Motor-cycle gangs (Hells Angles and Bandidos) are considered to be criminal
organisations, even though legal evidence is lacicing. 16 In Denmark 116 "stable members"n
of the Hells Angels are organised into eight Chapters. The Bandidos have 107 members,
and 11 Chapters."
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The Danish police did not use the concept of organised crime prior to 1991. It is,
however, a question of labelling and defining. By focusing on narcotics and fraud a picture
of the organisation of the police and the public prosecution services in the fight against
organised crime, prior to 1991, may be drawn.

4. LAW ENFORCEMENT UNITS TO FIGHT ORGANISED CRIME

4.1. National Level
The fight against organised crime at the national level is concentrated in Department A of
the National Commissioner's Office. This department has the task of being an international
contact point concerning police matters (see Section 8), providing police districts with
knowledge and manpower, and collecting and analysing intelligence. Department A also
houses the Serious Economic Crime Squad (afdeling for scerlig okonomisk kriminalitet
(SOK)). This squad will be discussed in Section 5.
The Serious Crime Squad (Rejseafdeling) has 80 employees and assists local police
districts in serious crime investigations. The squad offers specialisation and resources. Policeofficers of the squad work under the authority of the local Chief Constable. In Greater
Copenhagen 19 the situation is different. The Copenhagen police fulfil this function in Greater
Copenhagen due to the size and the level of specialism in the force. The squad also assists in
cases which may be labelled as organised crime.
The forerunner of a National Criminal Intelligence Service (Nationalt Efteiforskningsstottecenter; (NEC)) was founded in June 1998 and has 62 employees. The service was
established following the British example. The creation of a NCIS had already been a point
of discussion for some time, 2° but the Nordic Biker War speeded up the process. 2 7he NEC
was established as a forerunner in the way the EDU was a forerunner of Europol. In
establishing it the National Commissioner bypassed the regular bureaucratic procedures.
The NEC is supposed to analyse crime on the basis of intelligence, in cases where crime can
be qualified as of an international and/or organised nature. According to the National
Commissioner's Annual Report," the following types of crime belong to the competence of
the NEC:
• rocker crime
• street gang crime
• sexual abuse of children
• environmental crime
• organised car theft
• hooliganism
• theft and smuggling of arms and art.
In practice the NEC focuses on rocker, street gang and narcotic crime. Lately child
pornography was added to the competences of the NEC. In 1999, a special database with
information about narcotics (Narkotikainformationen) was erased and relevant information
transferred to the organised crime database. The organised crime database is under the
competence of the NEC. It is confidential what kind of information the database contains,
but the information may be categorised as hard or soft as well. Since 1997, soft information
has been evaluated by the 4x4 system." The narcotics database was founded in 1984 and the
organised crime database in 1992.
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Information was also in the past coordinated by the National Commissioner's Office
Department A. The added value of the NEC is that it provides analysis as an operational and
strategic tool. And it is here where the influence of Europol becomes visible. Crime analysis
was an unknown phenomenon in Denmark for many years, but its value is "proved" by
Europol.
Another department of the National Commissioner's Office of interest for this inventory
is Department E. This department is responsible for all national police businesses concerning
legal and illegal immigration to Denmark. Refugees who wish to ask for asylum in Denmark
are housed in Sandholm. Employees of the Department of Immigrants (since July 1993,
under the competence of the Ministry of InteriorN) decide whether a person is permitted to
stay in Denmark. They work together with police-officers of Department E of the National
Commissioner's Office. Department E is responsible for a special database with information
about illegal immigration. This database was founded in 1997 and contains hard and soft
information. The reason for establishing this database was the (perceived) growing problem
of illegal immigration in Denmark.
The last department of the National Commissioner's Office with relevance to this project
is Department G, which hosts the National Security Service (Politiets Efterretnings Tjeneste).
Organisationally the Security Service is placed under the National Commissioner, but the
Chief of the Service refers to the Minister of Justice directly. The Service has about 380
employees — lawyers, police-officers and clerical support. The Service concentrates on
espionage and terrorism. If an investigation by the Security Service leads to charges, arrests
or other steps in the criminal procedure, the responsibility for the case is transferred to the
local Chief Constable."
At the end of 1999, a steering group "Organised Crime" was established. This group
prioritises investigation and prosecution of organised crime in Denmark. The steering group
consists of the National Commissioner (as chairman), the Director of Public Prosecutions,
a representative of the Union of Chief Constables and a representative of the Union of
Police Personnel.

4.2. Local and Regional Level
Police districts do not have special departments to fight organised crime. At least they are
not labelled as such. There is, however, a narcotics department (Department N) in the
Copenhagen police force where drug cases at the level of the "bagmand" (see Section 3) are
investigated and prosecuted. Sales at street level are policed by the Special Patrol Unit
Department N has existed for decades and has built up an expertise in drug cases which
extends beyond that of any other unit in Denmark. There are 57 persons employed in
Department N.
Other special departments of the Copenhagen police which may be linked to the fight
of organised crime are Department B (Fraud) and Department S (Customs and Environment).
Both departments have existed for many years. VAT Fraud is handled by Department B, for
instance alcohol and cigarette smuggling inside the European Union. In the case of smuggling
from outside the EU it belongs to the competence of Department S. Money laundering is
dealt with by Department B (see Section 5.2.). A relatively new working area of Department
Bs is IT crime. Two police-officers have been active in this area for 3-4 years, for instance
in the field of child pornography on the Internet. There are 48 persons employed in
Department B and 13 in Department S.
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As mentioned in Section 1 Denmark is divided into 7 police regions. Regional police
Centres for Special Investigations (PSE) are, however, concentrated into 5 regions: Aarhus,
Aalborg, Kolding, Odense and Copenhagen. The regional centres are coordinated by
Department D of the National Commissioner's Office. The regional centres have been active
since 1993. Cases handled by the regional centres are for instance murder, robbery and
complicated theft. The centres are responsible for a special database containing information
about an individual's criminal record and information about unsolved cases. When
investigations have an inter-territorial character, the investigation is led and coordinated by
one police district. In general it will be the district with the most expertise and/or the best
information position.

4.3. Cooperation between Police and Customs
There is a sort of permanent cooperation between police and custom officers. The border
control function — e.g. checking passports — is carried out by police-officers, while baggage
checks are performed by custom officers. As stated in Section 1 the police are the only
organisation in Denmark with investigative powers. Custom officers may, however, check
someone's baggage without having suspicion of an offence, which the police are not allowed
to do. Together they are a strong team. At the borders there is a close cooperation between
both services.
Outside Borders
Over land Denmark is only accessible through another EU country (Germany). The external
border crossing points of Denmark are airports and seaports. Control at the main airport
(Kaastrup) is undertaken by the Copenhagen police. There is informal cooperation between
the Copenhagen police and the regional customs services in the form of information exchange,
joint risk analyses and joint control actions. Control of the second largest airport of Denmark
(Billund, situated in Jutland) is part of the competences of the local police district and
together with the customs officers and the Drugs Intelligence Unit (Narkotikainformation),
it carries out joint actions.
The control of containers coming into Denmark by sea is done by the local authorities,
but supported by information from the National Commissioner and the Central Customs
service (in Copenhagen and Arhus the regional customs services produce analyses as well).
The Baltic Sea has received special attention after the change of systems in Eastern
Europe. "Project Bornholm"" was started in 1994. The main purpose of this project is to
strengthen control in the areas of the smuggling of narcotics, tobacco, alcohol, weapons,
radioactive material and human beings. In Project Bornholm the police and customs are cooperating with other authorities and private partners. Project BOrnholm is part of the
international Baltic Sea cooperation (see Section 6.1.)
Inside Borders
Since 1987, two police-customs groups (shortened to PT groups) have been operational on
Lolland-Falster and in Sonderjylland." At the start each PT group consisted of about ten
officers (police as well customs). At the Drugs Intelligence Unit" of the National
Commissioner's Office a special police-customs-border group (shortened to PTG group)
was founded. The PTG group supported the two PT groups with expertise and exchanges of
information at an international level.
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4.4. The (near) Future
It has not been decided when the NEC will lose its forerunner status. Neither has it been
decided to what extent the competences of the NEC will be enlarged. It is for instance
conceivable that all special databases related to (aspects of) organised crime will be
concentrated in the NEC. In that case the financial intelligence and the illegal immigration
databases will be transferred. This will most likely be decided after the Police Commission
(Politikommissionen) has delivered its report!'
The Ministry of Justice established the Police Commission in July 1998. The
commission's task is to develop a well-argued proposal for a new police structure. The need
for a new police structure is rooted in several considerations: 3°

•

•
•

Effectiveness. The importance of effectiveness has increased in the last years because
of a financial arrangement between the police and the Ministry of Finance. It is assumed
that small police districts are not able to use police resources effectively. The discussion
about the effectiveness of small police districts has been intensified by the current
process of decentralising budgets.
Crime pattern. Technological and societal developments demand more specialists,
for instance in the field of environmental, computer and economic crime. Small police
districts may face difficulties in carrying out specialist tasks.
Borderless crime. In the international and national context police tasks are not limited
to one police district. Nowadays interregional cooperation exists through Task Forces, 3 '
coordinated by one police district.

The commission will evaluate to what extent the current distribution of competences is
adequate. Another point of discussion will be whether there is a need for a national crime
squad with operational competences.
Presumably regional criminal intelligence services (RECs) will be established. The
idea is to create 7 RECs, one in each police region.
The question is under whose competence the REC will be. Under the competence of
the NEC (the National Commissioner) or the Regional Chief Constable? The answer will
probably be given by the Police Commission.

5. PUBLIC PROSECUTION UNITS TO FIGHT ORGANISED CRIME

5.1. National Level
There is no body of coordination at the level of public prosecution as foreseen by
Recommendation 1 of the EU Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime for all organised
crime, only for (EU) fraud and money laundering.
The regional public prosecutions' office responsible for Serious Economic Crime (SOK)
was founded in 1973. The SOK consists of three investigation teams and an information and
analysis section. The information and analysis section collects, registers, analyses and
exchanges information on economic crimes. Economic crimes are limited to several sections
in the Criminal Code." The SOK investigates and prosecutes for instance VAT crimes, crimes
related to the stockmarket and cases of EU fraud. Since April 1998, the SOK has taken care
of all EU fraud cases which involve UCLAF, several police districts, or if they are of a
principal character." The lawyers of the SOK conduct proceeding at the District Court in
Copenhagen, in contrast to the lawyers of the geographically orientated regional public
8
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prosecutions' offices, who are linked to the High Courts (see Section 2).
It is not always clear whether the investigation and prosecution of a case belongs to the
competences of the SOK or to a local police district. In general the SOK investigates and
prosecutes the more complex cases. Another criterion is where the case should be reported
to. If the case for instance is reported to the Copenhagen police then it is more or less up to
them whether they send it over to the SOK. 34
The Financial Intelligence Unit, as foreseen by Article 6 of the 1991 Money Laundering
Directive, is placed at the information and analytical section and has more the character of
a contact point." The contact point was created in 1993 as a result of the "Law of Preventive
Measures Against Money Laundering" (Lov om forebyggende foranstaltninger mod
hvidvaskning af penge). According to that law financial institutions have to inform the police
in cases where a transaction is suspected of being carried out for purposes of money
laundering. Later on casinos also came under the legal obligation to report suspicion of
money laundering.
When a case is reported to the contact point the persons and/or companies involved are
checked in several databases and the case is usually sent to one of the police districts. If they
decide to intervene, 36 the case is investigated by police-officers of the district and the contact
point is informed about the results. In the case of criminal charges being brought the financial
institute which reported the case is informed. The contact point is also responsible for
international contacts with foreign financial intelligence units, FA'FF, and INTERPOL (see
also Section 6.3).
The SOK consists of lawyers (around 25 persons) and clerical staff who work under the
competence of the regional public prosecutor. The police-officers (around 60 persons) work
under the competence of a Chief Superintendent. From an organisational point of view, the
police-officers are a unit of the National Commissioner's Department A, while the lawyers
are under the regional public prosecution service. The SOK is unique in the Danish context
for more than one reason: the National Commissioner is responsible for police-officers
with operational powers; and the Regional Public Prosecution Service works directly with
police-officers.
The SOK may be labelled as a permanent multidisciplinary integrated team as described
in Recommendation 20 of the EU Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime. When necessary
the SOK hires financial experts from private firms to support an investigation. Its policy is
to not employ financial experts itself. It is assumed that external experts have better and
more up-to-date knowledge of all kinds of financial constructions.
5.2. Local and Regional Level

For the public prosecution service, the organisation at the local and regional level is more or
less the same as for the police. There are no special units, but the working field of some
special departments may be related to organised crime. As shown in Appendix 2 specialist
criminal investigation departments of the Copenhagen police are directly linked to specialist
public prosecutors. There is not only a police Department N (Narcotics) in Copenhagen —
see Section 4.2. — but a public prosecutor's Department N as well.
At the regional level there are the six regional public prosecutor's offices. There are no
special organisational arrangements at this level as a consequence of the fight against
organised crime.
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5.3. The (near) Future

There have not been recent organisational changes at the level of Public Prosecution Service
as a consequence of the fight against organised crime. It is not likely either that the
organisation will change as a result of the Police Commission (see Section 4.3.), since the
Commission has been told that the double position of the Chief Constable (Head of the
Police and public prosecutor) is out of the question. Maybe — but it is no more than speculation
— when the NEC has lost its forerunner status, the public prosecution service will create a
unit like the SOK linked to the NEC. Another thinkable scenario is an integration of the
SOK (police-officers as well as lawyers) and the NEC.

6. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND CONTACT POINTS

6.1. Cooperation

with

Scandinavian and Baltic Countries

Denmark is not only a European country, it is first and foremost a Scandinavian country.
Police cooperation between Scandinavian countries is based on the Nordic Police Agreement
(1968). Danish police-officers and prosecutors are allowed to contact their colleagues in
another Scandinavian country without any formal barriers and procedures. In the context of
organised crime the police and Customs Cooperation in Scandinavia (Politi-og
Toldsamarbejde i Norden, shortened to PTN) is important to mention. In 1984 the PTN
cooperation was established and consisted of two basic elements:
• A corps of Scandinavian liaison officers with the competence to act on behalf of all
Scandinavian countries in cases of drug crimes. Nowadays there are about 34 liaison
officers all over the world.
• The strategic analysis of drug crimes.
In 1996 the Scandinavian Ministers of Justice decided that PTN cooperation should not
be limited to drug crimes, but should be enlarged to all forms of international and crossborder crime. Since 1998 the new, enlarged concept of PIN cooperation has been formalised.
PTN cooperation exists not only at the national level, but also at the level of police districts.
Some major districts (in Denmark: Copenhagen) are part of a local PTN-network.
Denmark is also participating in the police cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region." In
1996 the Task Force on Organised Crime in the Baltic Sea Region was founded and has
resulted in information exchange centres in all countries since 1998. As a result joint control
activities are taking place in connection with the smuggling of human beings, narcotics,
cigarettes and stolen cars.
In 1997, a joint Scandinavian steering group as part of the fight against "Rocker crime"
was established as a consequence of the Nordic Biker War. In the European context Denmark
was the forerunner in Rocker crime. In the context of the Baltic Sea cooperation, Denmark
hosted a conference on Rocker crime in 1998.
In July 2000 the bridge between Denmark and Sweden (Oresundsbro) will be opened.
Danish and Swedish police-officers may pursue and stop persons for every offence according
to Danish and Swedish law. On the Danish side of the bridge an arrest has to be made by
Danish police-officers. Swedish police-officers are allowed to pursue persons up to 25 km.
on the Danish territory, but only for crimes mentioned in the Schengen Convention Article
41.4.b (crimes which may lead to extradition). Danish police-officers are not limited in
their pursuit of offenders on the Swedish territory.
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6.2. Contact Points
The international office of the Ministry of Justice functions as the central contact point for
foreign countries. Requests for extradition and mutual legal assistance — like the controlled
delivery of narcotics — is handled by the Ministry. The Director of Public Prosecutions'
Office functions as the contact point for requests and questions about prosecution. The
number of times this contact point is consulted is very limited. The International Relations
Unit (Department A of the National Commissioner's Office) carries out this task at the level
of law enforcement. For serious economic crime the SOK is the contact point. The formal
relationship between the contact points and the central contact point of the Ministry of
Justice is hierarchical, but not in practice.
Denmark is represented in committees, working groups, etc. of the European Union or
the Council of Europe by employees of the Ministry of Justice (international office), the
Director of the Public Prosecutions' Office, the SOK and/or the National Commissioner's
Office. It is not only a question of competences who represents Denmark, but also a question
of resources. Since Denmark is a relatively small country and everyone knows each other,
cooperation is therefore rather informal. In general the representatives of the Ministry have
political responsibility, while the other participants have competences in content.
6.3. Europol, Sirene, FATF and INTERPOL
The International Relations Unit includes the Europol National Unit, the NCB (INTERPOL)
and in the future will also include the Sirene Bureau (Schengen). The International Relations
Unit is also the contact point for PTN cooperation and police cooperation in the Baltic Sea
region. The International Relations Unit has 37 employees. The Danish Sirene bureau will
be active from October 2000 onwards. At the moment the implementation of Schengen is
being prepared for by a special unit. Not only the Sirene Bureau, but also for instance flying
border squads are part of the preparation activities. Information (intelligence) about money
laundering is coordinated by the regional public prosecutor's office for serious fraud (SOK).
This unit is the contact point for sister organisations in other countries, FATF, INTERPOL,
and several institutions inside Denmark.
7. SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

Officially a prosecutor is responsible for an investigation. The prosecutor works under the
authority of a Chief Constable. The Chief Constables (police prosecutors) are supervised by
the Regional Public Prosecutor, who is hierarchically under the Director of Public
Prosecution. Finally the Minister of Justice is the highest prosecution authority (see Section
2). The parliament does not have direct control over the police or the public prosecution
services but, since the Minister needs the support of the majority of parliament, its impact is
substantial.
For the use of non-traditional investigation methods, like police infiltration 38 or telephone
tapping, the approval of the court is needed in advance. Only in a case of "periculum-inmora", which means that the circumstances demand immediate action, approval may be
given afterwards. 39
The National Register Committee (Registerrddet) controls whether databases are in
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conflict with the law. In general the committee announces inspections in advance, but they
have the legal possibility to inspect without warning. The members of the Committee are
appointed on the basis of their specialist knowledge and not as the representative of a particular
organisation. The personnel and finances of the Committee are part of the Ministry of Justice,
but the Committee works independently from the Ministry. All special databases of the
police and the money laundering database are under the supervision of the Committee. This
goes also for example for the Danish information to be added to the Schengen Information
System (SIS).
The National Ombudsman's Office controls the police and the public prosecution
services among other public services. The Ombudsman has access to all relevant reports
and cases, but does not have the formal powers to impose changes or procedures. In practice,
however, the authorities are willing to accept the recommendations of the National
Ombudsman.
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Research Fellow, University of Copenhagen, Faculty of Law, Institute of Legal Science D.
This project is financially supported by the Danish Ministry of Justice.
This contrasts with most other countries, where the police come under the authority of the
Ministry of Interior.
Henricson (1996) Politiret, p. 13.
Denmark in this text means Denmark without Greenland and the Faroe Islands.
Source: Rigspolitichefen (1999) Arsberetning 1998, Kobenhavn, p. 136-137.
Henricson (1996) Politiret, p. 19.
The Police in Denmark, 1998, p. 14.
In the district of Copenhagen the head of the police is called Commissioner (politidirektor) to
underscore the "special status" of the Copenhagen police. Due to the fact that the Copenhagen
police force covers far the largest district in the country. According to the pamphlet The Police
in Denmark "the Copenhagen police have a special position because of the size of population
and all the other features of a metropolitan structure, and are organisationally quite different
from the other police districts in Denmark." (The Police in Denmark, 1998, p.12-13).
There are, however, exceptions to the rule. The regional public prosecutor withdrew the charges
against three police-officers in connection with them using their firearms during riots after the
EU referendum of 18 May 1993. The Director of Public Prosecutions had overruled the decision
of the regional public prosecutor. The police union complained about that decision to the National
Ombudsman. Because the former Director of Public Prosecutions recommended charging the
police-officers, the incumbent Director was considered "incompetent" (in Danish: inhabil). Even
though the Ministry of Justice agreed with the national Ombudsman about the question of
incompetence, the decision of the regional public prosecutor was overruled anyway (Henricson,
1996, p. 15).
In the Court of Special Appeals closed criminal cases are re-opened because of for instance new
evidence.
The term bagmand may be translated to backer or financier.
Justitsministeriets bekendtgorelse, No. 648, 20. December 1973.
Joi Bay, 1998.
Justitsministeriets redegorelse (November 18th, 1991) vedrorende "Rockerkriminaliter'.
During the Biker War (1996-1997) two rival motor-cycle clubs - Hells Angles and Bandidos fought each other with heavy weaponry, potentially endangering other civilians. In total five
killings took place and a few dozen attempted murders.
An integrated team created on the initiative of the public prosecution service had to find an
answer to the question posed by the Minister of Justice as to whether MC clubs could be forbidden
by law on the basis of their violent nature. The team - under supervision of the Director of
Public Prosecutions - came to the conclusion that the answer is they could not.
Often a distinction is made between full-colour members, prospective members and hangers on.
Numbers are given in Arsrapport om Organiseret kriminalitet 1998.
Greater Copenhagen includes the city of Copenhagen and its suburbs. Greater Copenhagen
consists of eight police districts.
For example in the discussion paper of the National Commissioner of 1996 about the future of
the Danish police (Fremtidens politi).
National Commissioner's Annual Report 1998, p. 15.
Ibid, p. 16.
The 4x4 evaluation of information was introduced in Denmark by a police-officer who had
attended an international course on crime analysis in Zutphen, the Netherlands in 1994.
Before July 1993, the Department of Immigrants was part of the Ministry of Justice.
Politiets Efterretnings Tjeneste (1997), Kobenhavn, p. 15.
Bornholm is a Danish Island in the Baltic Sea, off the coast of Sweden.
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27. Lolland-Falster are two small islands connecting Copenhagen (on the island of Zealand) to
Germany (via ROdby). SOnderjylland is the southern part of Jutland and borders directly onto
Sleswig-Holstein (Germany).

28. Since 1999, the Drug Intelligence Unit has been part of the NEC.
29. It was originally planned that the Commission would deliver its report at the end of 2001; now
2002 is more likely.
30. Not all considerations are mentioned in this context. Source of the statements is the official
installation letter by the Ministry of Justice (3 July 1998).
31. Today there is a Task Force on Rocker Crime and a Task Force on Illegal Immigration.
32. Chapter 28 (§§278-284, §289) — paragraphs of the law related to acquisitive offences; Chapter
29— other offences against property. A translation of the Danish Criminal Code is published by
Gitte HOyer, Martin Spencer and Vagn Greve (1997).
33. Directive of the Director of Public Prosecutions, No. 4/1998. Principal means cases in which
suspects have used new methods of fraud.
34. A recent example of a case which was investigated and prosecuted by the Copenhagen police is
the so-called "PFA case". According to the guidelines it would be more natural for such a case
to be handled by the SOK.
35. In Danish this unit is called hvidvasksekretariat.
36. It is up to a police district whether they want to investigate the case.
37. The cooperation includes the following countries: Estland, Letland, Litauen and the Scandinavian
countries bordering the Baltic Sea.
38. Civil infiltration is forbidden by law in Denmark.
39. In such a case the police have to be quite sure of their case, because if in the opinion of the court
the method used was not allowed in the given situation, a disciplinary or criminal case may be
the result.
lb Henricson (1996) Politiret, Kobenhavn, p. 244.
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Appendix 1:
Organisational Structure of the National Commissioner's Office

Department A
• Secretariat and International Section
• Uniform Branch Bureau
• Tactical Support Unit
• Traffic Patrols (National)
• Large Scale Action Unit
• Police Dogs Unit
• Missing and Wanted Persons Search
Squad
• Serious Crime Squad
• National Identification Bureau
• International Contacts/INTERPOL
• Special Economic Crime Squad
• The Crime Prevention Council
• Forerunner of the National Criminal
Intelligence Service

Department F
• Police College
• Police Studies and Research

Department B
• Personnel and Recruitment

Department G
• National Security Service

Department C
• Administration Section
• Section of Budgets and Accounts
• Radio/Motor Section
• Uniform and Equipment
• Audit Screen
• Travel Agency
• Office Supplies
• Ministry of Justice Department of Forensic
Psychiatry
• Museum of Police History

Department H
• Building Surveying Section
• Maintenance Section

Department D
• Data Section
• National Register of Stolen Vehicles
• Central Motor Vehicle Register
• ID-Papers Registration Office
• Central Register of Parking Fines
• Central Criminal Register
• Local Motor Vehicle Registration Office
Department E
• Aliens Division
• Information and Documentation Services
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Denmark

Appendix 2:
Organisational Structure of Police Districts
Regular Police Districts:
Chief Constable
Prosecutors
Uniform Branch

CID

Police Office Section

(possible)
Joint Reception

The Copenhagen Police:
Commissioner
Uniform Branch

CID and Prosecution

6 precincts

Public Prosecutions
(Dept. 0)

Civil Defence &
Regional Office

Public Prosecutions
(Dept. K)

Tactical Support Unit
(homicide)

Dept. A
Dept. A

Public Prosecutions

Special Patrol Unit

Dept. B
(Fraud)

Public Prosecutions
Dept. B

Radio Communications

Dept. C
(Robbery)

Public Prosecutions
Dept. C

Missing Persons
Search Squad

Dept. N
(Narcotics)

Public Prosecutions
Dept. N

Traffic Police Dept.

Dept. E
(Security)

Administrative Services
Secretary
Administration Dept.
—secretary
—planning
—personnel
—computer support
- statistics and
policy analysis
—cartage and stolen
goods

Dog Section

Dept. S
(Customs)

Public Prosecutions
Dept. S

Crime Prevention
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Road-safety Division
Civil Staff
—book-keeping
—accountancy
—driver-license office
—lost property
—telephone exchange
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I. THE POLICE
1. The organisation of the police

In the Federal Republic of Germany the police are basically organised at state (Land) level.
To that extent there are 16 independent police forces. Therefore statutory authority concerning
police regulations is vested with the states (Lander), which issue their own statutory police
regulations. Structurally, the organisation of the police is to a large extent identical in the
individual states of the Federal Republic. The individual organisational units in each state
are the Polizeiprasidium and the Polizeidirektion. The Polizeiprtisidium are the headquarters
found mostly in cities, whereas the Polizeidirektion are those which occur in rural areas at
the district level. Both the Polizeipriisidium as well as the Po/izeidirektion are directly
subordinate to the Ministry of the Interior of the respective state.
This decentralised organisation was selected for Germany after the end of the Second
World War by the allied forces, in order to avoid a concentration of powers with the accordant
possibilities of abuse, as had very much been the case in times of the Third Reich.
The Bundeskriminalamt ((EWA) Federal Criminal Investigation Agency) with seat in
Wiesbaden functions as the only police authority at the federal level as the result of a carefully
worded understanding. The competences of the Bundeskriminalamt and its officials are
described in the Bundeskriminalamtsgesetz (BKAG) of 07.07.1997. The main and essential
function of the Bundeskriminalamt is to scientifically support crime detection in the states.
Recently, the competences of the BKA have been increased within the area of crimal
prosecution. In cases of internationally organised criminal offences, in particular, the MCA
according to § 4 I 1 BKAG has a primary competence for investigation. Beyond that, the
BKA has a discretionary competence to investigate if: the authority responsible in an
individual state asks for cooperation; the Federal Minister of the Interior after being informed
by the competent authority of a state, has significant reasons to order such cooperation; or
else the Chief Federal Prosecutor asks for it or issues an order for it (§ 4 II BKAG).
Furthermore, the BICA is the national central office responsible for the International Criminal
Police Organisation (ICPO-Interpol) and for the handling of the official service contacts
between the national police offices and their counterparts abroad (§ 3 I, II BKAG). In relation
to the European Union Member States, this remains the authority of the regional police of
each state as far as criminality of regional importance in the border areas is concerned. To
that extent the police force authorities may arbitrarily make contact with neighbouring police
authorities of other EU states (§ 3 III BKAG).
Within the scope of its own investigation competence the BKA is also justified and
obliged to conduct activities in relation to witness protection. There are no further statutory
provisions for witness protection, which in Germany is considered to be a deficiency.
In the broader sense the Bundesgrenzschutz ((BGS) Federal Border Police) are also federal
police and these are subordinate to the Federal Minister of the Interior just like the BKA.
The Bundesgrenzschutz performs police functions in terms of border protection. To that
extent it deals with certain areas of criminality such as the trade in human beings, illegal
immigration and particularly drug smuggling, and therefore is a cooperational partner of
the states' police and the Bundeskriminalamt. However, the transfer of data between the
BGS and the police authorities is limited to areas where the competences overlap.
The Zo// (customs office) is another federal police authority in the broader sense. This
is subordinate to the Federal Department of Finance and protects the financial interests of
the Bund and the states in connection with border crossings.
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In the Federal Republic of Germany there are three secret services exclusively organised at
the federal level: the Bundesnachrichtendienst ((BND) Federal Information Service), the
Milittirischer Abschirmdienst ((MAD) Military Counter-Intelligence Service) and the
Bundesverfassungsschutz (Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution). The
Bundesnachrichtendienst is the classical secret service which fights internal espionage and
pursues external information policies for the protection of the country. The Militiirische
Abschirmdienst ensures appropriate protection within the area of the German federal armed
forces. The Bundesverfassungsschutz finally investigates activities at home and abroad,
which are directed against the German constitution. All secret services have a privileged
ability to act and interfere with civil rights which is superior to that of the police. They are
not subject to judicial control, but only to a political observation and control, as far as this is
meant to be exercised. According to the present legal opinion — which is, however, not laid
down in law — there is a so-called need for separation (Trennungsgebot). This means that the
secret services cannot intervene in police competences and are also not allowed to
communicate with the police authorities. The latter is so because otherwise the various
judicial checks on police activities could be unhinged by the police diverting their activity
through the secret services. Recently, however, there has been discussion on a political level
whether or not the secret services should be authorised to cooperate with the police in a few
cases which would be explicitly described by legislation, especially in connection with the
fight against organised crime. But presently there is apparently no support from a
parliamentary majority for a such a project, and the judiciary seems to be unwilling to give
permission by way of interpretation.
At the level of the general administration we also find authorities with powers which are, in
the sense of administrative law, police powers. Thus for instance concerning food and trade
control or the supervision of industrial plants within the environmental sector, the
administration offices assume controlling functions, which can also be enforced by means
of coercion. But this scope of responsibility usually lies outside the criminal law. Therefore,
as far as criminal prosecution is concerned, these administrative authorities have to depend
upon the police.

2. Competences of the police
At the regional level we can differentiate between the uniformed police, which are responsible
for prevention and minor crimes, and the criminal police, which are responsible for serious
and the most serious crimes and do not wear uniforms. In spite of being organised within
the Ministry of the Interior, the police, when prosecuting criminal offences, act as auxiliary
officials of the public prosecutor's office, and are therefore in that context subordinate to
the Ministry of Justice. Individual regulations of the states determine which ranks of the
uniformed and non-uniformed police are auxiliary officials of the public prosecutor's office.
The higher echelons of the police remain, however, outside of such a bipartition. This leads
to a peculiar result. Officers up to the Polizeioberrat (about superintendent) are usually
simultaneously auxiliary officials of the public prosecutor's office, whereas the police director
(about chief superintendent) and the president of the police are not. Thus police officers in
such double positions are placed in extremely difficult and stressful positions since they are
dependent on the instructions of both their police director, or the president of the police, and
their respective public prosecutors. If these two instructions are contradictory the resulting
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conflicts are almost impossible to resolve. This is in particular the case if the decision is
whether a criminal activity should be observed further or whether an arrest should be made
directly. Here the interests of the police in investigating and the prosecution needs of the
public prosecutor's office might conflict. In the case of illegal behaviour during massdemonstrations this conflict has become notorious. While the police, for preventive reasons,
mostly prefer to tolerate the hooligan activities of a few to keep the demonstration as a
whole under control, the prosecutors' attitude is rather to arrest and identify the small group
of perpetrators.
This double position of the police also means that officers are subject to different rules of
law depending on the functional area in which they are active. Within the area of their
preventive activity they are subordinate to the law of the state governing the police force. If
they are active as auxiliary officials of the public prosecutor's office in terms of crime
prosecution, then they are subject to the rules of the Strafprozessordnung (Federal Criminal
Procedure Code), which has been adopted in form of a federal law.
The classical distinction between preventive and repressive police action used to be quite
clear. In the area of prevention the term "police danger" enables the police to encroach on
citizens' rights. From the middle of the nineteenth century onwards, with the jurisdiction of
the Prussian higher administrative court up to today's jurisdiction of the administrative
courts, this term has undergone significant reification.
The police have the competence to become active in terms of repression on the basis of
suspicion. Different procedural measures of a coercive nature are used depending on the
level of suspicion. The police are authorised to use these partially by their original
competence, partially by the public prosecutor's office and in cases of interventions which
significantly encroach on citizens' rights only by the examining judge (Ermittlungsrichter)
granting them an exemption.
Today, this separation of preventive and repressive police activity is no longer clearly visible.
The reason for this lies in the police regulations which have been passed since the beginning
of the 1990s in the German states — with the exception of Bremen.
Volfeldermittlungen (investigations in advance of a crime being committed), which
can also be described as pro-active investigations, caused the fusion of police law and criminal
procedure law. In almost all the states' statutory regulations relating to the police, the latter
are requested and authorised to become active in advance of a crime being committed. This
was justified on the basis of criminal policy by the fact that it is not meaningful to wait for
there to be a real police danger or for a criminal offence to have taken place in situations
where a criminal activity is likely. Rather it is better to prevent offences or if a crime does
occur to be able to catch the perpetrators immediately. It was argued that especially with the
subtle nature of organised crime structures one could hardly proceed successfully in another
way.
But from a doctrinal point of view Votfeldermittlungen are not easy to define. At their
very core they are repressive, because they represent investigative actions in relation to
criminal offences which have not been committed yet. This implies that the police either
have an exact knowledge of the persons who want to commit criminal offences or that the
police basically regard every citizen as a potential criminal and can therefore initiate
investigations as a consequence. While the first assumption may be wishful thinking, the
second one is quite disturbing, because a citizen — even without falling under the suspicion
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of being involved in crime — is seen to be basically suspicious and may consequently become
the subject of police investigations at random.
In addition, features of prevention also correspond to Vorfeldermittlungen. These aspects
are better expressed semantically by the term pro-active activities. The police are to become
active before the emergence of a police danger, which can naturally also be due to a criminal
offence. This concept corresponds to classical police prevention work as carried out through
patrolling for instance. If, however, the statutory police regulations of the states, aiming to
reify prevention, allow undercover investigators to probe into those suspected of planning a
crime in order to be able to deal with their personal data, then this type of prevention
encroaches on the right of individuals to know what data is held on them and why (Recht auf
informationelle Selbstbestimmung), which is covered by the German Constitution.
The police function to become active within the area of Vorfeldermittlungen has thus
led to a doctrinal change in German law, which dilutes the former separation between
preventive and repressive police actions and the respective allocations of competence as
well as weakens the protection of civil rights.

3. Private police
Although private security has a large market in the Federal Republic of Germany, it is not
officially acknowledged as police activity. All private security providers or policing agencies
are active in the private sector and are without any privileges. They do not have any official
authority, and like any other private citizen they have to request a gun license if they want to
carry a weapon. This permission is given only after an intensive check of the individual's
personal reliability and technical competence in handling the weapon concerned. Besides,
there is an absolutely necessary requirement to document the individual's need to carry a
weapon, but being active in the security field is not considered a strong reason to justify a
license yet. At the state level the policy concerning the distribution of gun licenses is extremely
restrictive.
Therefore there is no official communication between private security operators and
the national police.
The establishment of a recognised private police organisation with limited privileges in
terms of intervention is presently under discussion in Germany. Under the current situation,
however, it is not expected that there will be a parliamentary majority in favour which could
free the way for such a private police. Both the police as well as the judiciary are clearly
against such an institution and want to keep the monopoly of power under state control.

II. THE PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE
1. Structure and competences
The public prosecutor's office is in charge of the preliminary investigation and to that extent
directs the work of the police. It is organised at a regional level, but is still subject to the
Federal Criminal Procedure Code. The public prosecutor's office, which is hierarchically
structured, is led by a prosecutor general at the level of the higher regional court
(Oberlandesgericht) and by a leading senior public prosecutor at the level of the regional
court (Landgericht). There is a hierarchical dependency, so the prosecutor general can give
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directions and instructions to any individual public prosecutor.
At the federal level them is the Federal Prosecutor's Office, competent only for cases of
subversive activities and placed under the authority of the Federal Ministry of Justice.
The prosecutor's duties are to investigate crime and in doing so, to look for both
incriminating and exonerating circumstances. Empirical data demonstrate, however, that
prosecutors usually do not obey this legal rule and predominantly look for incriminating
evidence. If sufficient evidence is available, the prosecutor is obliged to bring the charge
before the court. Without this formal act the court is unable to proceed with the case. It is
only with respect to minor crimes that the prosecutor may drop the case due to his limited
discretionary power.
The prosecutor must be present at the court proceedings. He acts as a representative of
the state and has the responsibility for discharging the burden of proof.
In some cases where intensive measures which encroach on the rights of individuals
are used, such as pre-trial detention and the interception of communication, the prosecutor
needs a judicial decision.
Until the procedural reform of 1974, pre-trial investigations were directed by an
investigating judge (Untersuchungsrichter). Ever since the creation of the first common
code of criminal procedure in Germany in 1879, there has been a controversy with respect
to the concept of the investigating judge. The legislator decided to install these judges because
distrust in the neutrality of the prosecutor had arisen — at that time this was also a fairly new
position in the procedural system. By 1975 it had appeared that this distrust was unjustified
and the system was changed. Since then, the prosecutor has directed investigations under
his own responsibility, while the position of the judge under the Basic Law (the Constitution)
has made it necessary to keep him out of any activity which was not of a purely judicial
nature.

2. Special public prosecutor's offices
In order to fight against special forms of criminality in a more concentrated manner the
state judicial authorities (Landesjustizbehorden) have created special public prosecutor's
offices, which in addition to being allocated to regional court districts are able to become
active at the federal level. This has been the case concerning criminal offences which
presuppose special legal authority in the course of an investigation, like white-collar crime
for example. In addition, the same steps have been taken in order to pursue all crime, not
merely local crime, more efficiently. As far as the authority for investigation remains at a
state level, cooperation problems necessarily develop concerning German federal domestic
cooperation. Here then the special public prosecutor's offices of the individual states
concerned must try to find a common approach. At the level of internationally organised
crime, the Bundeskriminalamt has competence. This agency can then become active at a
federal as well as on an international level under the aegis of the Federal Prosecutor's Office.
The establishment of such special public prosecutor's offices is solely subject to the
discretionary decision of the Minister of Justice of the respective state. He is also responsible
for the budgetary control, which limits the number of such special public prosecutor's offices
straight away. In this context joint-financing with the Bund is not possible for legal reasons.
The composition of special investigation groups at the federal level is first of all limited by
the narrow description of competence. As a matter of fact it is up to the discretion of the
Federal Minister of the Interior which special investigation groups are for which cases.
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Since he carries the budgetary responsibility for this a certain restraint on his part is only
natural.

III. JUDICIAL ACTIVITY DURING THE PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

As already mentioned above, since 1975, in German law there are no longer judicial
procedures in the investigation phase. The public prosecutor's office rules over the preliminary
investigation. Nevertheless, for the imposition of coercive procedural measures which have
a special intensity, the public prosecutor's office is dependent on the cooperation of the socalled "examining" judge (Ennittlungsrichter). These measures are in particular the use of
pre-trial detention, the interception of communications and the use of undercover agents.
Theoretically, the degree to which a judicial check concerning the imposition of these
measures can be legally made is considered very important. In practice however, the judges
cannot, or cannot sufficiently, perform their controlling function. The information submitted
about why the request is being made is often incomplete and usually selectively used to
ensure receipt of the desired request; partly they are even filtered according to the police's
tactical considerations. If the judge wanted to undertake a thorough examination of the case
upon receipt of the information — which would free him, in practice, from being guided by
the public prosecutor's office — he would have to invest a fairly long and intense document
study, which is not possible because of the urgency usually needed for these decisions.
Since the law grants only a very short period of time for decision making to the examining
judge in these affairs, he cannot afford to be overly precise and fussy either. Furthermore,
judges who are inexperienced in criminal law are often in charge of making urgent decisions
outside regular office hours (in the evening and at weekends) and they are inclined to consent
to the requests of the public prosecutor's office in order to hide their possible incompetence.
As these judges are unlikely to be confronted with their own decisions again, such a procedure
is appealing. Even experienced examining judges often fmd themselves at a loss concerning
specific areas of economic criminal law and the criminal law relating to narcotics, which
are extremely complex both concerning facts and law.
Finally, the examining judge has basically no possibility to check the consequence of
his decision according to German law. So far, the Criminal Procedure Code does not allow
the examining judge to actively accompany the whole procedure of a case, although this
would broaden the grounds for his decision and also provide an option for correction.
Therefore it is not surprising that according to empirical studies more than 90% of all
requests are granted by the judges.

IV. THE OFFICIAL DEFINITION OF ORGANISED CRIME

The term organised crime is contained neither in substantive criminal law nor in criminal
procedure law. Only the BKAG mentions forms of organised crime without giving
specifications. Therefore there is no legally fixed definition. For police use, however, one
has been agreed on for informal use as a working term, although it is as extensive as it is
inaccurate. This definition compiled under the aegis of the BKA reads as follows:
The term of the organised crime is to be understood as:

a regular committing of criminal offences for fmancial gain, by several accomplices
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who cooperate functionally for a long period of time of undefined duration, by the use
of trading or business-like structures, or by use of violence or other means suitable for
the intimidation, or by the effort of gaining influence on politics, the media, public
administration, the judiciary or the economy.
This situation shifts the efforts to fight organised crime into a thick fog. On the political
and on the journalistic level this term is used relatively freely and inaccurately, partly with
the clear intention to stir up public fears. Due to the lack of a legally fixed definition and the
uncertainty and unweildiness of the description it is sometimes hard to determine whether
in the course of a discussion of this topic one actually converses about identical matters. To
that extent, critics concerns that the definition is more of a slogan than an objective description
do not appear unfounded. As a result, professional discussion of this topic has become
difficult.

V. SPECIAL STRUCTURES TO FIGHT AGAINST ORGANISED CRIME

In Germany there are no special structures for the fight against organised crime, rather it is
fought on the grounds of the existing structures, which have been described above, and by
concentrating the efforts of individual departments on special points of interest, which
however — as mentioned likewise — are subject to budgetary restrictions.
Still, it should be pointed out that the general measures which serve to improve the
cooperation particularly among the European Member States, also have their helpful effects
concerning the fight against organised crime at the level of the police and of the judiciary.
At the level of the judiciary the European Judicial Network should be emphasised. This
builds up contact offices in the EU Member States, which in return deal with foreign requests
for concrete judicial cooperation in individual cases or point out the correct form of
cooperation.

VI. INNOVATIONS FOR THE FIGHT AGAINST ORGANISED CRIME AND OTHER
FORMS OF SERIOUS INTERNATIONAL CRIMES

1. The level of the substantive criminal law
Here, above all § 261 of the Strafgesetzbuch (StGB = Criminal Procedure Code), the new
law concerning money laundering which has been subject to various extensions, needs to be
mentioned. At the same time in this context, the regulations concerning the seizure of assets
(Vermogensgegenstande) were facilitated and the Vetmogensstrafe (property penalty) was
introduced as a new type of punishment. The purpose of these regulations is to destroy the
basis of organised crime, which is the acquisition of financial assets. The new regulations
concerning the fight against corruption served similar purposes. Here, the existing regulations
relating to office-holders were extended and new regulations were introduced regarding
private businesses (§§ 299, 300 StGB). Since, besides drugs, the slave trade/prostitution
and child pornography also belong to the substantial sources of income of organised crime,
the German legislator has also intensified the existing regulations in the context of § 180b
and § 184 3 III StGB.
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2.

The level of police law

In the course of rediscovering organised crime since the end of the 1980s, the German states
have amended and clearly strengthened their statutory police regulations. As already
mentioned above under I, with the exception of Bremen all the other states incorporated the
Volfeldermittlungen as a police function into their respective police regulations. In addition,
new concrete coercive measures were integrated into these regulations. For example, it is
permitted in practically all states to conduct, without judicial control, the monitoring of the
telephone service and also the monitoring of any other communication. According to these
police regulations the use of undercover agents is also possible. These relatively new
instruments have been inserted with express reference to the threat of organised crime and
the corresponding necessity to designate special measures to fight it. For the doctrinal and
policy problems of this change in law, see above 1.2.
3.

The level of criminal procedure law

Similar to the police regulations of the states, also at the federal level the catalogue of the
procedural coercive measures has been extended by modifications of the Criminal Procedure
Code (Stp0) for the purpose of being able to fight against organised crime more effectively.
Already existing possibilities like those of telephone tapping were extended to other areas
of crime. Other coercive measures were newly introduced, as for instance the large and the
small bugging-operation (Lauschangrtff) according to § 100c StP0. Common to both
interceptive operations are the monitoring and registration of communication by means of
bugs. The difference between a small and large bugging operation is the fact that the latter
also allows for the listening and recording of communication within the constitutionally
protected area of the private dwelling. For this purpose, article 13 of the German Grundgesetz
had to be specially modified. Also the use of undercover agents and informants was expressly
regulated in the criminal procedure code. In this context, there had been a special necessity
for regulation, because these techniques had been used as part of investigational routines
without a legal basis. Now these instruments have stepped out of the grey zone of legality
and belong to the coercive measures whose application is foreseen in the Criminal Procedure
Code.
On both issues, prior to the introduction of the wire-tapping as well as in relation to the
legalisation of the use of undercover agents and informants, there was a very vigorous
political debate. Basically, it was questioned whether such substantial interventions into the
privacy of citizens — who according to the presumption of innocence are to be treated as
innocent even in suspicious situations — is justifiable in a state in which the rule of law
prevails. Beyond that, the suitability of these instruments for increasing the success of
investigation as part of criminal procedures has been questioned.
With reference to violent terrorists, in 1989, the so-called "statute concerning king's
evidence" (Kronzeugengesetz) was passed by the German Bundestag. According to this
statute it is now also officially possible to grant a mitigation of punishment to accomplices
or to release them from punishment for serious, even the most serious, criminal offences if
they had made themselves available as witnesses for the prosecution against their former
accomplices. But also in this context, the suitability of such a regulation was seriously
doubted during the course of the political discussion. The danger that these witnesses might
rescue themselves by furnishing evidence against the other accomplices which was not
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quite truthful, in order to satisfy the expectations of the court and the public prosecutor's
office, is easy to see. The legislator obviously considered these doubts in so far as it adopted
the statute concerning king's evidence on a limited three-year basis. After two further
extensions of three years, the legislator in 1999 abolished this king's evidence regulation
because it could not ascertain a positive impact on the prosecution in cases of serious and
very serious criminal offences. This is particularly remarkable with regard to the EU
resolution of 20 December 1996 on cooperation by former members of organised crime. To
that extent the German legislator dissociated itself clearly from this resolution.
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I. METHODOLOGY
This research is based mainly on interviews with officials of law enforcement agencies,
and the study of relevant documents written for foreign authorities, such as the Council of
European Union, the Bundeskriminalamt or the US Coastguard, as well as of legal provisions
concerning the competencies of these agencies, their organisation, and the regulations for
issues relating to organised crime. Moreover, some information has been gained from the
annual reports of the crime prevention services.
A number of articles published recently on the subject of the control of organised crime,
although being restricted to normative issues,' have also been taken into account, as well as
literature and information from the press.
Overall, with few exceptions, cooperation with the agencies was constructive and
effective.
In conclusion, the researcher tried to the best of her ability not simply to register the
information, but rather on points for which the interpretation was insufficient has crosschecked the data or the arguments. However, blame for any deficiency in the study rests
with the author alone.

II. THE RESEARCH
1. Law enforcement agencies
The authorities responsible for the fight against organised crime in Greece are the law
enforcement agencies. These are the police, coastguard, customs services and the Financial
and Economic Crimes Office.
The Greek police are an organised, special, armed military force with their own organic
regulations.
In Ancient Greece and Byzantium as well as during the Turkish occupation, police
authority was exercised by eminent citizens. The institution of the police in Greece took a
new form during the first National Assembly in Epidaurus, on 9 January 1822, when the
Greek state was constituted after its liberation from the Turks.
After many changes made to the previous dual system of policing and the 60-year
division of the police into judicial and administrative, the gendarmerie took over complete
authority for policing the country in 1906. In 1921, a new corps, the Metropolitan Police,
was established in the four major cities of the country (Athens, Pireaus, Patras and Corfu) in
line with the British system.'
In 1984, the Metropolitan Police force was unified with the gendarmerie to form the
Greek police (ELAS) 3
The Greek police are under the authority of the Ministry of Public Order, which also
includes the Agrarian Service, responsible for the enforcement of the law in agrarian regions
in relation to the security of farmlands, the fire brigade and the Directorate for Extraordinary
Situations (natural catastrophes, such as earthquakes, floods, etc.) 4
The police have authority for policing the whole country, and this may overlap with the
competence of the coastguard for the sea, ports and vessels. Their administrative duties are
the maintenance of order in the country, and their judicial duties are the investigation of
criminal offences. As regards their judicial duties, the police are supervised and guided by
the public prosecutor.
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In April 1999, the Greek police force was staffed by 42,848 agents, of which 2,800
(6.5%) are women. This corresponds to 407 policemen per 100,000 inhabitants for a total
population of 10,521,669.
Special police services are: 1) criminological research services, 2) the drugs units, 3)
the police operations units, 4) the special anti-terrorist units, 5) the special anti-violent
crime units, 5) the bomb disposal units, 7) the Juvenile Service, 8) the Unit for the Control
of Air Transport, 9) police forces for the state airports, 10) the Border Guards Corps, 11) the
Service of Internal Affairs, and 11) the Market Inspection and Municipal Veterinary Inspection
Police (for the control of the quality of food in restaurants, meat supplied to the market
etc.)5
After a long discussion about the necessity of the creation of a police headquarters, in
February 2000 the Greek Parliament passed the relevant bill introducing three major reforms:
the establishment of the police headquarters as an independent authority; the appointment
of the Chief of Police for a specific period of at least two years with a possible renewal for
one more year, similar to the armed forces; and finally the composition of a Council for
Operational Planning and Crisis Management.
Besides, there are some moves to transform the Ministry of Public Order into a Ministry
of Internal Affairs. However, it is not possible to evaluate whether this corresponds to a real
need and will be ultimately carried out, or whether it is just an effort by Greece to conform
with other countries, since it is the only EU Member State with a Ministry of Public Order.
Still, it must be taken into consideration that a Minister of Police has existed since the
constitution of the Greek state.
It should be noted, that before the unification of the two corps in 1984, both the
gendarmerie and the metropolitan police had their own headquarters. It was argued that the
creation of the abovementioned headquarters would speed up decision making, because the
Minister would cooperate with only one person, the Chief, and not with the Directors of the
two Branches (of Security and Order, and of Administrative Support), and with the several
Directorates (Public Security Directorate, State Security Directorate, International Police
Cooperation Directorate, etc.) as happens now. 6 However, this may not be the main reason,
but perhaps the move will diminish political intervention in the police force, and so contribute
to improving the self-esteem of the police and sense of independence.
As already mentioned, the coastguard 7 has police authority over the sea. The coastguard
is an armed military corps belonging to the Ministry of Mercantile Marine. The Coastguard
Corps was instituted in 1919 (Law 1753) similar to the coastguard of the USA and France.
It is staffed by 4,459 agents.
Police authority is exercised mainly by the Security Directorate, which includes the
Department of International Police Cooperation, the Department of State Security and the
Department for the Control of Drug trafficking. The Department of International Police
Cooperation is responsible for all criminal offences under the Penal Code and the special
penal laws, except those related to drugs, and the country's international cooperation with
foreign law enforcement agencies. This department is also responsible for the implementation
of the Schengen Agreement, cooperation with the Greek police, INTERPOL and the police
forces of other countries. The Department of State Security deals with the law enforcement
concerning state security as well as the collection, processing and the analysis of relevant
data.
The powers of the Department for Drugs Control have recently been enhanced, as it is
not only responsible for the coordination and operational activities in the field of drugs, but
also of contraband cigarettes, fuels, weapons and the illegal trafficking of human beings,
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etc. At the same time, it collects and analyses information not only for itself, but for the
whole Coastguard Corps, so it can also be regarded as the intelligence service of the services.
It holds a local database for the Security Directorate, under which it comes, however, this is
not accessible to other services. The operation of the database has been approved by the
National Data Protection Supervisory Board (Law 2472/1997). The Security Directorate of
the Coastguard is also connected on-line with the police for information registered in the
criminological archive. All port authorities access the coastguard's information services.
The Security Directorate belongs to the second of the four Branches ("branch of port
police and operational means") of the coastguard (see RD. 242/1999). To the same branch
belong also the port police authorities (Port Police Directorate) which are responsible for
policing, order, cleanliness, hygiene, and protection of the coast and sea as well as the
development of marine tourism, etc. The Air Transport Service belongs to the Directorate
of Operational Means and Special Units of the Coastguard, and is responsible for the
supervision of Greek waters and assisting with their better policing along with the Submarine
Unit (scuba teams), while in some regions special squads to confront illegal acts and terrorist
actions have been established.
Coastguards are authorised to undertake full preliminary investigations like the police.
Each port authority in the 71 districts of the Ministry has an office or a security department.
The port authorities also include 103 coastguard stations.
The customs services, which belong to the Ministry of Finance, have similar authority
for criminal offences related to illegal imports into or exports from Greece (control of tax
evasion and the smuggling of goods). 8
The Financial and Economic Crimes Office (hereinafter referred to as: SDOE), 9 which
is also under the Ministry of Finance, is responsible for the prevention and fight against
economic crime as related to the economic interests of the Greek state and the European
Union and started its operations in April 1997.

2. Public prosecution service
The Public Prosecution Service is independent of the judicial authority and of the executive
(Article 24, Law 1756/1988, Article 6 par. 3, Law 1868/1989).
The legal framework for the operation of the prosecution service is prescribed in the
Greek Constitution (Article 86 ff.), under the Code for the Status of Judicial Personnel
(Article 1-25, Law 1756/1988) and the Code of Penal Procedure (especially Article
13,27,31,43, 44,45).
The public prosecutor is responsible for indicting a suspect, but, if he is convinced that
the charged person is innocent, also for proposing his acquittal.
The Public Prosecution Service acts in a unified and indivisible way. This means that
the actions of a Prosecutor are not his own, but of the whole authority. The Public Prosecution
Service is hierarchically structured. The head of the service is the general public prosecutor
(public prosecutor of the Supreme Court).
A public prosecutor has to carry out the instructions of his superior. However, for the
performance of his duties and the expression of his opinion he is free and under no obligation,
but follows only "the law and his conscience" (Article 24, Law 1756/1988).
The Public Prosecution Service has authority for the investigation of criminal offences, 1 °
and the guidance and supervision of the police in the fulfilment of their judicial duties.
The structure of the Public Prosecution Office is as follows:
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general public prosecutor (public prosecutor of the Supreme Court), deputy public prosecutor
of the Supreme Court, public prosecutor of second instance, deputy public prosecutor of
second instance, public prosecutor of first instance, deputy public prosecutor of first instance,
deputy public prosecutor.
The number of public prosecutors is regulated by special laws according to need. In 1999
their number rose to 467. Admission to the public prosecution service is achieved through
examinations and graduation from the National School of Judges.
Control of public prosecutors in the exercise of their duties and behaviour is performed
by the supervisors, who are the Judges of the Supreme Court of Appeal and the public
prosecutor of the same court. Infractions by prosecutors are controlled by the plenary session
of the Council of State, the plenary session of the Supreme Court and the plenary session of
the State Audit Council, as well as the relevant disciplinary councils (Article 84 ff., Law
1756/1988).
Organisational reforms have not taken place in the public prosecution service concerning
the control of transnational crime. However, it is worth mentioning that the role of prosecutors
has been upgraded because of the increased requirements put on them by the creation of
new mechanisms, such as the SDOE (addendum to par. 17 in the Article 4 of Law 2343/
1995), the Service of Internal Affairs of the Police (Article 2713/1999), the National Board
for the Protection of Communication Privacy (Article 3, Law 2225/1994), the Money
Laundering Committee (Article 7 par. 5, Law 2331/1995), and their participation in the
Sirene Bureau.
In this respect, it is interesting that the public prosecutors interviewed, emphasised the
lack of education and training for undertaking duties to confront organised crime.

3. Official definition of organised crime
The special term "organised crime" is not used in Greek penal law. However, the elements
of organised crime are generally provided for under the Penal Code, which contains a
provision, Article 187, making the constitution of, as well as membership of and participation
in criminal gangs punishable. Criminal intent, which consists of the will of two or more
persons coinciding in relation to the perpetration of felonies" or misdemeanours,' 2 is punished
irrespective of the perpetration of a criminal act or its attempt. Articles 45-48, also used for
these activities, regulate, in general, issues concerning complicity, accessory before the fact
and cooperation.
For the classification of behaviour in the category of "organised transnational crime",
and the composition of Annual Reports on organised crime, the Greek police use the relevant
guidelines of the European Union.' 3

4. Law enforcement agencies and efforts to control organised crime
4.1. Law enforcement units to fight organised crime' 4

Before 1990, several special services in the Greek police force had already been working on
organised crime, such as the Sub-division for the Control of Drug Trafficking, Drug-Control
Units, Anti-terrorist Units, Anti-violent Crime Units, and the Bomb Disposal Units.
For the control of illicit drug trafficking, an inter-ministerial body, the Central AntiDrug Coordination Unit (hereinafter referred to as: SODN) in the Ministry of Public Order
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was established under Article 20 of Law 1729/1987.' 5 Representatives of the Ministry of
Public Order (police), the Ministry of Mercantile Marine (coastguard) and of the Ministry
of Finance (Customs Services, SDOE) participate in this unit. Its general task is the processing
of information, the examination of the legality of foreign requests for controlled deliveries
and the coordination of their operations (Article 38, Law 2145/1993, amended by the Article
15, Law 2331/1995). The Chief of the Public Security Directorate is at its head.
Furthermore, in the coastguard, the Drugs Control Office, being under the Port Police
Directorate, had authority for investigations and prosecutions in the area of illegal drug
trafficking. In 1993, the office was upgraded to a department and became part of the Security
Directorate. As mentioned above, it has a coordinating as well as an operational role not
only for controlling drug trafficking but also for other forms of organised crime, namely,
the illegal trafficking of human beings, illicit arms trafficking, contraband, etc.
Other special units of the coastguard, with exclusive operational activities in the field
of combating organised crime, are the Service of Air Transport, the Unit of Submarine
Missions and the Special Squads. Such Squads exist in many port offices (i.e. Corfu,
Igoumenitsa and Patras) and intervene wherever needed to control illegal acts and terrorist
activity. In general, the main responsibility to control organised crime within the coastguard
belongs to the Security Directorate.
Until 1995, the Special Services of Custom Investigations (EYTE) of the customs
services had investigative powers in relation to organised crime, mainly to the smuggling of
goods and illegal drug trafficking; they were abolished in 1995 and their authority was
assumed by the new body, the SDOE. This did not affect the power of the Directorate for the
Supervision and Control of Cars/Vehicles of the customs services, the Department for
Prosecution for Arms and Drug trafficking and contraband offences.
Although the Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit (SODN) has been operating since
1987, a coordinated effort for the control of organised crime started in 1995 with the creation
of the Committee Responsible for the Prevention of Money Laundering, 16 of the SDOE
(Financial and Economics Crime Office, FECO),' 7 and with some other specialised groups
such as in the Security Directorate of Attica for organised crime, the Border Guards Corps,
etc.
According to Greek police officers, this effort is due to the fact that they realised the
rising problem of organised criminal groups from the study of reports of regional police and
from the analysis of information from several other sources. The reports refer to criminal
groups engaged in drugs trafficking, trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation,
steeling cars and the illicit traffic in antiquities, etc. These groups are not numerous, and
inferences related to the existence of permanent and stable structures are risky."
At the same time, the obligation of the police to write a report for the Council of the
European Union helped it to become aware and sensitised to the problem more quickly.' 9
As already mentioned, for the enforcement of Article 6 of the 1991 Money Laundering
Directive of the EU, Law 2145/1993 was passed and then amended two years later, with
Law 2331/1995. In Article 7, the Law foresees the constitution of an "authorised committee"
for the collection, evaluation and investigation of irregular transactions and money laundering.
The committee is composed of eight members with their deputies. Participation includes a
representative of the Ministries of National Economy, Finance, Commerce and Public Order,
as well as representatives of the Bank of Greece, the Stock Exchange, and the Association
of Greek Banks. The chairperson of the committee being a high-ranking judge or prosecutor.
The members of the committee are authorised to undertake preliminary investigations
for crimes relating to money laundering (Law 2331/1995), held under the supervision and
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direction of the competent public prosecutor (Article 31 par. 1 Code of Penal Procedure,
hereinafter referred to as: CPP, Article 7 par. 7 Law 2331/1995).
When the committee suspects a certain transaction or contract, etc. to be illegal and
related to money laundering, namely when the probative evidence is well founded, it sends
the file of the case to the relevant public prosecutor who can start prosecution (Article
32,33,36 CPP), order regular interrogation (Article 246 CPP) or, if required, ask the committee
to complete its proceedings (see also Article 35,243 CPP). If the evidence is inadequate, the
committee puts the case "on file". However, the committee can draw on the file whenever
information relevant to this case or other illegal or suspect transactions associated with it
come up (Article 7 par. 5, Law 2331/1995). The committee has to finish its investigation
within five days at maximum and is responsible for informing the person or the organisation,
who supplied the information on illegal transactions, of its findings. The members of the
committee are bound by confidentiality (Article 7 par. 6, Law 2331/1995). Three liaison
officers from the police assist the committee's investigations."
Furthermore, the committee evaluates and investigates all the relevant information on
money laundering received by the Greek law enforcement agencies from foreign services,
to which it also supplies every possible assistance (Article 7 par. 9 of Law 2331/1995,
Article 7 par. 1 P.D. 401/1996). Thus, the necessary international cooperation for the fight
against money laundering is ensured. 2 '
According to our information, in 1997, the authorised committee forwarded to the
prosecutor for further investigation 12(15.4%) of the 78 cases referred to it, and in 1998,22
(9.8%) of the 224 cases. The cases which had been reported to the committee rose to 340 in
October 1999, although it was not possible for the author to ascertain the number forwarded
to the public prosecutor. From relevant publications in the press, there is the suspicion that,
in some cases, bank employees are also involved.
It is of interest that, while the number of cases had tripled in a year, the number of cases
forwarded to the prosecutor corresponded to two-thirds of that of the previous year. This
may be because while information of the public opinion about the operation of the committee
has led to an increase in the number of charges made by public officers or citizens, many of
those were unsubstantiated. Moreover, the committee itself investigates on its own initiative,
for example, from information obtained in a newspaper, while the SDOE also forwards
cases.
On 10 June 1997, a special body started for the prevention of and fight against economic
crime, the SDOE or Financial and Economic Crimes Office," was established by Law
2343/1995, while Presidential Decree 218/1996 laid down its organisation and Presidential
Decree 154/1997 regulated its operations. Its task is the prevention and control of economic
crime, namely, tax evasion related to the production, transportation and trade of goods, as
well as the supply of services and contraband plus illegal trafficking in narcotics and
psychotropic substances, arms, explosives and antiquities, illegal acts against national
currency and public property, as well as fraud and any other offences against the economic
interest of the Greek state, the public sector, the national economy and the European Union
(Article 1 par. 4, Law 2343/1995). The main target in the creation of this body seems to be
more the control of tax evasion than the fight against organised crime.
The SDOE is an independently controlled service supervised by the Minister of Finance.
Its authority extends throughout Greece (Article 4 par. 6, Law 2343/1995). An executive
secretary is in charge of the SDOE, who is directly answerable to the Minister of Finance.
It is staffed by seconded tax and customs officials. With the institution of the SDOE, as
mentioned above, four investigation services of the Ministry of Finance were abolished,
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among them the Special Services for Customs Investigations (EYTE), well known for its
operations against contraband and drug trafficking. The Central Service of SDOE's brief is
to plan the prevention and investigation mechanisms of economic crime, to supply guidelines,
to coordinate operations and to supervise its 13 regional services.
Under the Directorate of Special Economic Investigations of the SDOE is the
Department of Special Economic Affairs, which is also responsible for the prevention
and control of money laundering (Article 1, PD. 152/1997), while in the two big regional
services, in Athens and Thessaloniki, special departments for the fight against money
laundering are planned — the first service covering all Greece. Under the Directorate of
Planning and Coordination of Audits and Control of the SDOE is the Department of
Operational Planning and the Control of Drug and Arms trafficking with two subdivisions in Athens and Thessaloniki. In each regional service a drugs and arms department
is planned to be also responsible for off-shore controls, together with the coastguard and
customs services.
The SDOE participates in the inter-ministerial body, the SODN, in relation to the fight
against drugs. Its contacts and cooperation with foreign authorities concerning issues of
police cooperation, mainly concerning the European Union, as well as the Schengen
Agreement are fulfilled through the Directorate of International Police Cooperation
(hereinafter referred to as DDAS). Its contact with relevant bodies abroad is carried out
directly or through the customs services, as happens with OLAF (Office de lutte anti-fraude).
Contact and cooperation with OLAF occur mainly through the 33rd Directorate for Customs
Controls.
According to the SDOE's published annual report for 1998, 130,268 inspections were
carried out and 631,361 infractions were registered; 61.5% of them required further
investigation and concerned economic infringements, mainly tax evasion. Only 513 (0.08%)
were violations of the Penal Act and, after investigation, 369 (0.05%) were forwarded to the
public prosecutor.
The SDOE has been assigned many responsibilities by law, since it has replaced the
majority of prosecution services of the Ministry of Finance. The SDOE's Central Service
provides for a 24-hour public prosecutor (Law 2459/1997, addendum of par. 17 in the Article
4 of Law 2343/1995).
In the legal framework of the SDOE, the Department for Data Evaluation,
Documentation and Analysis operates within its Central Service and is responsible for
collecting, processing and analysing information concerning economic crimes. Moreover,
in its regional directorates, there are plans for the establishment of departments for data
administration. Each regional directorate of the SDOE has its own information department,
cooperating with the police and the SODN.
The customs services' "investigation squads" are activated by decrees of the Ministry
of Finance (1228/351/?0034/19-4-1997) as are "control groups" (1088/345/7-598), which
are activated for the prevention and control of contraband and other customs infractions.
The 33rd Directorate of Customs Control, which is responsible for investigating
organised crime in the area of customs, also operates as a receiver for information from all
the national customs services and from abroad. Its role consists mainly in the management
and collection of information on contraband. SODN sends the information to the customs
service concerning drugs. Information is also exchanged with many services, such as the
SDOE, NCB, INTERPOL, etc.
Another service relevant to the control of economic crimes is the Department for the
Prosecution of Economic Crimes, which belongs to the Directorate of Public Security of
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the MPO, cooperating closely with other competent services or organisations in Greece as
well as abroad."
More specifically, in Athens and Thessaloniki, departments for economic crime have
authority at an operational level in the control of economic crime and money laundering.
For the rest of Greece, the security departments operating in the capital of the prefectures
have responsibility, while the police stations serve the smaller cities.
Furthermore, with Law 2622/1998, a Border Guards Corps was formed within the
police. This has the exclusive mission of preventing the illegal entry of foreigners into the
country, establishing their location, arresting them, arranging their committal for trial or
their deportation, as well as the arrest of those who facilitate the illegal entry of foreigners
into the country (Article 1 par. 1).
In 1998, on the decision of the Chief of Police, an operational group for the fight
against organised crime having special responsibilities for Russian organised crime was
created at the Security Directorate of Attica, in the sub-division responsible for homicides
and crimes against property. 24 An upgrading of the group is being discussed in department.
In addition, in each regional police directorate, police officers ("police cells") have been
assigned responsibility for the collection and processing of information on organised crime
on the basis of specific guidelines.
Organisational changes related to the fight against organised crime by the coastguard
have not been noted, except those mentioned above. The creation of more regional groups
for the control of drug trafficking is also planned, with emphasis being placed on educating
staff on the issue.
As regards the coordinating or operational role of the services, the specialised
departments of the Ministries' central services have a coordinating role, while in the regions,
they have operational tasks. Inter-ministerial bodies, such as the SODN, have coordination
competencies. Independent bodies, such as the SDOE, have coordination competencies at
the central level, and operational duties at the regional one.
The Department for the Drug-Control Trafficking of the Hellenic Coastguard, as already
mentioned, has a coordinating and operational role in the prevention of drugs crime but in
other forms of organised crime as well, such as illegal immigration, illegal arms trafficking,
contraband, etc. The Unit of Submarine Missions and the special squads have an operational
role only, such as in confronting terrorist and other illegal activities (i.e. by the seizure of
ships, arrests, searching for drugs in the ship's hull, etc.), while the Departments for the
Security Offices of the port authorities have a dual role.
The structure of the specialised services depends on the kind of service offered. The
Money Laundering Committee (Article 7, Law 2331/1995), as an autonomous administrative
authority, and the inter-ministerial body SODN are de-centralised.
The SDOE operates "in parallel with and independently of' other relevant services of
the Ministry of Finance (Article 4 par. 6, Law 2343/1995). While its structure is centralised,
regular meetings of all head officers from the regional services are held every six months.
At these meetings decisions are taken and the office programme is planned.
The abovementioned "investigation squads" and "groups of control" of the customs
services are de-centralised, operating in the regional customs services and restricted to the
local area of the service to which they belong. The guidelines for their operations are defined
by the competent division of the General Customs Service Directorate.
The special police groups or squads belonging to the Security Directorate of Athens
and Thessaloniki are de-centralised at an operational level and autonomous, but they are
obliged to report their activities to the authority in charge. For example, the several sub-
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divisions and departments of the Security Directorate of Attica, such as the sub-division for
homicides and crimes against property, the sub-division for the Control of Drugs Trafficking
and six relevant departments/units (1987), 25 the sub-division for economic crimes, illegal
trafficking in antiquities and crimes against morality, the latter two having their own separate
departments (department for illicit trade in antiquities and a vice department), the subdivision for the protection of juveniles etc., are independent dealing with particular crimes
and they are not obliged to seek approval for an operation. They themselves organise their
work according to their needs and their information. However, they do have to announce
their activities to the authority in charge, namely either to the Directorate or to the SubDivision. The same applies with the coastguard and its special squads. Their activities are
guided and supervised by the directorate in charge, even though, in the area of their
responsibility, they maintain autonomy and coordinate their activities with other forces,
whenever this is needed.
Cooperation and information exchange for controlling organised crime have been
attained in the multi disciplinary integrated teams, as defined in Recommendation 20 of
the Action Plan. However, apart from the SODN and the Money Laundering Committee, no
other multi-disciplinary teams have been created. Other forms of multi-disciplinary groups
operating are not permanent, but are constituted on an ad hoc basis whenever there is a need
to face problems from a multi-disciplinary point of view. For example, for the control of
illicit drug trafficking or illegal immigration, meetings are held of all the authorities involved,
namely: the Ministry of Public Order, the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, the Ministry
of Justice, of Foreign Affairs, as well as of other governmental (i.e. Organisations against
Narcotics, OKANA) or non-governmental organisations (i.e. National Organisation of
Immigration).
The work group established in the MPO to combat economic crime has a rather stable
character, following the suggestion of the General Secretariat of INTERPOL to all national
police forces and credit financing organisations. This group is assembled by the police
when there is an increase in counterfeit bank-notes in the market.
Also of interest is the Ministry of Public Order, which has a working group for the
creation of a database for the control of fraud involving false identification papers, such as
passports, driving licences, or even consular visas, as well as credit card fraud, etc.
Representatives of the relevant ministries and interested institutions, such as the Ministry of
Interior, the Ministry of Transport and Communications, Justice, Foreign Affairs, the Ministry
of Health and Social Welfare, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Industry and
Development, the Association of Greek Banks, the representative of the Association of
Insurance Companies, the Association of Notaries and car rental companies participate.
Stolen identification certificates and other lost official personal documents will be registered
in the databank.
The MPO has also initiated the creation of the National Criminological Archive,
specifically, a central databank which will include information concerning criminal acts
and the personal data of offenders, providing on-line information to all linked regional
directorates and stations. The databank will operate using specified regulations concerning
the access and the evaluation of information. The initiative stems mainly from the need to
meet the requirements of Europol and other international organisations for a quick and
reliable registration of information.
So far, the Data Processing Directorate of the Ministry has carried out an expediency
study, the database has been designed, the operation mechanism has been described and
ministerial approval is now expected.
-
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Some small databases for money laundering, stolen cars, identification documents, etc.
are currently operating in the Ministry, but the anticipated database is expected to fill the
gaps.
Consideration should also be given to the fact that there is a political reason for the
delay in the creation of such a database rooted in recent history, when, following the civil
war of 1945-50, information on the political convictions and personal data of a great number
of citizens were kept for decades.
There are direct links between these multi-disciplinary groups, the coordination body
and the central contact point for planing the relevant policy. If the case is of international
interest, such as with the creation of a national databank of criminological information, the
DDAS with its bureaux, NCB INTERPOL, Europol or Sirene participate in supporting the
system. If the case is of purely national interest, such as the creation of a local database, the
Directorate of Public or State Security participates.
4.2. Inter-regional, Euregional, EU and International Cooperation

Although significant organisational changes have not been carried out in the law enforcement
agencies, more intensive inter-regional cooperation than before has been noted, not only
among similar services but among diverse ones as well. For example, since the creation of
"police cells" in each regional police directorate for the analysis of organised crime, the
efforts of inter-regional cooperation seem to have gone beyond the operational level. In
addition, the leadership of the MPO has advised that there should be close cooperation
between the police and the other law enforcement agencies, namely the coastguard and the
customs service, and there are several examples of success because of this cooperation.
Moreover, new bodies such as the Financial and Economic Crime Office (SDOE) or the
Anti-Drug Coordination Unit (SODN) require and facilitate interregional cooperation.
Euregional programmes for cooperation with EU Member States have not been
developed, since Greece has no common borders with them, except Italy. Besides, the
cooperation with third countries although necessary, is difficult because of the special
conditions existing in them (i.e. the degree of corruption). In addition, despite the signing of
cooperation protocols with some, such as Albania, it is noted that they do not supply assistance
on an "extended time basis". The coastguard states that even in the "controlled deliveries",
the role of those countries is not clear. Satisfactory cooperation exists only with Cyprus. So,
it can be said that reforms resulting from practical cross-border cooperation, especially
from the bottom up, have not taken place.
However, some Euregional programmes for cooperation between law enforcement
agencies to control organised crime have been developed, such as the "Southeast Cooperative
Initiative". This is a programme for the creation of a database for the interchange of
information between the countries of south-eastern Europe concerning organised crime.
Another case of regional cooperation is that with the "Organisation for Cooperation with
the Black Sea Countries", which foresees mutual technical assistance for training in the
prevention of money laundering, as well as exchange of experience.
Furthermore, apart from the control of drug trafficking, Greek law enforcement agencies
support cooperation with the relevant agencies in neighbouring countries in fighting several
other forms of transnational crime, such as car thefts, trafficking in stolen cars, alcohol/
contraband, etc. Recently, weekly meetings of the Greek and Albanian police have also
been held, during which there has mainly been an exchange of information on problems and
issues concerning organised crime although cases have also been solved on the spot.
According to officials, in order to confront organised crime the Greek police try to cooperate
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as closely as they can with countries with which they have signed bilateral agreements
mainly for the prevention of money laundering and drug trafficking, such as with the USA,
Italy, Tunisia, Bulgaria, Romania, Albania, Hungary, Russia, Poland, Cyprus, Slovenia,
Croatia, China, Israel, Latvia and Armenia2 6
The customs services cooperate with neighbouring countries on the basis of bilateral
agreements, while some separate forms of cooperation at a regional level are also carried
out. The same applies to the SDOE and coastguard. So, there is a form of cooperation and
exchange of experience with other neighbouring Balkan countries, however, not at a central
level and only in an ad hoc way.
Since Greece, as already mentioned, does not have common borders with other EU
countries, the most important forms of cooperation between its law enforcement agencies
and services specialised in the fight against organised crime and the other EU Member
States are horizontal, consisting of meetings, exchanges of personnel, experience and
information, as well as ad hoc cooperation. This is also the case with the working structures
of Europol and INTERPOL. Information exchange is carried out through SIS, and through
the Information Systems of Europol and INTERPOL. Bilateral information networks between
Greece and other countries of the EU do not exist.
Although the Mediterranean countries do not have identical bodies, the coastguard has
developed contacts and cooperation with similar corps such as those in Spain, but mainly
with the Guardia di Finanza in Italy. In general, it cooperates mostly with the customs
services and the police of foreign countries and of EU Member States (i.e. inspection of the
cargoes of ships sailing in Greek waters for stolen cars, drug trafficking, etc., in association
with the inspection of freight trains and air transport).
The necessity for operational programmes in the Mediterranean Sea and for the
strengthening of the role of the Hellenic Coastguard needs to be pointed out, since
organised criminal activities (e.g. drug-trafficking) have much more possibilities for
development at sea than by air or overland.
The customs services cooperate with the customs services of the EU member countries
and with third countries when there is a bipartite agreement. They have signed the Napoli H
Agreement, regulating the mutual assistance between the customs authorities of EU Member
States, as well as other special forms of cooperation, such as, "hot pursuit" and "continuous
surveillance"." They are also connected with CIS SCENT, and information systems of the
customs services of the EU Member States for contraband and fraud. Responsibility for the
management of the system on the part of Greece goes to the 33" Directorate for Customs
Controls. The customs services also participate in MARINFO, a programme of the European
Union for the Mediterranean countries concerning cargo inspections for drugs and goods
contraband (alcohol, cigarettes, etc.).
The customs services along with the coastguard, have appointed representatives to the
Sirene Bureau, and participate in the Schengen work group for drug trafficking, as well as
in the common operations which have been organised in the context of the agreement.
The customs services have activated special investigation teams for the fight against
organised crime. In addition, they participate in all operations of the European Union for
the control of trans-national crime and the strengthening of cross-border controls. Such is
the case with common operations of the Member States for overland transport controls, as
well as sea and air, whether regular (four per year) or extraordinary. The majority of bilateral
agreements of customs services also include the SDOE, which as a new body has not had
time to get in touch with other respective EU bodies.
The SDOE, for its part, participates in European Union operations, as well as in the
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context of Europol and the Schengen Agreements; it participates also in the Napoli II
Agreement (see above). In its annual report, it states that there are plans to staff the Bureau
of Mutual Administrative Assistance, the link between Member States of the EU, international
organisations and third countries with the Central Service of SDOE and the regional divisions
of the office, in order to assist better cooperation. 28 The SDOE participates in the Money
Laundering Committee and in the SODN (Anti-Drug Coordination Unit), so cooperation
with the financial units of other EU countries is achieved in this way, if not directly. As
regards Europol, Schengen and INTERPOL issues, it cooperates with the Directorate of
International Police Cooperation (the DDAS) and the customs services, as well as with the
help of its liaison officers appointed to the bodies of the EU
The SODN cooperates with other countries in "controlled deliveries" examining the
legitimacy of their requests and coordinating their operations in the Greek territory.
The Greek police have not yet established any special contacts with OLAF, although
the customs services and the SDOE do cooperate with them. Furthermore, the customs
services have appointed a liaison officer to the headquarters of Europol in The Hague.
The Money Laundering Committee is in touch with and also exchanges information
and cooperates with respective foreign institutions (Article 7 par. 1, P.D. 401/1996, Article
7 par. 9, Law 2331/1995). It is also planned that the committee will be able to authorise its
members to participate in meetings with other foreign institutions for issues concerning its
brief, in order to further improve its cooperation with other countries.

5. EU and International Contact Points
A new Coordination Body, foreseen by Recommendation 1 of the Action Plan for the
Fight Against Organised Crime, has not yet been created, however this role is fulfilled by
two services: the Public Security Directorate (hereinafter referred to as DDA) and the State
Security Directorate (hereinafter referred to as INCA) of the Ministry of Public Order. The
two Directorates are under the same "Branch of Security and Order Police", supervised by
the second Deputy-Chief of the Greek police. However, it seems that the Directorate of
Public Security has official supremacy in the fight against organised crime since it deals
with the majority of crimes, except those against the constitution (i.e. terrorism) and those
involving the inter-state and international relations (i.e. illegal immigration), for which the
Directorate of State Security is responsible. As organised crime has various forms, no new
coordination body has been created, because it is better investigated and fought either by
the DDA or the DKA respectively. However, disagreement between the two directorates on
the respective authority may exist.
In summary, as stated, coordination to confront organised crime has been undertaken at
a central level by the two directorates of the Ministry of Public Order, which have under
their guidance and control all the police directorates of the country and the operational
squads belonging to them (order departments, security departments, the Department for the
Control of Drug Trafficking, special units, mixed departments).
The coordination and the exchange of information about organised crime, and other
issues, at an international level are in the hands of the DDAS. The DDAS is charged with the
role of central contact point, since a new service with that function has not been created.
Besides, it is operating as a national centre that provides information to foreign law
enforcement agencies on national legislation, jurisdiction and procedures (as foreseen by
Recommendation 19).
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The DDAS has existed since 1984 and includes three departments: the Department of
International Relations which is the NCB INTERPOL, the Department of European Union
and the Sirene Bureau, but it has no special contact with OLAF.
The Department of the European Union (Article 25 P.D. 582/1984) deals with the EU
on issues of justice and home affairs, such as illegal immigration, asylum, etc. Moreover,. it
prepares the participation of the Minister of Public Order in the Council of Ministers of
Justice and Home Affairs, provides the information requested by the EU Member States
concerning national legislation, and coordinates the participation of law enforcement agencies
in EU programmes (i.e. ODYSSEUS, SHERLOCK, OISIN, FALCONE, etc.).
Greece ratified the Europol Convention with Law 2605/1998. DDAS emphasised that a
national Europol Unit dealing with law enforcement will soon be created. As implied by the
officials, the delay is probably due to a disagreement as to which law enforcement agency
will assume the authority for the national Europol Unit. The coastguard has also raised the
question of equal transmission of information to all participating services and bodies.
The Sirene Bureau has been operating since December 1997 and is supervised by the
Head of the DDAS. The Bureau is staffed by 25 officers, the majority of whom are policemen,
as well as with customs civil servants and coastguard officers.
The NCB INTERPOL has been operating since 1953, and is staffed by 50 police officers.
Due to a lack of personnel, the coastguard is neither represented in the NCB INTERPOL
nor in the Department of the European Union of the DDAS. However, it is in direct contact
with them through the requests to other countries.
It must also be taken into account that the DDAS offers other types of service apart
from being the national contact point for cooperation with foreign law enforcement agencies,
as it relates to the social function of the police such as in the search for the missing persons.
The DDAS is also the contact point for foreign law enforcement agencies with the
coordination body and vice versa When foreign law enforcement agencies have a request,
they address it to the DDAS who then transmits it to the relevant Directorate (i.e. when it
concerns illegal immigration, to the State Security Directorate, when it refers to stolen cars,
to the Public Security Directorate, and when it refers to drugs, to the SODN). These
directorates then coordinate the activities by transmitting the request to the operational
agencies.
Cooperation between the national contact point, i.e. the DDAS, and the other two
Directorates of Public and State Security is close, since all are under the same security and
order branch of the police, and their relationship is horizontal (Article 14 and 23 P.D. 582/
1984). The DDAS coordinates the exchange of information and its transmission to the central
service in charge.
The Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit (SODN) operates as the national contact
point with Europol for cases concerning drugs.

6. Information exchange with other bodies
The National Intelligence Service is also involved in the control of organised crime but it
mainly focuses on terrorism and cases concerning the relations between Greece and other
countries. It is an independent civil service, the Governor of which is directly answerable to
the Minister of Interior, Public Administration and Decentralisation. The service is responsible
for collection and processing information concerning state security, and coordinating all
the information services of the state. So it depends on the information and the evaluation of
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its significance as to whether it is shared with the police, which is the main body for
communication with NIS. However, in general, it cooperates with the Greek police,
transmitting information concerning crimes which come to its attention during the exercise
of its duties to the Directorate of Public or State Security respectively.
With specific regard to organised crime, there are no formal or informal arrangements
for the exchange of information between public police bodies and private sector security
providers. The only thing that should be mentioned is that, just two years ago, the law
defined the presuppositions for the permission of operations of such companies and their
obligations (2518/1997). The supervision and control of these companies belong to the
competent law enforcement agencies (local cooperation). The owners of the security
companies are obliged to comply with the instructions of the police and to assist, if they are
asked, in cases.
The customs authorities do not have any cooperation arrangements with security
companies. However, it is relevant to point out that the customs services have signed a
"Memorandum of Understanding" with some commercial associations to exchange
information and prevent illicit drug trafficking, such as with the International Marine Council
of the Baltic Sea countries and with the Association of Chemical Industries of Greece
(BIMCO). The coastguard too has signed the Memorandum with BIMCO; however, this is
not the case with the SDOE.
No kind of agreement exists with multinational companies who operate in "trouble
spots" and make use of "risks assessors" and "security consultants" in order to better protect
their assets and personnel. However, it is worth mentioning the case of protection and
insurance clubs (P & I Clubs). These are organisations which insure ships' cargoes when
they have to make a hazardous voyage such as in hostile or dangerous regions (i.e. Persian
Golf, Colombia, etc.) and when their cargoes are at risk of either being stolen, destroyed or
being used for drugs or gun-trafficking. The P & I Clubs sometimes permit the coastguard
access to the Lloyds' list they maintain, which contains the identification of the ships, their
activities, ownership, etc.
There are also no relevant arrangements with Internet providers. However, the
interviewed officers from the coastguard and the SDOE have emphasised the need for such
cooperation.

7. Supervision and Control of Law Enforcement Agencies
Police organisation is accountable to a dual system of control: internal and external. Internal
control is carried out by the Chief of the Police and the two Vice-Commanders in the form
of inspections. The inspections have to verify the legitimacy of the activities and operations
of the agencies, the state of the relations between the heads of the services and personnel, as
well as their degree of readiness and effectiveness. The inspections are performed by highranking police officers."
External control is exercised by the parliament (through questions, reports, etc.), which
is generally responsible for the control of the supervisory activities and authorisations given
by the ministers, and by the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee. From time to time the Greek
parliament has been occupied by the police financing criminal informers — an activity for
which the parliament had no access to information nor any control over — and with the
activities of the National Intelligence Service, but on most occasions the issues have been
quickly by-passed.3°
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The competent Minister of each law enforcement authority exerts political control,
while the Chief of the Corps exerts a regular/permanent control. In any event, the Minister
of Justice has the right to order prosecutions in respect to any particular offence (Article 30
par. 1 CPP).
Furthermore, as regards the privacy of communications and the danger of law
enforcement agencies violating this, as well as by private companies and third parties, it
must be taken into account that with Law 2225/1994 the National Board for the Protection
of Communication Privacy was created. The board is composed of representatives of the
parliamentary parties, the Vice-President of the Parliament as head of the committee and a
qualified scientist (Article 1 par. 3, Law 2225/1994).
It grants permission for the lifting of secrecy (Article 19 of the Greek Constitution) for
reasons of national security (Article 3 par. 1, Law 2225/1994) and for the investigation of
certain felonies (Article 4) after gaining permission from either the public prosecutor or
from the Judicial Committee of First or Second Instance, depending on the severity of the
crime (Article 4 par. 5,6, Law 2225/1994).
According to its recent report (1998), although the legal framework for the protection
of privacy in communications is sufficient, this is not the case for technical measures. The
system needs permanent technical assistance and to be constantly updated in respect of
technological developments, while the legislators must always be aware of the risks."
The second form of control is judicial control, since the investigation of criminal cases
by the police is carried out under judicial supervision and the administrative directorship of
the Public Prosecution Service (Article 9, Law 1756/1988). In general, the activities of the
police are under the control of the judicial authorities as regulated by the Constitution (Article
95) and Greek Law.
If disciplinary offences committed by policemen are associated with their judicial duties,
the public prosecutor is responsible for starting prosecution. However, according to our
information this has rarely been used. The relationship between the judicial and police
authorities is regulated by Article 9 of Law 1756/1988, which states that the agencies which
have general (police and coastguard) or special investigation duties (the Money Laundering
Committee, customs services and the SDOE) are obliged, immediately and in a forthright
manner, to carry out the instructions of the judicial authority, to provide assistance to it and
to facilitate the enforcement of its public office. The Prosecutors, however, regard the general
supervision of the police from their side as insufficient, because of the pressure of work (cf.
Article 9 Law 1756/1988).
The General Secretaries of the district exercise a form of external control too. They are
high-ranking governmental officials coordinating state policies in the 13 administrative
districts of Greece. The other control body is the Prefecture-Police Committee, which operates
in the 53 prefectures of the country. It consists of a judge, serving in the prefecture,
representatives of the local authorities and the Police Director of the Prefecture." The
committee decides on the measures which have to be enforced in urgent cases (i.e. fires and
earthquakes).
Despite Public Order Ministry statements in its 1997 Annual Report on Organised Crime
that there was no probative evidence of corruption and bribery of governmental civil servants
at central or local levels, nor of any undermining of the activities of businessmen," in 1999,
the Ministry set up a Service of Internal Affairs to combat corruption in the police along US
lines (Law 2713/1999). 3' It must be pointed out that although Greek penal law contains
anti-corruption provisions, the creation of a new law befitting its symbolic function is
preferred in order to stress its importance and the will of the police authorities to fight the
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problem."
The Service of Internal Affairs is under the direct authority of the Chief of Greek police.
It investigates and prosecutes crimes committed by policemen, referred to particularly in
Law 2713/1999 (Article 1 par. 2). The service is staffed by police officers distinguished for
their integrity, effectiveness and dedication. Article 10 of the law provides the Minister of
Public Order with the right to demand, from the Minister of Justice, what information is
held by the competent public prosecutor as regards any sworn data from a special
administrative inquiry for the relevant offences.
Apart from the creation of the Bureau of Internal Affairs (Law 2713/1999), the policemen
are obliged to submit, in addition to the usual annual income declaration, an extra declaration
to the Chief Public Prosecutor (Article 7 par. 1, Law 2622/1998) just as the members of the
parliament do. Furthermore, according to the "Disciplinary Law of Police Personnel" (P.D.
22/1996), penal offences relating to the fulfilment of the duties of the policemen result in
their dismissal from the agency (Article 9 par. 1 sections f and g).
The National Ombudsman (Article 1-5, Law 2477/1997) has competence, for the
investigation of administrative oversights or operations of public services violating the rights
or infringing upon the legal interests of persons or institutions, policemen included. However,
he does not deal with cases concerning state security, national defence or pending lawsuits.
The ombudsman investigates the submitted petition, composes a report, informs the
competent minister and services relevant to the case, and mediates a solution to the problem.
If it is found from investigations that the public servant violated the law, the ombudsman
submits the report to the competent authority, requesting the disciplinary prosecution of the
servant or he can resort to other measures if the public servant cannot be subjected to
disciplinary control (Article 4 par. 9, Law 2477/1997). However, if sufficient evidence turns
up, then he transmits the report to the competent public prosecutor (Article 4 par. 10). 36
The body has been operating since 1 October 1998. According to its first Annual Report,
the cases which concerned the police are mainly violations of personal freedom (i.e. lengthy
investigations by the Security Directorate of Police into the "morals and character" of a
foreigner when processing applications for Greek citizenship and an identity card). 37 However,
as already emphasised, the ombudsman as well as the Inspectors-Controllers Body for Public
Administration — both instituted by the same Law (Article 6-10) — whose objective is to
improve the effectiveness of public administration and the quality of services provided by it
(i.e. state insurance organisations, hospitals, police stations, etc.)," do not examine cases
relating to foreign policy, national defence or state security.
The Service of Internal Affairs, the declaration of additional income, the new regulation
of the Disciplinary Law of Police Personnel, as well as the Ombudsman, are new forms of
control with both an internal and an external character.
The coastguard is similarly supervised by the Marine Chief and the two ViceCommanders. Coastguard officers are not judged for disciplinary and criminal offences
associated with their duties by the usual penal courts as are policemen, but by Naval Courts.
The role of the public prosecutor remains the same, specified by the Code of Penal Procedure,
the Special Penal Laws and the Code for the Organisation of Courts (Law 1756/1988).
The customs services are supervised, in issues concerning their official duties and
infractions, by the adequate official or disciplinary council. Complaints or suspicions of
corruption are investigated by Economic Inspectors. According to their findings, the suspect
may be referred to the disciplinary council.
The same applies to the servants of the SDOE; they are supervised by the official or
disciplinary council coming from either the customs service or the Taxation Office (Article
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4 par. 11, Law 2343/1995) and by the Economic Inspectors. The Economic Inspection Service
has similar competences to the Service of Internal Affairs of the Police (Article 2, Law
2343/1995).
All officials responsible for the investigation of crimes (policemen, coastguard officers,
the Money Laundering Committee, customs services officials and the SDOE officials) are
obliged to refer to the public prosecutor all information they receive on a criminal offence
without delay, otherwise they are disciplined.
For the fight against organised crime, Greece has introduced pro-active methods. Several
legal provisions concern authorisation procedures for national law enforcement agencies in
the use of such methods. According to Article 38 of Law 2145/1993, as amended by Article
15 par. 1 of Law 2331/1995, the "controlled delivery" of drugs is permitted, on information
from the competent public prosecutor. In this case, although the public prosecutor is obliged
by Greek Law to bring a charge, as well as in any other case which constitutes a criminal
offence, he refrains so that the offenders can be arrested (Article 43 par. 1, 47 CPP, cf.
indicatively Article 44, 45 CPP).
Requests to Greek law enforcement agencies for controlled deliveries must be made to
the SODN or to INTERPOL, which transmits the request to the SODN, so as to examine the
origin and the legitimacy of the demand. A prerequisite is that the applying state ensures the
surveillance of the delivery and the possibility of arrest of the offenders; in addition, the
identification of the foreign police escort is necessary.
According to Article 21 of Law 2161/1993 (amended Article 24 of Law 1729/1987),
the prosecution of a drug-dealer, importer, producer or producer's assistant is suspended
(Article 5 par. 1729/1987) if he has contributed, on his own initiative, to the detection or
dislocation of the criminal drug trafficking group, and he fulfils certain criteria, namely,
that he is not recidivist, a career criminal, or the crime(s) he committed is not associated
with his profession, etc. (see Article 8 par. 1, Law 1729/1987, amended by Article 2 par. 15
b, Law 2479/1997, Article 6 par. 1, Law 1729/1987, amended by Article 11, Law 2161/
1993).
Under-cover activities were at first regulated for policemen, coastguard members,
customs officers, and recently for the SDOE officers who, operating on the orders of their
superiors, would present themselves as interested purchasers of drugs, so that the offenders
could be detected and arrested (Article 25b, Law 1729/1987, added to by Article 22 of Law
2161/1993, and by Article 33 par. 3, Law 2648/1998).
The abovementioned article 25b has been widened with a recent regulation (Article 5,
Law 2713/1999), which allows for the non-prosecution of a policeman, or "other persons",
who, following the order of the Head of the Internal Affairs Service and providing the
public prosecutor concurs, acts as an accomplice to specific crimes (i.e. crimes against
property, against life, concerning drugs, contraband, trafficking in human beings, illicit
trade in antiquities, etc., Article 1 par. 2 sections a and b) for the detection and dislocation of
the engaged criminal group(s). Especially in relation to drugs, the under-cover operations
of the policeman are not restricted to acting as a purchaser, but also as an accomplice in
these activities or facilitating them. This is also the case for other law enforcement agencies
and third persons as far as drug trafficking is concerned. However, for third persons, the
cooperation of the public prosecutor must be obtained (Article 25b, Law 1729/1987, added
to by Article 22 of Law 2161/1993, and by Article 33, par. 3, Law 2648/1998).
The necessary protection is offered to policemen who operate under these orders. The
same applies to "other persons" who have been ordered to carry out such duties, however,
only if this order is requested by the public prosecutor. The law does not give more details
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on protection (Article 5 par. 5, Law 2713/1999).
Police or customs officers presenting themselves as an interested purchaser has been
used — although rarely — for many years in cases of the illicit trade in antiquities (Law 2674/
1921,5351/1932, 1103/1980, see also European Regulations 752/1993, 2469/1996, 3911/
1999). Moreover, while witness-protection measures are not unknown, they have been made
informally in a few cases, with the agreement of the public prosecutor and under the
responsibility of the police officer with competence for the person who facilitated the
dislocation of an organised criminal network or the detection and arrest of an offender.
In general, the Code of Penal Procedure gives the law enforcement agencies the authority
to use the most appropriate method for the processing of the crime during its investigation,
on the approval of the public prosecutor. However, probative evidence which has been
obtained illegally is not taken into consideration in the prosecution, sentencing or enforcement
of coercive measures, except of a felony punishable by a life sentence. The admissibility of
illegally obtained evidence is decided upon only by the competent court in the case of such
a felony (Article 177 par. 2 CPP).
Moreover, according to Article 6 par. 1 and 2 of Law 2713/1999, the privacy of every
kind of communication, as well as of bank and other monetary transactions, can be
overridden with the approval of the Judicial Committee of Second Instance, submitted by
the public prosecutor, either on his own initiative or at the request of the Head of the Service
of Internal Affairs. This article extends the lifting of privacy provided for in Law 2225/
1994, as far as monetary transactions are concerned. Besides, unlike the previous regulation,
the Judicial Committee of Second Instance is responsible for approving this action and not
the Judicial Committee of First Instance. In the same way, the impounding of a suspect's
property can be ordered (Article 6 par. 3).
With Article 6 par. 4, the use of electronic surveillance and the material gained through
such activities as probative evidence is permissible in court and by any other public authority.
Although physical surveillance is not regulated, it is obvious that it can be used legally
since electronic methods have been institutionalised.
In the past, there was a legal prohibition on all forms of surveillance, including physical
surveillance, even in the period of the dictatorship. Now the public prosecutor can, on his
own accord or on the request of the Head of the Service of Internal Affairs, ask permission
of the Judicial Committee of Second Instance for the electronic surveillance of a suspect. In
"extremely urgent" cases, he himself can order the surveillance (Article 6 par. 4, Law 2713/
1999).
As concerns informers, it is worth mentioning that the only service with the legal
provision to use informers is the customs services for contraband and drug trafficking, by
old Ministerial Decrees (Y.A.614/25-1-1968 and Y.A.2070/24-4-1985). However, the
regulation of their use is very complicated, firstly, because the submission of the supplied
information to the court cannot be anonymous, so the informer can be called to testify.
Secondly, because the granting of a reward must be approved by the Minister of Finance
after the operation, and, what is more, it is very low. To avoid these complications, the
customs services ask the public prosecutor to give them the order to investigate information
and evidence from an "anonymous source". In any event, informers are used occasionally
in controlled deliveries, and after being screened for reliability. The coastguard makes use
of the same decrees for informers as well. What must also be taken into consideration is
that, according to the Greek Code of Penal Procedure (Article 224 par. 1) the witness must
reveal the source of her/his information, otherwise her/his testimony is not taken into account.
Other special techniques used by the Hellenic Coastguard in its operations are controlled
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deliveries, surveillance and officers presenting themselves as purchasers for drugs, after the
approval of the public prosecutor, and in "hot pursuit" of drugs.
As we have been informed, a system of electronic surveillance for controlling contraband
and drug trafficking in cargoes, freight and another forms of transport has been designed in
cooperation with OLAF. It remains to seen who will be entrusted with the management of
the system.
The Greek police were not very forthcoming concerning the use of informers. Reference
to them was made in an old regulation of the gendarmerie.
The SDOE participates in controlled deliveries, as do the other law enforcement agencies,
and makes use of pro-active techniques as they relate to its duties (mainly in the detection of
drug trafficking), on the approval of the public prosecutor (Article 25b, Law 2161/1993,
Article 33 par. 3. Law 2648/1998).
The creation of the Electronic Analysis Section in the Criminological Laboratory of
the Ministry of Public Order can also be mentioned. This is intended for the training of
police in dealing with electronic criminality. Until now, investigations have been carried out
concerning some types of electronic criminality, e.g. child pornography on the Internet as
well as offences related to faxed documents. It has the technical cooperation of other
criminological services and private enterprises in the area, thus improving the skills of its
personnel and meeting the demands of technological development.
In summary, all pro-active methods (controlled deliveries, under-cover activities, lifting
restrictions to ensure the privacy of communication and the use of electronic surveillance)
need the permission of the Judicial Committee of Second Instance or, in "extremely urgent"
cases, that of the competent public prosecutor, otherwise probative evidence which has
been obtained illegally is not taken into consideration in the prosecution or sentencing.
As far as the supervision of the services foreseen by the EU instruments is concerned,
this is firstly, official, secondly, in relation to the exchange and the security of information,
and thirdly, judicial.
a) Sirene, NCB INTERPOL, (and in the future, the National Europol Unit) are supervised
by the Head of the Directorate of International Police Cooperation (the DDAS), by the
Head of the Branch (of Security and Order Police) and by the Chief of the police. The
remaining instruments, operational groups and services are supervised by the Head of
the Department to which they belong.
b) As regards the exchange and security of information, especially that used by the Sirene
Bureau and the SIS, supervision is exercised by the National Data Protection Supervisory
Board (Law 2472/1997, see 5.1.).
The National Data Protection Supervisory Board was established in 1997 with Law
2472 (Article 15,16). It is the competent body for providing permission to the DDAS to
use and exchange information concerning personal data with the law enforcement
agencies of other states or for reasons associated with the exercise of public authority
(Article 5 par. 2b). It is also competent to give permission, as already mentioned, to any
public service or private enterprise for the creation of electronic bases with personal
data. The granted permission is restricted to the processing of personal data. "Sensitive
data" can only be made accessible for reasons of national security and criminal justice
policy (Article 7 par. 2e). The permission is personal, for reasons of responsibility, and
for a specific time-period. The applying service defines the goal for the creation of the
database or for the processing of information, as well as the kind of personal data that
will be processed, the final recipients of the information, the basic characteristics of the
system used, the eventual destinations, as well as the reasons for transmission of the
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information to third countries (Article 6 par. 2)"
The authorised person faces disciplinary sanctions if he violates its terms as well as
penal prosecution for operating a database without the permission of the Board, for
linking files illegally (file-linking), for illegal intervention, for altering, removing,
destroying personal data, or making them available to unauthorised persons. He is also
responsible for monetary compensation in the case of causing damage to property
(Article 23)40
For the special services of the other law enforcement agencies (coastguard, SDOE and
customs services) the general rules already mentioned apply. Especially concerning
the Unit of Submarine Missions and the special squads of the Hellenic Coastguard,
supervision is exercised by the Department of Special Units of the Directorate of
Operational Means and special units.
c) Furthermore, although these special units and services do not have corresponding
structures because of their different needs, all their judicial duties are supervised by
public prosecutors, especially in cases of international cooperation (i.e. Article 436
CPP concerning extradition). Moreover, in the Sirene Bureau, a public prosecutor is
always available. The NCB INTERPOL is a "pure" police agency. In the Sirene Bureau,
customs officers, coastguard members, as well as policemen participate, and eventually,
officers of the SDOE will do so also. The operations and competencies of the bureaux
sometimes coincide (such as in the case of the arrest and extradition of an offender).
What is more, this is why they are under the same Directorate of International Police
Cooperation.
8. The rationale, the acceptance, and the effectiveness of the reforms
Not all crucial organisational reforms have been realised. However, for those that have been
carried out the main reasons are, in my opinion, the influence of the European Union and
the international commitments of the country. It is also worth mentioning that wherever this
influence has been significant and cooperation close, such as with FATF, — although this is
an international organisation — and the creation of the Money Laundering Committee, the
reform is carried out and not avoided through the use of half-measures. However, the pressure
of the facts at the time the measures were adopted cannot be underestimated. Such is the
case with the illegal acquisition of Greek citizenship by people from the ex-Soviet Union,
which resulted in the creation of a special group. Members of criminal organisations operating
in Russia and other republics took advantage of the opening of the borders. They presented
false documents at the Greek Consulate and managed to obtain identity cards and ordinary
passports, so as to facilitate the extension of their illegal activities to Greece. It is relevant
that the creation of the Border Guards Corps was due to the massive inflow of illegal
immigrants mainly from Albania. According to the registered number of expulsions, between
1990 and 1996, 1,147,048 Albanians crossed the Greek borders, which corresponds to an
average of 191,175 per year, or 523 each day.
The officers interviewed reported that the majority of the reforms would be carried out
even without urging from the European Union, since they are regarded as necessary for an
improvement in the effectiveness of the police. The Recommendations of the Action Plan
are considered very useful concerning the coordination of European countries in the fight
against organised crime, as well as the creation of specialised services and units.
Moreover, the spread of organised crime has motivated law enforcement agencies to
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realise the necessity for cooperation for the better prevention of organised crime, by
exchanging information, experience and knowledge, as well as common operations. This
implies that Greece's obligations to the EU have made it more aware of the problem of
transnational organised crime and pressed it to take measures.
According to our information, it seems that there were no objections or reservations
concerning the main aim of the reforms, except the creation of a coordination body. The
case for the central contact point is rather different because of the unique existence of the
Directorate of International Police Cooperation. On the contrary, the necessity for the reorganisation, modernisation and coordination of law enforcement agencies to confront
organised crime in a timely way was recognised. It is interesting that, at least until now,
with very few exceptions, the measures, especially those which are pro-active, have rarely
been criticised.'
Concerning the creation of specific new services to combat organised crime, and
especially in finance, reservations have been expressed over their real need, and their high
cost, since their objectives were covered by other already existing services or units.
Since there are no evaluations of the reforms, their effectiveness can not be easily
calculated. However, it seems that there are some positive results. It has also been pointed
out that the technical improvements in the organisation and equipment of the agencies (i.e.
the creation of qualified databanks) may increase the possibilities in locating offenders, but
it would be very difficult to affect the commitment of crimes (i.e. passport-thefts).
Because of Greece's geographical position, the best climate for reforms would be close
cooperation with the other EU Member States and for Greece to be entrusted with duties, in
addition to close monitoring, evaluation and being responsible for deadlines for different
tasks.
It is interesting and useful for the future "treatment" of Greece in the fight against
transnational organised crime to consider that some agencies, like the customs officers,
regard their "prestige" as having been upgraded, because they operate as officers of the
European Union.
So, we can conclude that international and European cooperation crucially influences
Greek law enforcement agencies primarily at a legal and procedural level, and secondly at
an organisational one and then, much less, at an epistemological level. Moreover, the influence
of the European Union concerns training and expertise. It also includes financial support for
the country in improving its technical equipment especially for the control of borders.
In the future, the most significant development for Greece will be, in my opinion, the
convergence of procedures and legislation in specific criminal matters (i.e. drugs). So, it is
expected that police cooperation will be improved, while judicial cooperation will be
promoted, since it is far behind the former. The European judicial network would be also
helpful for the police, since the procedures would be simplified (i.e. extradition). However,
because Greece is especially slow in implementing new legislation, the creation of a control
mechanism and a time-schedule for the enforcement of decisions would be helpful.
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NOTES
* This information has been updated since the completion of this work in January 2000 to include
information up to February 2000.
1. Vasilakopoulos, P: "Money Laundering (critical remarks to Law 2331/1995)", in:
Penal Annals,
46 (1996): 1361-1373, Giannopoulos, T: "Money Laundering (Article 394 PC)", in: Penal
Annals 43 (1993): 1238-1249.
2. See, Ktenadis, N.E.: The Greek Gendarmerie. Historical Pages, 2d ed., Athens 1960, Antoniou,
K.E.: History of Greek Royal Gendarmerie, vol. 4., Athens 1965-1967.
3. See, Zianikas, C.: Police Today, Estia: Athens 1990, Zianikas, Ch: The Invisible Side of the
Police, Gnosi: Athens 1992, ibid. Police System, A. N. Sakkoulas: Athens, Komotini 1995, see
also, Lambropoulou, E.: Crime Control, Papazissis: Athens 1994, pp. 203-221.
4. MPO, Studies Directorate 15 October 1999, Doc. 1016/36/23-a', p. 2.
5. See Organogram la and 1 b, Annex (4).
6. See Organogram la (Annex, 4).
7. See Organogram 2 (Annex, 4).
8. See the enclosed Organogram 3 (Annex, 4).
9. Law 2343/1995, P.D. 218/1996, P.D. 154/1997. See Organogram 4 (Annex, 4).
10. Article 27 par. 1, Article 43 CPP, Article 20, Law 663/1977.
11. Crime punishable by a 5 to 20-year prison sentence or by a life sentence (Article 52 Penal
Code).
12. Crime punishable by a 10-day to 5-year prison sentence (Article 53 Penal Code).
13. ENFOPOL documents 35, rev. II and 161 rev. I.
14. It must be taken into account that some International Contact Points, such as the Money
Laundering Committee, also operate as national units, or as national units which have a
coordinating role at national level and an operational one at local level, so there are both, national
and local "units". In this respect, it is not easy to make a clear distinction between international/
national and national/local services.
15. See also, Presidential Decree [hereinafter referred to as: P.D.] 139/1989, P.D. 126/1990.
16. Article 7, Law 2331/1995.
17. Law 2343/1995, P.D. 218/1996, P.D. 154/1997.
18. It is interesting that, according to the Report of the Ministry of Public Order for 1995,1996 and
1997 (MPO, Annual Report on Organised Crime, Athens, 10 September 1997, P. 2), organised
criminal groups in Greece do not yet play an important role in general criminality. Criminal
activities are undertaken mostly by persons who work independently, and are not organised.
The existing criminal groups in Greece do not meet the criteria of the record of ENFOPOL 161
(Annex A), namely they do not have the structure, cohesion and organisation which would allow
their activities to continue after the arrest of some of their members, and mainly of their leaders.
However, the report of the MPO for the following year, 1998, gives a very extended account of
"organised crime groups". It specifies that the groups are relatively small (2-10 persons), structured
on a personal basis, with an ambiguous hierarchy, pursuing economic profits, while the
constitution of the groups in terms of nationality varies. The use of violence or the exercise of
influence (power) to achieve their goals is very rare (MPO, Annual Report on Organised Crime,
Athens, May 1999, p. 3, 39).
The difference in the presentation and evaluation of the Ministry from one year to another is
remarkable. It seems that many forms of serious crime are categorised as organised criminality.
This is why we have considerable reservations over the validity of evaluating. This typifies also
the general problem of defining "organised crime". Namely, while in the Report of 1997 it
seems that the degree of organised crime in the country was under-estimated, since it was
emphasised that criminal activities are not organised, in the Report of 1998, the matter is oversimplified by presenting many group activities as organised. This has happened perhaps because
of the pressure for the report to fulfil the requirements of the ENFOPOL document 35, 2'
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revision, on which its compilation is based. What is difficult to understand is that the conclusions
of the latter report are almost the same as those of the previous, and are inconsistent with the
present situation, since the report states that the organised criminal groups in most cases they
give up their operations after the arrest of their members (MPO, 1999, op. cit., p. 3), implying
that they do not have stable structures. However, the main characteristic of contemporary organised
criminal activities is the duration, irrespective of the arrest of some of their members or even
their leaders.
Ministry of Public Order; Annual Report on organised crime, May 1999, p. 3.
MPO, Directorate of Public Security (DDA) 30.1.1998, Doc. 4915/35/2-a, p. 6.
MPO, DDA 1998, op.cit , p. 5.
See the enclosed Organogram 4 in the Annex (4).
MPO, DDA 1998, op.cit.
See Organogram lb (Annex, 4).
Article 80, RD. 582/1984, M.D. 7001/2/225.1987.
MPO, DDA 1998, Doc. 4915/35/2-a, op.cit., p. 7.
In October 1999, the operational groups of customs services participated in a common operation
with the name "PURPLE", controlling the container-trucks for narcotics precursors.
Annual Report of SDOE 1998, p. 20.
MPO, Studies Directorate 1999, Doc. 1016/36/23-a', p. 15.
The mass media has lately alluded to the allocations in the state budget for 2000 for "informers"
(not specifying whether for crime or for the National Intelligence Service) which have risen to
7 billion drachmas (nearly US$ 22m).
Annual Report 1998, p. 22 .
MPO, DDA 1999, p. 19, without special Protocol No., referring to questions of Council of
European Union (6602.15/10/A5I81, 21 April 1999, 6600/20/AS1450, 30 December 1998) to
the MPO.
MPO, Annual Report on Organised Crime, Athens 1997, p. 3.
Cf. State Department, Drug Report, 1997, p. 2.
The attempt of the new service to legitimise its existence is apparent from its "successes" in
clearing about four cases of corruption in the (roughly) first two months of its operation, which
were made known by the mass media (November, December 1999).
The national Ombudsman is an independent administrative service, not responsible to any
governmental body or administrative authority. It is staffed by 80 public officials and qualified
scientists. The head of the body is appointed by the Cabinet after the approval of the Transparency
Committee of the Parliament, while the four assistants of the Ombudsman are appointed by the
Minister of the Interior. The remaining members of the body are assigned after an examination.
The term of the Ombudsman and his/her assistants is five years, and not renewable, though for
the others it is renewable.
See Annual Report 1998, p. 31.
SEEDD, Annual Report 1998, National Printing Office, Athens, March 1999, p. 11.
The transmission of information concerning personal data for the EU countries is permitted by
Article 9 par. la of Law 2472/1997.
The national data protection supervisory board consists of seven members with their deputies;
the President of the board is a high-ranking judge. Four members have a four-year term of
office, while the remaining three have a three-year term. Their term can be renewed only once.
The members of the board are bound by confidentiality. In case of the violation of their duties,
they are subject to disciplinary sanctions, while making known data accessible to them because
of their office invites penal prosecution (Article 18, Law 2472/1997).
See generally, Dimopoulos, P.: "Cross-border crime prevention and cooperation of EU Member
States in the context of mutual legal aid", in: Poinica Chronika 48(1998): 313, Livos, N.: "Penal
protection of linking data", in: Poinica Chronika 47(1997): 737-759, Lynderis, Ch.: "The lifting
of communication privacy as a means of crime policy", in: Poinica Chronika 45 (1995): 119127.
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Appendix
1. ABBREVIATIONS/GLOSSARY
Authorised Committee is the committee responsible for the collection, evaluation and investigation
of irregular transactions and money laundering. It is an independent service. It evaluates and
investigates all the relevant information on money laundering received by the Greek law
enforcement agencies from foreign services, to which it also supplies every possible assistance
(Article 7, Law 2331/1995).
CPP, Code of Penal Procedure
33rd Directorate of Customs Control, which is responsible for operations against organised crime
in the area of customs, also operates as a receiver of information from all the customs services
nationally and from abroad. Its role consists mainly in the management and collection of
information on contraband and tax evasion. The sender of information to the customs service
concerning drugs is the SODN. Information is also exchanged with many services, such as the
SDOE, NCB, INTERPOL, etc. Contact and cooperation with OLAF occurs mainly through this
Directorate for Customs Controls.
DDA, Public Security Directorate. The Directorate of the MPO, which deals with the majority of
crimes, and has official supremacy in the fight against organised crime. It comes under the
Branch of Security and Order Police. Along with the DKA, the State Security Directorate, it
makes up the coordination body.
DDAS, Directorate of International Police Cooperation. The Directorate of the MPO is charged
with cooperating with the police services of EU Member States, as well as with other countries.
It includes the Department of International Relations which is the NCB INTERPOL, the
Department of European Union and the Sirene Bureau. It has the role of the "alternative" contact
point and comes under the Branch of Security and Order Police.
DKA, State Security Directorate. The Directorate in the MPO which is responsible mainly for
crimes against the constitution and the inter-state and international relations. It comes under the
Branch of Security and Order Police. Along with the DDA Public Security Directorate consist
the Coordination Body.
Drugs Control Department is the Service of the coastguard which comes under the Security
Directorate and has a coordinating as well as an operational role not only for drug trafficking
control, but also other forms of organised crime, such as the illegal trafficking of human beings,
illicit arms trafficking, contraband. The department can be regarded as an intelligence service of
the Coastguard Corps for collecting and analysing information on organised crime.
Law 2225/1994. The law which established the National Board for the Protection of Communication
Privacy, the body responsible for the Protection of Communication Privacy. It grants the lifting
of secrecy for reasons of national security and for the investigation of certain felonies, after
gaining the permission either of the public prosecutor or of the Judicial Committee of first
instance or of second instance, depending on the severity of crime.
Law 2331/1995. The Law for the Prevention of Money Laundering.
Law 2472/1997. It is the Law by which the National Data Protection Supervisory Board (Article 15)
was instituted. It is the competent body for providing permission to the DDAS to use and exchange
information concerning personal data with the law enforcement agencies of other states or for
reasons associated with the exercise of public authority. It is also competent to give permission
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to any public service or private enterprise for the creation of electronic bases with personal data.
Law 2477/1997. The law which established the National Ombudsman (Article 1-5).
Law 2713/1999. The law which created the Service of Internal Affairs of the Police and instituted
special investigative techniques (pro-active methods).
M.D., Ministerial Decree
MPO, Ministry of Public Order
PC, Penal Code
RD., Presidential Decree
SDOE, the Financial and Economics Crime Office. Its task is the prevention and control of economic
crime, namely, tax evasion as related to the production, transportation and trade of goods, as
well as the supply of services, contraband and illegal trafficking in narcotics and psychotropic
substances, arms, explosives and antiquities, illegal activities against national currency and public
property, as well as fraud and any other offences against the economic interest of the Greek
state, the public sector, the national economy and the European Union. The SDOE is an
independently controlled service supervised by the Minister of Finance. In charge of the SDOE
is an executive secretary, directly answerable to the Minister of Finance.
SODN, Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit. An inter-ministerial independent body responsible
for the control of illicit drug trafficking, which operates as a national contact point with Europol
for cases concerning drugs. It is charged with holding the "controlled deliveries" of drugs and
psychotropic substances (Article 20 of Law 1729/1987, RD. 139/1989, 126/1990).
2. LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
I. Ministry of Public Order
Mr Nikos Tassiopoulos, Police Brigadier-General, Director of the International Police Cooperation
Directorate (DDAS).
Mr Vassilios Konstantopoulos, Police Captain, Public Security Directorate (DDA).
Mr Chrisanthos Tsantrisos, Police Lieutenant-Colonel, Head of the Department of Economic Crimes,
Public Security Directorate (DDA).
Mrs Athanassia Founda, Police Captain, Public Security Directorate (DDA).
Mr George Galanis, Lieutenant, Studies Directorate, Branch of Administrative Support.
Mr Kalogiannakis, Police Captain, SODN, Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit.
II. Ministry of Mercantile Marine (Hellenic Coastguard)
Nikos Vereadis, Lieutenant, Head of the Department for the Control of Drug trafficking, Hellenic
Coastguard, Security Directorate.
Emmanouil Zimarianakis, Ensign, Department for the Control of Drug trafficking, Hellenic
Coastguard, Security Directorate.
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ill. Ministry of Finance (Customs Services, SDOE)
Mr Nikos Pennas, Head of the Section for Prosecution and Control of Drug and Arms Trafficking,
33rd Directorate for Customs Controls.
Mrs. Angelica Matsouka, Senior Custom Officer, 33" Directorate for Customs Controls.
Mr Nikos Vasdekas, Senior Custom Officer,33rd Directorate for Customs Controls.
Mr Vangelis Karamanos, Head of the Department for Operational Control Planning and Prosecution
of Drugs and Arms trafficking, Directorate of Planning and Coordination of Audits and
Prosecutions, SDOE.
Mrs. Elisabeth Georgiadou, Head of the Department of Legal Support, Directorate of Administrative
Support, SDOE.
Mr Kyriakos Boundouris, Department of Data Analysis and Documentation, Directorate of Planning
and Coordination of Audits and Prosecutions, SDOE.
W. Public Prosecution Service
Mr John Angelis, Public Prosecutor of Second Instance.
Mr Efstratios Papathanassopoulos, Public Prosecutor of First Instance.
3.1. SPECIAL UNITS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES TO CONTROL ORGANISED
CRIME
1) Greek Police
Before 1990:
• Anti-terrorist Units, Anti-Violent Crime Units, Neutralisation of Explosive Mechanisms Units
(NATIONAL/LOCAL)
• Department for the Prosecution of Economic Crimes (INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL/LOCAL)
• Sub-division for the Control of Drug Trafficking (NATIONAL)
• Six Departments for the Control of Drug Trafficking (LOCAL)
After 1990:
• Assignment of police officers in each police directorate for the collection and processing of
information concerning OC (LOCAL)
• Border Guards Corps (NATIONAL/LOCAL)
• Electronic Analysis Section (Criminological Laboratory) (NATIONAL)
• Operational Group for the Fight against OC, especially the "Russian" OC (NATIONAL)
• "Police Cells" (Intelligent Analysis of OC) (LOCAL)
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2) Coastguard

Before 1990:
• Drugs Control Office (INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)
• Operational Groups (NATIONAL)
• Service of Air Transport: supervision and policing of the Greek waters, (NATIONAL)
• Special Squads: combat illegal acts and terrorist actions (i.e. seizure of ships, arrests, search for
drugs about the ship's hull etc.) (NATIONAL/LOCAL)
• Unit of Submarine Missions (NATIONAL/LOCAL)
After 1990:
• Drugs Control Department (1993)(INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)
3) Customs Services

Before 1990:
• (5) Special Investigation Units of Customs Services with prosecution powers in relation to the
smuggling of goods and illegal drug trafficking; four abolished in 1995 and their authority was
assumed by the new body, SDOE (INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)
— Department for Prosecution of Arms and Drugs trafficking
— Department for Contraband
— Directorate for Supervision and Control of Vehicles
• Investigation Squads (NATIONAL)
• Information Department (NATIONAL)
• Operational groups for contraband and other customs infractions (NATIONAL/LOCAL)
• Services of customs investigations concerning trafficking of stolen cars, and three departments
for drugs, arms and contraband (NATIONAL)
• 33'd Directorate for Customs Controls (EU/INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)
After 1990:
• Investigation Squads (NATIONAL)
• Information Department (NATIONAL)
4) SDOE

• Department of Special Economic Affairs responsible for the prevention and control of money
laundering (1997) (EU/INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL/LOCAL)
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• Department of Operational Planning and Control of drug and arms trafficking (1997) (EU/
INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL/LOCAL)
3.11. COORDINATION BODY (EU/INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)

Ministry of Public Order
• Public Security Directorate (DDA)
• State Security Directorate (DKA)
Branch of Security and Order Police, supervised by the 2nd Deputy-Chief
of the Greek Police
3.III. CENTRAL CONTACT POINT (EU/INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)

Ministry of Public Order
• Directorate of International Police Cooperation (DDAS):
(1) Department of International Relations-NCB INTERPOL,
(2) Department of European Union,
(3) Sirene bureau
• National Contact Point for Drugs SODN: Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit
3.IV. OTHER (EU) LEGAL INSTRUMENTS, OFFICES

•

Authorised Committee responsible for the prevention of money laundering

(Article 7, Law 2331/1995) (EU/INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)
•

SODN, Central Anti-Drug Coordination Unit
Independent inter-ministerial body responsible for the control of illicit drug trafficking, "controlled

deliveries" of drugs and psychotropic substances (EU/INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL)
4. ORGANOGRAMS

la. Ministry of Public Order/GREEK POLICE
lb. Ministry of Public Order/SECURITY DIRECTORATE OF ATTICA
2. Ministry of Mercantile Marine/COASTGUARD
3. Ministry of Finance/CUSTOMS SERVICES
4. Ministry of Finance/Financial and Economic Crimes Office (SDOE)
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